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RESUMO
Um estudo aprofundado de caracterização genética e estratégias de seleção na raça
equina Lusitana foi realizado para identificar os principais fatores que afetam a
variabilidade genética desta população e fornecer informações para o delineamento de
um programa de melhoramento genético sustentável. Foi analisada a informação
genealógica registada entre 1824-2009, incluindo 53417 animais. O intervalo de
gerações médio foi de 11.33±5.23 e 9.71±4.48 anos para garanhões e éguas,
respetivamente. Os animais nascidos entre 2005 e 2009 tiveram um número médio de
gerações conhecidas de 11.20±0.71 e consanguinidade média de 11.34±7.48%. O
aumento anual da consanguinidade foi de 0.173±0.070, a que corresponde um tamanho
efetivo da população de 28. O número efetivo de fundadores, ascendentes e coudelarias
fundadoras foi de 27.5, 11.7 e 5.4, respetivamente. Estes resultados refletem uma forte
ênfase em algumas linhas e indicam a necessidade de uma gestão cuidadosa da
diversidade genética para o futuro.
Foram utilizados modelos mistos para estimar parâmetros genéticos, efeitos fixos e
predizer valores genéticos para características morfo-funcionais por análises uni e
multivariadas. Os caracteres morfológicos incluídos foram as pontuações parciais
atribuídas a mais de 18 mil animais na sua inscrição como reprodutores (classificação
de cabeça/pescoço, espádua/garrote, peitoral/costado, dorso/rim, garupa, membros e
conjunto de formas), para além da pontuação final (FS), altura ao garrote (HW) e
andamentos (GA). Funcionalmente foram considerados os resultados das provas de
ensino (WEDT) e maneabilidade (WEMT) em Equitação de Trabalho (WE, cerca de
1500 resultados em 200 cavalos), e Dressage (CD, cerca de 12000 resultados em 760
cavalos). Os efeitos fixos para a morfologia foram a coudelaria, ano, sexo,
consanguinidade e idade. Para a funcionalidade foram a prova, nível de competição,
sexo, consanguinidade e idade. A heritabilidade estimada (h2) para as pontuações
morfológicas parciais variou entre 0.12 e 0.18, à exceção dos membros (0.07). Foi
também de 0.18 para FS, 0.61 para HW e 0.17 para GA. Para a performance a h2 foi de
0.32 (WEDT e CD) e 0.18 (WEMT). As correlações genéticas entre os vários
componentes parciais de morfologia foram positivas mas muito variáveis (0.08-0.77).
As relações genéticas entre morfologia e funcionalidade foram favoráveis, indicando
que a morfologia/andamentos podem ser usados como caracteres complementares na
seleção para a WE ou CD. A depressão consanguínea foi de magnitude muito reduzida
para todos os caracteres analisados. Os valores genéticos estimados para a morfologia e
funcionalidade apresentam grande variabilidade, mostrando que a seleção pode ser
eficaz, mas a tendência genética observada ao longo dos últimos anos foi
moderadamente positiva.
Compararam-se ainda duas fontes diferentes de informação (pedigrees vs
microssatélites) enquanto indicadores da diversidade genética e estrutura populacional
do cavalo Lusitano. Para além das genealogias completas, foram utilizados dados sobre
6 ou 8 microssatélites genotipados em cerca de 19 mil Lusitanos entre 1998-2007. A
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consanguinidade obtida via genealogias revelou-se melhor estimador da
consanguinidade molecular do que o inverso, mas apresentou uma correlação modesta
com a heterozigotia multilocus (6% da variabilidade explicada). As taxas de
consanguinidade por geração estimadas pelos dois métodos foram semelhantes. As
distâncias genéticas entre as principais coudelarias foram comparáveis (correlação entre
distâncias genéticas FST de 0.82). Globalmente, os parâmetros calculados a partir de
informação genealógica são melhores preditores dos indicadores moleculares. No
entanto, ao nível da população, os parâmetros de diversidade genética estimados,
tendências ao longo do tempo e subestrutura da população são muito semelhantes
quando estimados pelo pedigree ou por marcadores microssatélites.
Palavras-chave: Puro-sangue Lusitano; demografia; consanguinidade; parâmetros
genéticos; correlações genéticas; correlações fenotípicas; heritabilidade; avaliação
genética; microssatélites.
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ABSTRACT
An in-depth study of characterization and evaluation of selection strategies in the
Lusitano horse breed was conducted to identify factors affecting the genetic variability
of the breed and provide baseline information for the establishment of a sustainable
genetic improvement program. Pedigree records collected in 53417 animals born from
1824 to 2009 were used. The mean generation interval was 11.33±5.23 and 9.71±4.48
years for sires and dams, respectively. For animals born between 2005 and 2009, the
mean number of equivalent generations was 11.20±0.71 and the average inbreeding was
11.34±7.48%. The rate of inbreeding per year was 0.173±0.070, and the corresponding
effective population size was about 28. The effective number of founders, ancestors and
studs was 27.5, 11.7 and 5.4, respectively. These results reflect a strong emphasis
placed on a few sire-families and raise concerns regarding the conservation of genetic
diversity for the future.
Mixed model procedures were used to estimate genetic parameters, fixed effects and
genetic trends for morpho-functional traits in Lusitano horses by uni- and multivariate
animal models. Morphological traits included were partial scores attributed to more than
18000 horses at the time of registration in the studbook and included the classification
of head/neck, shoulder/withers, chest/thorax, back/loin, croup, legs and overall
impression, plus a final score (FS) and a score for gaits (GA) and the measurement of
height at withers (HW). For functionality, the traits considered were scores obtained in
dressage (WEDT) and maneability (WEMT) trials of working equitation (WE, about
1500 records by 200 horses), and classical dressage (CD, about 12130 records by nearly
760 horses). Fixed effects considered in the analyses of morphology, GA and FS were
stud, year, sex, inbreeding and age. For functionally traits, the fixed effects were event,
level of competition, sex, inbreeding and age. Heritability (h2) estimates for all partial
morphological scores ranged between 0.12 and 0.18, except for legs (0.07), and were
0.18 for FS, 0.61 for HW and 0.17 for GA. For performance, h2 was 0.32 for WEDT
and CD and 0.18 for WEMT. The genetic correlations among partial components of
morphology were positive but widely different (0.08 to 0.77). The favourable genetic
relationships existing between morphology and performance indicate that morphology
and gaits traits can be used to enhance selection response when the improvement of WE
or CD is intended. The magnitude of inbreeding depression was small for all the traits
analyzed. The estimated breeding values for morphology, gaits and WE presented a
large variability, indicating that selection can be effective, but the genetic trend
observed over the last few years was positive but moderate for all traits.
The assessment of genetic diversity and population structure obtained by either pedigree
data or microsatellite markers was compared. The same pedigree database was used
and, in addition, data on either 6 or 8 microsatellite markers genotyped in more than
19000 horses, from 1998-2007. Genealogical inbreeding was a better predictor of
molecular inbreeding than the opposite, but it had a modest correlation with multilocus
heterozygosity (6% of its variability). Still, the rates of inbreeding per generation
iii
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estimated by the two methods were very similar. Genetic distances among the major
studs producing Lusitano horses were comparable when they were estimated from
pedigree or molecular information, with a correlation between FST distances of 0.82, and
similar dendrograms were obtained in both cases. Overall, estimates derived from a
reduced number of microsatellites or from pedigrees are poorly correlated when
considered at the individual level, but parameters derived from pedigree are better
predictors of molecular-derived indicators. However, when considered at the breedlevel, the estimated diversity parameters, time trends and population substructure are
very similar when genealogical data or microsatellite markers are considered.

Keywords: Lusitano horse breed; demography; inbreeding; genetic parameters; genetic
and phenotypic correlations; heritability; genetic evaluation; microsatellite markers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The horse has existed for millions of years and has played an important role in the
progress of the human race. With its domestication (about 6000 years ago) and with
men being able to ride them, horses helped the development of many civilizations and
mankind which was transformed into a more powerful society, move faster and cover
long distances more easily. The human power of reasoning, combined with horse´s
stamina, endurance and mobility, made an extraordinary partnership. Comparing to
other animals, the destiny of the horse was quite different, and he contributed to rise and
fall of empires, different conquests, great battles, etc.
Over the years the horse contribution has been invaluable, providing
transportation for both goods and people, as well as milk, meat and hides. Aside such
practicalities horses are beautiful animals that more recently are ridden for equestrian
art, leisure, sports and different kinds of therapies.
Horse domestication, besides food, must have been done for transportation or
draught power and its success in adaptation should be due to high intelligence and
plasticity of their behaviour. Some good qualities different from other animals for
domestication should have been the capacity to run for a long time at high speed, with a
very specialized caecal digestive system that allowed them to run immediately after
eating (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000).
Also the great naturalist Carolus Linnaeus described the horse with great authority
and precision: “Animal herbivurum, rarissime carnivorum, generosum, superbum,
fortissimum in currendo, punctando, truhendo; optissimum equitando, cursu furens;
sylvis delectatur, hinnita sociam vocat; calcitrando pugnat.” (Ervideira, 2000).
Perhaps no other animal has been exalted and glorified through history as much as
the horse (ANCCE, 2008). Mutual trust and strong affiliation between humans and
horses is the basis for stories, legends and myths (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000).
According to FAOSTAT Database (2011, http://faostat3.fao.org/home/E) the
current estimated global horse population is about 58 million animals distributed by:
Africa (~6 million), America (~32 million), Asia (~14 million), Europe (~6 million) and
Oceania (~316 thousands). From the total horses existing, the percentage of animals
registered within a breed society is about 10% of the total (Bowling and Ruvinsky,
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2000). In Portugal the estimated horse population is about 18 thousands (FAOSTAT
Database, 2011).
This extraordinary animal is considered one of God most noble creature in its
relationship with humans (Edwards, 1991) and has played an important role over the
years, in particular in Iberian Peninsula (IP), hotspot in wars, conquers and occupations
by different cultures through the history and also for the discoveries of the “New
World” (Cordeiro, 1989). Also important to refer that there are a lot of evidences
suggesting that the lower parts of the plains of south-western Iberian Peninsula were
spared the effects of the most recent ice age (Würm glaciation). This singular fact meant
the survival in IP of a group of horses, allowing their early domestication, as well as the
riding skills that appear to have preceded all others (Cordeiro, 2011). The earliest
evidence of the presence of equines in the IP comes from a skull found in the
archaeological site of Atapuerca, Spain, dating back to the Pleistocene, around 780000
years ago. These findings confirm the long existence of the horse in the IP (Lopes et al.,
2011).
The horse has always been of extreme relevance in Portugal, and we can consider
it of great importance for our history and consolidation of the territory. Portugal is one
of the oldest states in Europe (“The Old Continent”), with more than eight hundred
years of independence, and strong ethnical and cultural roots. We can consider that part
of the success in establishing our territory, “The Lusitania”, is due to a powerful ally
that was, and is, the Lusitano horse (Cordeiro, 1989). Portugal and Spain are one of the
few regions of the world, since the Palaeolithic, where we have a vast representation of
horse paintings and drawings in Cantabric and Aquitanic caves, and successively before
and during the Romanic period, which reinforces the theory of the importance of Iberian
horse breeds from the past till the present (Andrade, 1954; Gonzaga, 2004). Moreover,
recent studies (Lopes et al., 2005; Royo et al., 2005; Lira et al., 2010) suggest the
evidence of the Iberian Peninsula as a centre of horse domestication and the importance
and antiquity of the Lusitano horse, considered for many as one of the oldest breed as a
saddle horse. Thanks to the isolation of the IP, this extraordinary horse survived here
and evolved over a period of about fifteen thousand years, almost entirely free from
extraneous influence until quite recently (Cordeiro, 2011).
The Lusitano horse, saddle horse prototype, combining beauty and harmony in the
model to a docile and generous temperament, easy, comfortable and agile movements,
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with rustic and natural balance, is an example of versatility and adaptability to any
climate, terrain or equestrian activity (Monteiro, 1983).
The Iberian Peninsula is an appendage of Europe, connected but at the same time
separated from the continent by the Cantabrian and the Pyrenean Mountains. This
particular and enclosed region allowed the development of a quite different ecology and
climate, contributing to a very distinct and biodiverse fauna and flora (Gonzaga, 2004),
being the Iberian Peninsula a natural refuge during the ages for a lot of different species,
including horses. Because all this aspects and considerations the IP is considered a
hotspot of biodiversity of the world, including animal genetic resources (López-López
et al., 2011).
Between the different strategies of conservation and management of animal
genetic resources the first step to take should be an extensive study of the existing
populations with their characterization. So it is important to start with a morphological
definition of an equine population followed by its demographic analysis, with an
attempt to know its structure, characterizing the breeds inbreeding, ancestors, founders,
etc.
After an initial step of demographic characterization it is important to determine
different genetic parameters such as heritabilities, phenotypic and genetic correlations to
have more tools and objective information to manage the genetic pool and diversity of
an equine population.
Nowadays there are also new approaches concerning genetic diversity using
different sources of information, such as genealogical and molecular data, that can give
highlights and new information about the genetic structure of a given breed.
In this document we will study the Lusitano horse breed, the main equine
autochthonous breed from Portugal, to contribute to its knowledge and characterization.
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II. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

II.1. The Iberian horse
The Iberian horse is the typical horse from the southern part of the Iberian
Peninsula and it is known as Lusitano horse in Portugal, a name that comes from the
Lusitania region of Roman times, nowadays known as Portugal. The Lusitania is a large
part of the current Portuguese territory and part of the Spanish territory. Represents the
native place of the Lusitano horse, with distinct soil, climate and breeding conditions for
this horse, which, since antiquity, has shaped its morpho-functional characteristics,
where, for centuries, has been bred in the basins of the Tagus, Guadiana and
Guadalquivir rivers (Monteiro, 1983).
The same type of horses bred in Spain is known as Spanish or Andalusian horse,
from Andalusia region. Globally they were known as Spanish, Hispanic, Iberian or
horses from the Peninsula.
The designation of Lusitano appears in 1942 and it is adopted for horses which,
born in Portugal, could present morphological and functional characteristics from the
breed, having a known genealogy that authorize and accept them to use that designation
(Monteiro, 1983).
The Iberian horse is the most ancient saddle horse known to western civilization,
with a sub-convex profile, ridden since the Neolithic, and found in the dry and hot
planes of southern regions of Iberia. The proof of the oldest ridden horse comes from
the “halberd”, a weapon found in the IP dating from the V to the IV millennium bC,
used against cavalry, to put riders to the ground. As so we can deduce that since the
Neolithic warriors were fighting on a horseback in the IP (Andrade, 1973). Another
theory supporting this idea is that chariots were not part of Iberian culture and not used
in wars, only using equines as saddle horses and Greek and Phoenician colonizers
found, in Iberia, societies based on the use of a ridden horse, several thousand years old
(Gonzaga, 2004).
Ancient Greek and Roman writers spoke of them in glowing terms, and in 370 bC
the famous Greek cavalry officer Xenophon praised the exceptional techniques
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employed by Iberian horsemen and their agile steeds that could start, stop, canter and
turn quicker than any other.
The typical horse from the Iberian Peninsula, which evolved in the meridional
region of Europe, as a war animal used in combat, suffered an earlier influence from
humans. The different battles in ancient Greece where Iberian horseman’s fought with
Spartans against Romans, Moors or Carthaginians, during several centuries are in the
base of the selection procedures that defined the character and morphology of the
Iberian horse (Andrade, 1985 and 1987 in Oom, 1992). Already the legend of Varro and
Pliny told about the mares of Lusitania, on the banks of the Tagus river, “being
fertilized by the wind”, metaphorical and poetic way of exalting the agility and speed of
the horses from the Iberian Peninsula, named as “sons of the wind” (Monteiro, 1983;
Cordeiro, 1989).
The Iberian horse is the name of the horse known in the XVII and XVIII centuries
in Europe as “Genet d´Espagne”, name used to explain that traditional way of fighting
on a horseback in IP, the “Gineta” (Andrade, 1973). There are records of the presence of
this type of horse in caves of the Iberian Peninsula such as in Pileta – Malaga, Spain
(XX bC) or paintings and drawings in Escoural – Alentejo, Portugal (from 1700 to 1300
bC) (Gonzaga, 2004).
The Hispanic horse is the prototype of the saddle horse, with different skills,
coupled with a docile temperament and generous, agile, easy and comfortable gaits
(Monteiro, 1983). Also Manoel Carlos de Andrade (1790) refers the good qualities of
breeding Iberian horses, capable of producing fine, sensitive and fit for riding animals,
besides their good qualities of "memory" and a very faithful genius.
The very special conditions of the Iberian environment determined not only the
type of indigenous “quality horse” but also the way of riding and cavalry tactics
developed locally: single combat instead of the confrontation of whole cavalry corps
(Gonzaga, 2004) which demanded higher equestrian skills.
The best proof of the value of the Iberian horse was its use by the Romans to
improve their own breeds. It´s fame was such that it became the horse most sought in
Europe to improve other breeds and a proper mount for kings and emperors.
There are numerous records and historical accounts that emphasize the superiority
of the Lusitano horse in racing, wars and battles, with the curiosity of having been a
Lusitanian driver of Roman chariots which ranked among the biggest winners ever.
Named Gaius Appuleius Diocles, he became very famous as a horseman in the III
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century AD being honoured with a statue in the Fields of Mars in Rome (Monteiro,
1983). This driver commonly raced four-horse chariots, and in most of his races he
came from behind to win. Diocles was also mentioned for owning an extremely rare and
important Iberian horse that had won at least 200 races (Ducenarius). Records show that
he won 1462 out of the 4257 four-horse chariot races he competed in. His winnings
reportedly totalled 35,863,120 sesterces, an amount which could provide a year's supply
of grain to the entire city of Rome, or pay the Roman army at its height for a fifth of a
year. With his earnings he is considered to be "the best paid athlete of all time" (Struck,
2010). Adjusted for inflation, as of 2014 his fortune was equivalent to about 12 billion
Euros.
In the past the Iberian horse gained growing importance and relevance for the
purpose of wars and combat, as an improver of other breeds, but also for equestrian art
and “haute école” (Athayde, 1970), used by Equestrian Academies that flourish in
Europe until the Renaissance period. The Iberian horse reached its higher splendour
during the European Renaissance, which coincided with the proliferation of equestrian
academies and Royal Riding Schools (ANCCE, 2008).
The decline of the Iberian horse and its loss of leadership began in the 19th century
when people began to appreciate more sport activities related to horses and less
equestrian art.
Nowadays the main modern breeds carry some Iberian blood on them. The so
called Warmblood horses (e.g. German, Dutch or Belgian sport´s horses); the Kladruber
and the Lipizzaner, the English Cleveland Bay and the Irish Connemara are considered
themselves derived from Iberian blood. Even the famous Thoroughbred racehorse is
descendent from the called Royal Mares, some of them with Iberian blood from the
Portuguese territories from Tanger, Africa (Andrade, 1973). All the American breeds of
horses are descendent from those brought by Spanish and Portuguese Conquerors of the
Americas, so with Iberian blood. Therefore we can affirm that, along with the Arabian,
no other breed of horses has had a greater influence to the present breeds and equestrian
world like the Iberian horse. According to Andrade (1954) the Iberian horse has had a
major influence around the world, mainly in the period between the XVI and first
quarter of the XIX century, with direct influence in the formation of the most “quality
horses”. Only after that, with the gradual importance of sports horses, the Thoroughbred
took a leading position as main ancestor of modern breeds.
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The myth of the centaur is thought to be due to the fact that the Greeks, when they
saw the first riders with tremendous skills riding Iberian horses, were so terrified and
assumed that horse and man were one (Cordeiro, 2011). Same reaction had Indians from
Latin America when Spanish and Portuguese troops march on them. Once introduced in
the "New World" its importance was such that it defines two completely different eras
of American civilization: 1) before; and 2) after the presence of the horse. This is
proven with the development of Indian culture in America who was able to understand
and interact with the horse in a superior manner. Thus, with the horse as ally, Indians
had a much greater autonomy, fight and hunting ability and power range. This
ethnological phenomenon is known among the ethnologists as “Horse-culture”
(Monteiro, 1983).
Until 1942 the Iberian horse was the same and only one breed in Portugal and
Spain, named as Spanish, Peninsular or Andalusian horse. From that time and when the
Spanish decided to create the Pura Raza Española (PRE) Studbook, and separate from
Portugal that the animals born in both countries started to be recognized as two different
breeds, PRE in Spain and Lusitano in Portugal (Soares, 1998).
Even if both PRE and Lusitano horses have the same basis and origin, due to
different goals and selection objectives for its use and performance, these two breeds
evolved in different ways (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000; Loch 1986). In Portugal the
Lusitano horse always kept attached to field activities and husbandry, working in the
fields, in herd management and also for bullfighting. This last activity of the “Corrida”
was fundamental for the selection and evolution of this breed until the present. The
continuous training and performance of the Lusitano horse in the bullfighting shaped its
morphological and functional characteristics, where the elasticity and the quality of the
gaits, in particular, canter works were fundamental for its goal and success (Andrade,
1973). On the other hand, in Spain, bullfighting with horses was forbidden from the
beginning of the XVIIIth century by King Felipe V and people started training with the
bull on foot (Botelho Neves, 1992; Teixeira, 1992). In that way the selection in Spain
took a different path and the horses started being selected mainly for parades, fairs, light
carriage and presentations where beauty and conformations aspects were of major
importance over functional ones. These different selection goals (needing less
progressive gaits, more round and heavy horses) in the PRE turn them away from the
original ones and from the Lusitano horse, and made them more exuberant in trot work
and less functional in canter. Also in Spain by the selection almost exclusively by its
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morphology, eliminating animals with sub-convex profile of the head or with different
coat colours than grey or bay, gave rise to a different type of horse, inferior in
functionality than the Lusitano (Monteiro, 1983).
Along with the selection for functionality in the Lusitano horse, by the permanent
and continuous use of this horse in wars, fieldwork, bullfighting, etc, its temperament
was shaped to be a courageous and brave animal but always gentle and kind for his
rider. Ideal for leisure and also for learning equitation in riding centres, given their good
characteristics of temperament, docility and comfortable gaits, are perhaps the main
reason for the inexistence of ponies in riding centres in Portugal. Not needing ponies to
teach young riders to ride can easily be explained when we have a much better animal in
all aspects called the Lusitano horse.
The Lusitano Studbook (SB) was officialised in 1967 and remained open for the
entry of new registration of animals until 1989. From that year on, the SB was closed
and only offspring from animals already registered in the SB were allowed to be
registered as Lusitano horses.
Since the creation of the SB, in 1967 until the present, all horses and mares to be
allowed to be used in reproduction and produce offspring that can be registered in the
SB must perform a morpho-functional test consisting of an evaluation of morphology
and gaits, comparing the animals to the breed standard, classified by a panel of experts
(APSL, 2010).
Globally in the world, horses registered with a breed society or SB constitute
about 10% of the global population (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000) and in the case of
Portugal, the contribution of Portuguese equine autochthonous breeds for the total of the
population is about 15.2% (Matos, 2000).
Presently the Lusitano horse has spread worldwide and is well represented in the
globe. Even if there is only about 5000 breeding females in the world, there are 32
different countries breeding and registering Lusitano horses. Besides Portugal, there are
very important nucleus in Brazil (where the largest breeders and studs are), France
(where it is the main foreigner breed), México, Spain, Italy, Belgium, United Kingdom
and many others.
Regarding the Lusitano horse there is a big gap of books and technical-scientific
information, except for the writings of Dr. Ruy d'Andrade, Professor Bernardo Lima,
Dr. Paulo Gavião Gonzaga, Dr. José Monteiro and a few scattered articles. We hope we
can contribute with some more technical and scientific information about this
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Portuguese autochthonous breed in order to inform more and better the scientific
community, breeders and the public in general.

II.2. Morpho-functional characterization of equine populations
II.2.1. Morphological characterization of the horse: the Lusitano
The exterior features and different biometric parameters are the first points to
consider when we want to proceed with a characterization analysis and make a detailed
description of each one of the populations to study (Sanz et al., 2004), in addition to its
importance for the recognition and inclusion of certain individuals and determining their
main skills (Aparicio Sánchez, 1960).
A wide variety of the existing breeds of horses worldwide have been primarily
described by parameters related to external morphology and their proportions (or
conformation), defined by their racial standards, so it appears extremely important to
use different methodologies to assess and evaluate several morphological models (Oom,
1992).
The morphological variation between populations of a species may be considered
as the result of continuous micro evolutionary process determined by genetics ally with
each environmental constraint. Morphological aspects present the great advantage of
being of easy access and recording and translate the expression of a large number of
genes (Wright, 1968 in Oom, 1992)
Since the beginning of animal husbandry, animal morphology is based on the
appreciation of the external conformation and several morphometrical studies of major
body regions of breeds standard (length, height, diameter and perimeter) from measures,
with the equine species being the most considered one in this aspect, serving as a
reference and comparison to other species (Aparicio Sánchez, 1960).
In the last decades, as a result of the awareness for the conservation of animal
genetic resources, several works related with animal morphological characterization
have been done, featuring most of domestic species. Various studies concerning
conformation and morphological characterization, with the determination of biometrical
parameters, for equine populations have been performed (Bourgelat, 1754 in
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Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000; Lesbre, 1930; Oom and Ferreira, 1987; Oom, 1992;
Cabral et al., 2004; Dario et al., 2006; Andrade, 1954; Zechner et al., 2001) to allow us
to obtain several parameters based on either qualitative or quantitative aspects.
The assessment of the morphology of a horse, to be more complete and objective
should not dismiss some biometric measurements, trying to draw a comparison with
some known breed standards (Monteiro, 1983).
According to Saastamoinen and Barrey (2000), conformation traits can be divided
into i) scored and ii) measured (objective) traits; where in the first ones are included
subjectively evaluated traits, such as body conformation, leg conformation and gaits and
in the second its included body measurements, angles, using photography or video
techniques.
Within the morphological characterization of the animals, including horses, there
are two main approaches that can be performed, which are the qualitative characteristics
(overall aspects of morphology and conformation) and quantitative characteristics (or
measurement of biometrical parameters).
Regarding the qualitative features of the morphology of animals, parameters are
analysed such as: the general profile of animals, different morphological regions such as
head profile, type of neck, and also coat and eye type, orientation and deployment of the
ear and still some complementary characteristics (e.g. prognathism, cryptorchidism).
When the variables are qualitative and usually not translated into numerical values,
makes it easier to classify groups of animals in a visual way and its framing in particular
racial group, but have a large amount of subjectivity and variation depending of the
judges and judging system (Sanz et al., 2004). Nevertheless it still keeps being one of
the most used methods to evaluate the external regions of equine populations and still
very common, and a very useful tool for different studbooks in choosing their breeding
stock, acting as a first stage of selection, as it also happens for the Lusitano horse
(APSL, 2010) were the breed experts score the animals for different external regions,
and it is also used in beauty competitions like Model and Movements events. In an
event of Model and Movements (conformation and gaits), as the name indicates, the
judge must consider the model of the animals in competition, i.e., its conformation and
morphology, comparing it to the ideal Lusitano racial model (Annex 1), and also the
dynamics of the animals, analyzing their basic gaits (Monteiro, 1983).
Regarding the quantitative characteristics, these give us a more objective
description of each studied population, based on numerical values and not in classes, as
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with qualitative variables (Sanz et al., 2004; Carvalho, 1996). This has also been the
case for equine populations where it is more and more usual the use of linear scale in
the classification of animals from different horse breeds (Koenen et al., 1995; Samoré et
al., 1997; Rustin et al., 2009; Van Bergen and Van Arendonk, 1993).
It is generally considered that conformation is more important in horse breeding
than in other species (Preisinger et al., 1991), particularly in those breeds traditionally
selected for their morphological characteristics (breed quality), such as the Lusitano
horse. Morphological characteristics also define the limits for the range of movement
and function, and the ability of horses to perform, and it is suggested that it has a
relevant impact on movement, performance, soundness (Preisinger et al., 1991) and
dressage ability (Barrey et al., 2002). Morphology in horses is of such relevance that the
first known study using a quantitative approach to conformation traits was undertaken
in the 18th century, by Bourgelat (1754) in Saastamoinen and Barrey (2000) that
analysed linear measurements of the body segment of the Baroque horse type, i.e.
Iberian horse. More recently other objective (quantitative) methods have been used for
evaluating the conformation of the horse, such as, photometric method by using digital
cameras and image analysis applications for measuring and describing the conformation
on live horses with the assistance of reference points applied on the animal
(Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000). The same method, which is based on measuring
angles and length of bones, has also been applied to riding horses (Holmström et al.,
1990). Another technological and recent method used has been the videotaping and a
computerized gait analysis system to objectively analyse the conformation and
movements of the horse (Solé et al., 2013; Santos, 2008; Holmström et al., 1990). For
Santos (2008), studying the kinematics and morphology of the Lusitano horse and its
relation with different equestrian disciplines, specific conformational traits could
separate animals with dressage ability from other animals; and the traits with higher
weight in the canonical discriminant analysis performed were traits that belonged to the
upper limbs, such as croup length and slope of thigh. The main differences in the
conformation found for Lusitano horses studied by Santos (2008), compared to other
horse breeds in the discipline of dressage, were shorter shoulder, croup and leg and the
angle of the feet hock more closed.
Concerning the Lusitano horse, and since implementing its Studbook in 1967, all
animals candidates for the breeders section of the SB (“Livro de Adultos”, book of
breeders section) have to undergo a selection stage with an evaluation of their
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morphology and gaits to be allowed to produce offspring able to be registered as
Lusitano animals (“Livro de Nascimentos”, book of births section). This first stage of
selection, as defined by the breeders association, Associação Portuguesa de Criadores
do Cavalo Puro-sangue Lusitano, APSL, in their genetic improvement program (APSL,
2010), consists of a morphological and gaits examination by a panel of one to three
breed experts, judges licensed by the association. All horses’ candidates to the breeders
section of the SB must be evaluated in their morphology and movements according to a
grading scale concerning six body regions, the gaits and the overall impression of each
animal, using scores ranging between 0 and 10. These parameters subject to
classification are weighted by different coefficients, depending on the regions that are
more or less valued, as shown in Table II.2.1. By performing a weighted sum of the
different items evaluated we obtain the final score of each candidate for breeding and
that gives us an indication of their degree of adherence to the breed standard (from 0 to
100 points).
During this evaluation, besides the scoring of those qualitative characteristics, the
animals are also measured at height at withers (quantitative characteristic), checked for
some eliminatory problem like an inherited condition, disease or disorder such as
prognathism, etc., and a digital photo is taken to be stored in APSL database.
There are some differences in the approval conditions of males and females for the
SB. It is mandatory for males to be presented in public events, ridden in the three basic
gaits (walk, trot and canter) to a panel of three breed experts that rotate between events
worldwide. Also these candidates are required to present a medical-veterinary
evaluation to certify the integrity of the genitals and the existence of a positive semen
evaluation. For females they can be either observed in the studs or, alternatively, in
public events, judged by the technical secretary of the breed or his legal representative,
presented in hand or in liberty.
Having sires and dams approvals since 1967, APSL has a lot of storage
information on morphology and gaits (more than 18 thousand records) from Lusitano
horses ready to be studied and analysed for the breed characterization. Also important is
that, since the beginning of the SB, the grid of evaluating morphology and gaits has
always been the same, allowing us to study Lusitano breed evolution through more than
40 years with the same judging items.
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Table II.2.1. Grading items and respective coefficients for the approval of candidates to
the breeders section of the Lusitano Studbook.
Item

Coefficient

Head and Neck

1

Shoulder and Withers

1

Chest and Thorax

1

Back and Loin

1.5

Croup

1

Legs

1.5

Overall Impression

1.5

Gaits

1.5

Final Score

10

Adapted from APSL, 2010
A similar evaluation of morphology and gaits is also performed for the PRE as
described by Molina et al. (1999), but in the case of the Spanish horse, the PRE
association (ANCCE) still measures the animals, besides the height at withers, using
more quantitative characteristics in the SB rules. Regarding this point, in the early
breeding approval conditions for the Lusitano SB, and besides measuring the height at
withers, other measurements were also taken such as the perimeter of the cannon and
thoracic circumference, quite important to the quantitative characterization of the
Lusitano, but that unfortunately have ceased to be taken in the present.
Different systems of approval and elimination of candidates for breeding have
been used over the years, since 1967. For the first period, between 1967 and 1988,
males and females to be approved as sires and dams should have more than 60 points
for final score with no partial score inferior to 5. Also there was a minimum height at
withers for approval, with 150 cm for females, from 3 years old, and 154 cm for males,
from 4 years old. In the second period, from 1989 to 1990, there was a change in the
minimal final score to be approved, changing to 65 points for females and 70 points for
males. The rest of the conditions remain unchanged. In the third period, from 1991 to
2000, the minimal approval final score for males was also changed, passing from 70 to
72 points (Soares, 1998). For the fourth period, from 2001 until 2009, there was a huge
change in the SB morphological evaluation approval conditions where candidates for
breeding no longer had a minimum final score (FS) neither a minimal height at withers
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for horses to be approved. In that time, an animal to be accepted for breeding could not
have two or more partial scores of five or one partial score less than 5. Since the year
2001 there is no longer a minimal height at withers for approval. In the fifth and final
period, since 2010 until present time, besides the conditions of the fourth period it was
also implemented that an animal could not have three or more partial scores of 6.
By analyzing the evolution of the different conditions for approval of the Lusitano
breeders we can conclude that the breeders association tried in the first three periods of
appreciation to make the rules stricter and difficult for the approval, as the Lusitanian
population was homogenizing and improving the quality of the animals (Soares, 1998).
After those periods, and because it was very difficult to eliminate a horse when only one
point was needed to obtain the minimal sum of the final score (e.g. 71 or 71.5 pts for
males) the system was changed and focus mainly in the partial scores attributed, directly
related with the quality of the morphology and gaits of the animals.
Besides the already explained evaluation of the morphology and gaits of the
Lusitano horses to be registered in the breeders section of the SB, also the model and
movements events have been important in the selection, characterization and
homogenization of the Lusitano horse breed. This kind of event has the advantage of
being easy to organize and a large sample of animals can be evaluated in a short period
of time, reaching to a broader range of breeders and more varied classes of animals
presented. Also for this type of event less time and investment is needed, and can
function as a selecting step of animals, even if they don´t have the value of functional
tests, they can influence breeders and the public, contributing to the promotion and
improvement of the breed (Monteiro, 1983). Conformation judging is used as an
indicator of, and how to select horses with better soundness and less risk of developing
lameness (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000). In this kind of morphological events we can
observe the general production of an equine breed in different countries and also
analyse the development of the animals in different age classes. There are some
breeders that invest a lot in this conformation and gaits events, promoting their studs
and animals and also improving their studs curriculum, several of them gaining
economical and social privileges. The model and movements events can also play an
important role in the selection system of the Lusitano horse as they can distinguish the
best animals of the breed, who obtained gold or silver medals in the classes they entered
in the main events of the breed and that can grant them the title of recommended stallion
or mare, also called 4 stars breeder. This distinction is important, particularly for
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stallions that may obtain unlimited reproduction rights and cover a greater number of
mares each year. Nowadays when a stallion is approved for breeding it can have a
maximum of 20 registered offspring per year. If it is distinguished with the title of
“recommended stallion” in Model and Movements (or any other functional area such as
dressage, working equitation, equestrian art, show jumping, etc) its reproduction rights
are unlimited and there is no restriction on the number of offspring that can be
registered as Lusitano horses from that stallion (APSL, 2010).
Judging of conformation and gaits has long-standing traditions in horse breeding
and, even if presently sport horse selection is based on performance results,
conformation and gaits still have an important role in judging horses at SB shows. Also
the great advantage of expert judgement in this kind of events is the quickness of the
evaluation and the ability to evaluate a complex trait such as rideability, harmony of
conformation or behaviour of the horse (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000).
Although the competitions of model and movements can serve as a filter in the
selection of the Lusitano, these events should not be seen as an important way of
selecting stock breeders for the breed, as this horse evolved and was selected over time
as a saddle horse, by its functionality and should thus continue like that.

II.2.2. Functional characterization of the horse
The morphological characterization of animals is important for the definition and
classification of a given population, but must be complemented with other productive
and functional characteristics and further genetic characterization. Functionality and
performance in equine populations reflects its usefulness, and are probably two of the
most important factors to be considered in the selection procedures of the horse
(Wagoner et al., 1998). Many horse breeds are distinguished by a particular
performance ability achieved in concert with human handler (Bowling, 1998).
At this point it is interesting to note what Dr. José Monteiro, director of the
National Stud, stated in 1970: "The genealogy shows us what the horse should be,
morphology what the horse can be, but only a functional test reveals what the horse is in
fact".
Morphology and conformation influence sports performance and functionality
(Langlois et al., 1978; Holmström et al., 1990; Holmström and Philipson, 1993;
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Wagoner et al., 1998; Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000; Santos, 2008), so it is important
to study both morphology and functionality and then try to compare and relate them
(Koenen et al., 1995; Thorén Hellsten et al., 2006) in order to obtain the best results
possible in the genetic improvement programs. There are some conformational details,
body dimensions and angles that have been related to a better performance in equestrian
disciplines, such as leg and feet stances and slope of the shoulders and pasterns
(Holmström et al., 1990; Holmström and Philipson, 1993). A study about Lusitano
dressage horses, which compared their morphology and functionality (including gaits)
relative to other dressage horse breeds, indicated that the Lusitano horse has lower
amplitude of the steps, higher elevation of the hoof, longer extension of the shoulder
and bigger flexion of the fetlock, with revealing ability to collect but more difficulty to
have good groundcover (Santos, 2008).
The relationship between form and function is a very important issue, thus no
surprising that the horse morphology or conformation influence unquestionably
locomotion and performance. This influence is even more important because it can be
assessed and studied in young animals, contributing to the early detection of elite horses
(Santos, 2008).
Several authors (Dubois et al., 2008; Kearsley et al., 2008; Koenen and Aldridge,
2002; Ricard et al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2010) have studied the functional aspects of
equine populations, with the estimation of different genetic parameters, and determine
the importance of equestrian sports activities. Also a unifying theme in horse breeding
is that the main purposes for which modern horse breeds are raised require moderate to
extreme athletic ability and the capacity of the horse to interpret and obey human
instructions. All this particularities and the close relationship between man and horse
distinguish breeding goals for horses apart from other livestock species (Bowling,
1998).
Regarding the functional features of the Lusitano horse breed, as mentioned
before, they were very important to form and shape this breed as we know it today. A
key aspect that selected the Lusitano horse was its use in field work, the handle of wild
cattle until we get to bullfighting on horseback.
Also very important for the selection of the Lusitano horse, perpetuating its
special characteristics to this day, was the type of fighting “gineta” with the horses,
requiring agility, and quickness in turning back, clearance and skills of the horse-rider,
obviously with animals perfectly taught and cooperating to respond to commands but
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also resistant and with suffering capacities. The “gineta” activity proved to be crucial in
maintaining the good features of the Lusitano horse for bullfighting, given their
similarities (Cordeiro, 1989). Even the observation of young foals playing at liberty in
the fields, establishing their hierarchy, can highlight the natural aptitude of the Lusitano
horse, selected empirically for centuries for this type of performance (Gonzaga, 2004).
The “Tourada” or “Corrida”, bullfighting on a horseback, reproduces “gineta”
movements and it was probably developed as a drill for both the “gineta” horsemen and
their horses (Gonzaga, 2004). For thousands of years the Iberian horse was selected as a
war horse and the life of the knights depended on its skills and abilities, and seems that
this horse “seeks guessing his rider´s thought" (Veiga in Cordeiro, 1989).
The continuous use of bullfighting on horseback ensured particularly careful
attention to the selection of the Lusitano horse (inherent risk to his own life) to produce
an animal with courage, strength, muscular ability, with fast gaits, mainly in canter, and
the ability to change its amplitude, direction and centre of gravity very quickly.
The peninsular horses took an attitude of such collection so that the halts, rein
backs and half-passes became so easy and made available to the rider a new weapon
against the enemy, the mobility in all directions (Bragança, 1997).
We think that all can be well summarized by citing Dr. Ruy d'Andrade (1954) "As
the fight with the bull has similarities with the “gineta” combat, this sport was
commonly used in antiquity during rest periods of war for training and this was the
sport that continued keeping the handling characteristics of the Iberian horse, adapted to
this game of equestrian bullfighting. This functional activity kept this system
assembled, with the appropriate type of horse and its harnessing, taming and dressing”.

II.2.2.1. Morpho-functional evaluations performed in Portugal
Concerning the functional analysis of the Lusitano horse it is relevant to discuss
about the morpho-functional evaluations performed during the last decades in the
National Zoothecnical Station (EZN – Estação Zootécnica Nacional) organism of the
Portuguese Ministry of Agriculture which started in the year of 1934, with Portugal
being one of the leading countries in this matter. These tests were initiated by Dr. José
Menezes, chief of the Portuguese National Stud at the time, which were later continued
by Dr. Furtado Coelho, with such technical and scientific rigor and importance that
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several foreign associations, notably Brazil, have used these selection schemes and
implemented them for their own horse breeds, like the Mangalarga Marchador,
Campolina, etc. These competitions were not specific for Lusitano horses, and cross
bred Lusitano horses, with Arabian or Thoroughbred blood were also evaluated
(Monteiro, 1983).
These tests were succinctly composed by a morphological examination (preceded
by a veterinary examination) with biometric evaluation and enumeration and description
of beauties and defects concerning the type, age and function. Functional assessment
included an evaluation of the dynamics with an endurance test, cross-country, gallop in
a flat course, obstacle course and dressage test. There was also a test of integrity,
temperament (character and moral) and sobriety (Monteiro, 1983).
The evolving requirements over nearly 40 years of morphological and functional
tests performed for the National Stud stallions in EZN, between 1934 and 1973, it turns
out that these were regularly increasing in degree of difficulty, corresponding to the also
increasing quality of the horses entering the tests. It is further noted that, since 1960, the
Spanish horses imported for the National Stud and also entering the tests always achieve
lower results than those obtain by the Lusitanos from the National Stud (Coudelaria
Nacional – CN), certainly for being selected otherwise. The horses from the National
Stud, selected over some decades by their functional ability with these tests, could
complete their tests with very positive marks and good global results. On the other
hand, a lot of unselected horses that entered the morpho-functional tests in EZN only
accomplish the minimal requirements and several of them didn´t even reach them, and
failed their evaluations (Monteiro, 1983).
In the fifties, in Alter do Chão, and in an attempt to recover the Alter Real
Lusitano strain, morphological and functional tests were implemented. The criteria for
this type of functional selection were based on the minimum characteristics that were
required at the time for a multipurpose vocation saddle horse. Thus was created a
program of morphological and functional tests for the selection of males and females
Alter Real breeders (Athayde, 1970). Integrated in the recovery process of the Alter
Real horse, between the years 1942 and 1952, an increase of the existing breeding stock
of the Alter population was attempted. When this purpose was achieved, the next phase
was the homogenization of the breed, between the years 1953 and 1966. During this
period it was adopted a production system using inbreeding, with a very strict regimen
of testing candidates animals for breeding, with the adoption of morpho-functional tests
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(Athayde, 1970). These morpho-functional tests, similar to those performed by CN in
EZN, were composed by various elements of assessment such as: morphology;
behaviour during training; endurance test at gallop; steeple chase; obstacle course;
cross-country phase; dressage test; temperament and disposition; resistance and
integrity; and sobriety (Athayde, 1970).
More recently, in the 1990s, morphological and functional tests were also conducted
in Alter do Chão, specific for Lusitano mares, based on the idea of Eng. Fernando
Sommer d'Andrade, in an attempt to motivate stud breeders to make a morphofunctional testing of their females prior to entry in reproduction.
These tests were preceded by a period of 90 days for the preparation, breaking and
mounting the mares, for the realization of the different evaluations that constituted the
tests. The different assessments included a test of model and movements, a dressage
test, Elementary level (according to the rules of the Portuguese Equestrian Federation,
FEP) and a cross-country phase with fixed obstacles. In the first test a mark was given,
obtained by the average of five independent judges’ marks. In the other two tests, five
different riders mounted the animals and gave marks, calculating the final average
assigned at the end for each animal (Soares, 1998). This initiative did not continue for
long because, in addition to economic issues, there were also some technical issues
difficult to overcome. One of the main difficulties we may highlight was the poor
management that animals were subject before going into testing, where some had never
been handled by humans, making it very difficult to socialize and ride for the tests
within 90 days. Another problem was the heterogeneity and lack of quality of the
animals submitted to the test, with no criterion of selection prior to the tests.
Presently, and unfortunately, no longer the morpho-functional tests are performed
and the only evaluation that is called like that by the breeders association APSL is the
already explained evaluation of the candidates for the breeders section of the SB, which
we think is insufficient. However the equestrian sport has evolved significantly in recent
years and the Lusitano also followed this trend, with their presence on the competition
riding arenas much more frequent, meaning that we can have a substantial amount of
competition data to analyse, in substitution of the morpho-functional tests of the past.
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II.2.2.2. Functionality of the Lusitano horse in Equestrian Disciplines: Carriage
Driving, Dressage and Working Equitation
In recent years the Lusitano horse has undergone a functional evolution to adapt to
the new market demands, without losing its essence, as can be seen thanks to its
achievements at the Olympic Games and in various European and World
Championships. This functional evolution enables the breed to face the future with
optimism in a field such as the top level equestrian competition. Even being one of the
most ancient saddle breeds, the Lusitano horse is gaining his way on the equestrian
sports events, mainly in Working Equitation, Dressage and Carriage Driving, but also
with some good results in Show Jumping or Horseball.
Concerning carriage driving, there are several classes of competition such as Singles,
Pairs and Four in Hand, the top of this equestrian discipline, where, as the name states,
the driver leads a group of 4 horses in two pairs, and is organized in World and
European Championships. In this discipline two different groups of four in hand
Lusitano horses obtaining the title of world champions, in 1996 and 2006, that proved
the versatility and talent of this breed. The courage, stability and tenacity so typical of
these great horses are frequently called upon in this demanding discipline and, once
again, they responded superbly under fire (FEI, 2007). Unfortunately, given the limited
existing records and results of Lusitano horses in this discipline, makes very difficult to
study and analyse data of carriage driving of this breed, and to try to be more objective
and effective in the selection of the animals, like can be done for other equestrian
disciplines.
Concerning the Dressage, Olympic equestrian discipline, the word dressage has its
origin in the French word “dresser” which means teaching and training the horse.
Nowadays, when we speak about dressage we are referring to a sportive equestrian
discipline already in Olympic countenance and with organized continental and world
championships. So, dressage (or classical dressage) as it is known today represents the
art and method to train a horse giving the impression that he makes all movements and
exercises we order him on his own free and spontaneous will. This equestrian discipline
is organized in different levels of difficulty, either national, in the ward of National
Federation (FEP in Portugal), or international, under the direction of World Equestrian
Federation (FEI) (FEI, 2014).
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The dressage events are performed in a riding arena or carrière, measuring 20X40m
or 20X60m, according to the level of the competition. The couple horse/rider will
perform a number of different exercises, with a predetermined sequence, guided by
several letters placed along the riding arena, in different movements – walk, trot or
canter. Dressage is a global equestrian discipline with riders practicing it all over the
world. Given its importance there have been several scientific studies concerning
dressage horses and their functionality (Holmström et al., 1995; Ricard et al., 2000;
Stewart et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2011; Thorén Hellsten et al., 2009; Wallin et al.,
2003)
Regarding the performance and functionality of the Lusitano horse in dressage
competition it has gained its place in international competitions in the last few years
(Santos, 2008), with increasingly promising results and ongoing participation in
European and World Championships and even with the presence in Olympics Games. In
retrospect, the presence of the Lusitano horse in dressage international stage began in
1988 in a World Cup qualifier in Lausanne (Switzerland), with a stallion named Ripado,
the first ever Lusitano horse to compete at the highest level (Grand Prix) internationally.
Already in France, the French-bred Lusitano Orphée compete initially in Prix Saint
George, in 1989, and later integrating the French team in the 1992 Barcelona Olympic
Games where he rank 25th place in Grand Prix between 50 couples. This was the first
Lusitano horse to participate in the Olympic Games. Orphée was also crowned, the
following year (1993), French champion of Dressage.
The Lusitano horse with ever greater curriculum in this discipline was undoubtedly
the stallion Guizo, that integrated several times the Spanish team, with several relevant
classifications: 19th place in the Olympic Games in Sydney (2000); team silver medal at
the Olympic Games in Athens (2004) and 10th individual place; team silver medal in
World Equestrian Games of Jerez de la Frontera (2002); team bronze medal at
Hickstead European Championships (2003) and Hagen (2005) and 5th individual. At
national level has risen several times on the podium in Spanish Championships: in 1999
bronze medal, in 2004 silver medal and in 2005 gold medal (Canelas Pinto, 2013).
During the nineties, the Lusitano horses began to compete nationally and from the
year 2000 reached the highest competition level in Portugal. To promote the
participation of Lusitano horses in Portuguese dressage events much contributed the
sponsorship by APSL that doubled the prize money for tests where Lusitano horses
were classified.
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Oxális da Meia Lua became the first Lusitano being medalled at the National
Dressage Championships, having in 2002 been Vice Champion and National Champion
in 2003. The national dressage team began to be composed by Lusitano horses,
participating in Young Horses World Championships, Olympic Games, World
Equestrian Games and European Championships, either by Portugal or integrating
teams from other countries such as Australia, Brazil and Spain (Canelas Pinto, 2013).
The final proof of the Lusitano capacity of good performances in dressage occurred in
London Olympic Games 2012 when Rubi passed to the finals and got a 16th place over
50 of the best competitors from around the globe.
It is thus demonstrated the growing importance of the Lusitano horse in the discipline
of dressage, having become the most used breed in national competitions (more than
80% of the total participations) and it’s also increasing the international presence in the
main events, with gradual improvement of sports results. Also the Lusitano horse
studbook is ranked in 10th place overall for dressage, between 40 different breeds, in the
World Breeders Federations for Sport´s Horses (WBFSH) rankings of 2014 dressage
competitions, being the first one if we consider only closed SB (http://www.wbfsh.org/).
Since the year 2000, with the gradual and rising presence of the Lusitano horse in
dressage competitions, we have at our disposal a big set of event records, with
thousands of classifications of this breed, nationally and international, mainly from
Portugal, France, Brazil, Spain and abroad, were the Lusitano horse performed in
international dressage competitions (CDI). This amount of records can be used and
analysed to improve the selection criteria of the Lusitano horse, using performance data.
As an international novel equestrian discipline, founded in 1996, the Working
Equitation (WE) aims at promoting competition among horses in fieldwork related
activities, while respecting the diversity of traditions of various countries in what
regards riding and harnessing. Therefore it constitutes a prime example of an
ethnographic and cultural showcase, maintaining the traditional costumes and saddlery
characteristic of each country (WAWE, 2013a). Each Working Equitation competition
comprises four different trials that are: 1) Dressage trial; 2) Ease of Handling trial or
Maneability; 3) Speed trial and 4) Cow trial. There are also different levels of difficulty,
depending on the age of the horse, the rider and the complexity of the tests performed.
In senior classes and international events it is mandatory for the riders to use only one
hand on the reins.
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The dressage trial consists of performing a dressage test, like in classical dressage,
where the horse and rider display a pre-defined or free choreography with different
kinds of exercises, depending on the level of the test, in a riding arena with 20x40 m, to
be judged by a jury of between three to five judges. The ease of handling trial
(maneability) is like a gymkhana type event in which horses must perform an obstacles
course similar to those likely to appear in the field work (e.g. crossing bridges, passing
through doorways, slaloms, ditches, etc) in which the quality of the equitation used to
transpose the obstacles, depending on agility, submission, working attitude, ease of
movement and of handling, quality of the gaits, is scored by the jury. The speed trial
involves the same obstacles from the maneability trial, in the same order or in a
different one, but the objective here is to transpose the obstacles as quickly as possible
without picking up penalty faults, being a test against the clock. With these first three
trials it is decided the individual classification in each event, by converting the
percentage (dressage and ease of handling) or time (speed) attributed to each rider in
points, according to the placings in each trial and finally summing the points of each
trial for the final classification. Usually the national competitions only have these first
three trials. The last and fourth trial, the cow trial, is performed by four riders, forming a
team, and consists of separating a cow from a group of cows which has been defined in
advance and it is also against the clock. In this cow trial there is only a team
classification and is mainly used in international championships to decide the final
results of the team countries participating in the event (WAWE, 2013a).
Working Equitation, even being a new equestrian discipline is becoming more and
more practiced and used in different countries, with already more than 20 countries that
promote and organize WE events. Portugal had is first participation in the European
Champion of 1997, held in Spain with a team of four Lusitano horses and APSL
organized the first national championship in 1999. Since then Portuguese riders and
Portuguese teams have being constantly participating in the main national and
international events of WE, using a vast majority of Lusitano horses, with very
expressive and relevant international results, being frequently European and World
champions, individually or by team. Also in an international scenario, with open breed
classes and events, the presence of the Lusitano breed has been quite relevant. With the
data at our disposition (WAWE, 2013b) from international championships events
between 2002 and 2014, from a total of 250 horses competing, 115 were Lusitanos,
meaning a global percentage of 46% of the total. This new equestrian discipline is
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perfectly adapted for the Lusitano horse and is where he can demonstrate all its
performance and functional characteristics, also according to the racial standard and
model, being a very important tool for selection in the present and future of this
population. The historical selection of the Lusitano horse, by the field work, the
“gineta” combat and bullfighting on a horseback, was very well adjusted to the
characteristics required today for horses competing in WE so it is important to study
and analyse the different existing data on this discipline. Being a recent discipline there
is still not so much data as it occurs for dressage, even if we have more than 1500
results, but over the years, we will have at our disposal relevant information to be
analyzed and to contribute to the genetic improvement of the breed. Because the
Lusitano horse has a dominant presence in several competitions the quantity of sports
records on WE will increase significantly in the near future. By using the available
information on WE we can have more objective data and tools to select the animals.
Also a comparison between countries can be done, given the international use of the
breed by different national teams such as Great Britain, Brazil, Belgium, Germany,
México, Colombia, France, Denmark, and Sweden. It is also an important tool for
functional selection of the breed in countries where bullfighting on a horseback is not
practiced or not well accepted.
For a correct morpho-functional analysis of a breed it is important to know the breed
history, past and present selection, and how it was shaped to arrive to the present
moment. Only knowing well a population history, influences and selection strategies
followed, we can study, take actions and help defining correct strategies of selection to
the future, having always in mind the genetic improvement of the Lusitano horse breed.

II.3. Genetic characterization of equine populations
In the last years tremendous progress in horse genetics has occurred and that
contributed to a better knowledge of the horse in general, providing more specific
information for studying horse populations in areas such as inbreeding and genetic
diversity, molecular markers, etc (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000). With different kinds
of methodologies we can perform a genetic characterization of autochthonous breeds in
general and the Lusitano horse in particular.
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If the morphological and functional characterization proves to be important for the
definition of equine populations, genetic characterization and variability are an
indispensable tool for studying the horse because it reveals inseparable animal genetic
based facts, and gives us indications of their history, evolution and differentiation
(Baumung, 2004).
Characterization of diversity has historically long been based on morphological
traits mainly. However, morphological variability is often restricted, characters may not
be obvious at all stages of the animal development and appearance may be affected by
environment. Nowadays, a variety of different genetic markers has been proposed to
assess genetic variability as a complementary strategy to more traditional approaches in
genetic resources management (Toro et al., 2009).
The genetic variability of indigenous breeds encompasses, on one hand, interracial variability (diversity between breeds) and on the other hand, intra-racial
variability (diversity within each breed). Thus, the reduction of genetic diversity may
result from either decreased inter-racial variability associated with the extinction of a
breed or decreasing the intra-racial variation associated with, for example, the increase
of inbreeding. Priorities and conservation strategies should always take into
consideration the impact of two types of genetic variability to the overall diversity of
one or several breeds and/or species. Management strategies for maintaining such
diversity based on minimising coancestry and inbreeding are of fundamental importance
in conservation genetics (Toro et al., 2014).
The intra-racial genetic diversity includes the genetic variation within populations
of zootechnical interest and maintaining this diversity, besides the question of
conservation, is an important condition for an effective genetic improvement program,
given the proportional response to selection considering the genetic variability
(Oldenbroek, 1999).
The management of the genetic diversity of a breed is essential for their future use
in a sustainable manner (UNEP, 1992), and it is imperative the genetic characterization
of a given breed that can be carried out using different approaches. Between the
different methodologies we can use to study genetic diversity one first approach can be
by the demographic characterization of a population and another one is by using
different molecular markers. According to Khang (1983), Barker et al. (1998),
Rochambeau et al. (2000), Caballero and Toro (2000), Gutiérrez et al. (2003), Carolino
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et al. (2004), Gandini et al. (2004), Baumung et al. (2004), Toro et al. (2009 and 2014)
and Groeneveld et al. (2010a), among many others, the genetic diversity of a population
can be studied by analyzing the genealogical information via the estimation of genetic
parameter for different traits of interest in livestock or through different types of genetic
markers.

II.3.1. Demographic characterization
Along with the morpho-functional characterization of a given population, it is also
quite relevant the knowledge of the demographic characteristics of a group of
individuals. As such, for the management of the genetic diversity in a breed, that
includes its preservation and future use in a sustainable way, the demographic profile
and analysis is an essential aspect for the design of a correct strategy for the use,
preservation or successful enhancement of a population (FAO, 1998; Notter, 1999).
According to Gama (2002), any breeding program should begin by characterizing the
production system, including in-depth knowledge of the demographic structure of a
breed or a population group. Demographic data are fundamental to the assessment of the
risk status of livestock breeds – a key step in the strategic planning of Animal Genetic
Resources (AnGR) management (Groeneveld et al., 2010a).
The conservation and sustainable use of genetic resources requires the
maintenance of a minimum number of living animals, which ensures the survival of a
certain breed and allow its reconstitution when deemed necessary (Matos and
Bettencourt, 1995). While maintaining a minimum number of animals in a population, it
is also important to maintain genetic variability of this population, taking into account
other criteria (such as inbreeding, the study of genealogies, the generation interval, the
number of ancestors and founders, etc), besides the size of the breeding herd and
reproductive stock, for defining and take advantage of the population structure in
question.
The demographic analysis allows us to describe the structure and the dynamics of
a given population, considering it a group of individuals in permanent change and
movement and taking into account their genetic pool (Gutiérrez et al., 2003). Thus, the
analysis of animal’s genealogy is an important methodology for characterizing
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populations, since that describes the genetic variability (Caballero and Toro, 2000) and
it allows us to study populations´ evolution over time and over generations.
For the demographic characterization of an equine population, it is necessary to
take into account certain aspects such as inbreeding in the population studied and how it
evolves, avoiding to compromise its future genetic variability. Inbreeding is the
production of offspring from the mating or breeding of individuals that are closely
related, i.e. individuals who have mutual common ancestors (Gama, 2002), and the
coefficient of inbreeding of an individual (Fi) is the probability of two alleles at the
same locus being identical by descent, i.e. are copies of a gene of the same common
ancestor (Bowling, 1998; Falconer and MacKay, 1996).
In closed populations (like is the case for the Lusitano horse since the closure of
the SB in 1989) inbreeding tends necessarily to increase, since sooner or later the sires
and dams used have common ancestors and the inbreeding of a population can be seen
as the average inbreeding coefficient of the individuals who constitute it (Gama, 2002).
Beyond the knowledge of genealogies and studies of inbreeding, it is equally
important to study the founders, by analyzing the original group of animals that
contributed to the current or reference population. Also many studbooks have
regulations that prevent the use of animals outside the registry, like is the case of the
Lusitano SB, effectively creating a closed gene pool, meaning that bottlenecks may
occur, menacing the preservation of the genetic diversity. So the maintenance of this
diversity may be an appropriate breeding goal (Bowling, 1998) and the pedigree
analysis a very important tool for this purpose.
Being the generation interval the average age of parents when the offspring that
will replace them is born (Gama, 2002), it is also important to know this parameter in a
demographic study of a group of animals. Also the generation interval influences the
genetic response / expected rate of genetic improvement per year in a breed and horses
have a relatively long generation interval (8-11 years) when compared with other
domestic animals (Bowling, 1998). Globally when studying draught horses the
generation intervals are between 7 and 8 years (Druml et al., 2009; Poncet et al., 2006)
and if referring to saddle horse the generation interval varies from 10 to 12 years
(Valera et al., 2005; Zechner et al., 2002; Cunningham et al., 2001). The shorter
generation interval in draught horses is typical because they do not get trained as
profound as saddle horses before being used for breeding (Druml et al., 2009).
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Globally in a demographic characterization, it is intended to determine some
indicators of the variability of a population, established based on genealogical
information, available and that can be compiled, as well as to identify the dynamics and
evolution of the structure of a breed or population (Carolino, 2006).
Some relevant demographic parameters to estimate for the characterization of
equine populations are:
• Size and age of the breeding stock, herds, animals;
• Generations intervals;
• Degree of pedigree completeness;
• Equivalent number of complete generations;
• Individual coefficients of inbreeding;
• Relationship coefficients;
• Increase of inbreeding per year (∆F / year) and generation (∆F / generation);
• Effective population size (Ne);
• Genetic contributions of founders, ancestors and founding studs;
• Effective number of founders (fe);
• Effective number of ancestors (fa);
• Effective number of studs (fs);
• Effective number of founder genomes;
• Genetic conservation index (GCI).
In recent years there has been great emphasis on the study of the dynamics in
livestock populations, their genetic diversity and evolution over time, through
demographic characterization of different species such as cattle (Sölkner et al., 1998;
Carolino and Gama 2008; Piccoli et al., 2014; McParland et al., 2007; Cañas-Alvarez et
al., 2014), sheep (Goyache et al., 2010; Danchin-Burge, 2010; Goyache et al., 2003) and
pigs (Toro et al., 2000; Welsh et al., 2010; Baumung et al., 2002). Equidae family are
no exception and there is a wide and extensive bibliographic references with several
scientific papers that characterize the demography, through pedigrees analyzes, of
different horse breeds, such as the PRE (Valera et al., 2005), the Lipizzaner (Zechner et
al., 2002) the Thoroughbred (Cunningham et al., 2001), the Mangalarga Marchador
(Costa et al., 2005), the Austrian Noriker (Druml et al., 2009), the Sorraia (Pinheiro et
al., 2013), the Hanoverian Warmblood (Hamann and Distl, 2008), the German Paint
horse (Siderits et al., 2013), the Hungarian Thoroughbred (Bokor et al., 2013), the
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Dutch Harness horse (Schurink et al., 2012) and asinine, like the Miranda donkey
(Quaresma et al., 2014) and the Catalonian donkey (Gutierrez et al., 2005a).
Generally speaking, horse studbooks have relatively more genealogical
information known than other livestock animals, given the historical great importance
that horse breeders always deposited in pedigree records of their animals, like in the
case of the Thoroughbred horse breed that officialised the first ever animal registry, in
1791, with the creation of the General Stud Book (Cunningham et al., 2001). For all
this, as a rule, horses have high and deep knowledge of genealogies and high pedigree
completeness that can reach more than 15 known generations (Zechner et al., 2002).
Concerning inbreeding, the levels of inbreeding coefficients in horses can vary a
lot, given the different nature of several horses SB, where some are open registries and
allow the registration of animal from outside and others are closed studbooks (such as
the Lusitano SB), only allowing the registry of offspring from “inside animals”. As so,
the mean levels of inbreeding in horses can be as low as 1-3% for Warmblood horses
with open studbooks (Moureaux et al., 1996; Hamann and Distl, 2008) or higher than
10% in closed studbooks (Valera et al., 2005; Zechner et al., 2002; Cunningham et al.,
2001; Pinheiro et al., 2013). Similar patterns can be observed for founders and main
ancestors of a breed, with higher numbers of animals contributing for the actual or
reference population in open SB registries (Hamann and Distl, 2008) than for closed
ones (Royo et al., 2007; Valera et al., 2005).
By the estimation of different demographic parameters and their comparison
between different breeds and populations we can have available relevant information
regarding the conservation of genetic diversity for the future, even more important for
small breeds like the Lusitano. The genetic characterization of an equine population can
also help to implement methods designed to minimize inbreeding and maximize the
maintenance of genetic contribution of ancestors and founders, to prevent further losses
of biodiversity.

II.3.2. Genetic parameter estimates
Reliable estimates of genetic parameters are essential in the planning and
execution of any selection and breeding program (Gama, 2002; Van Vleck, 1993).
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The main parameter estimates concerning genetic diversity are the heritability (h2)
and genetic correlations (rG) (Saastamoinen e Barrey, 2000). Estimates of h2 and rG can
be obtained by either compiling data on related individuals or conducting long-term
selection experiments (Falconer, 1983). Since long-term manipulative experiments are
generally impractical for large animal breeds with limited census (as are the most
domestic livestock animals) and very expensive studies, the most used methods to
obtain and study these genetic parameters are by compiling and analysing data on
related animals. Various methods can be used to estimate the genetic and phenotypic
parameters (rP) of a population, based on statistical methodology with different degrees
of complexity, usually using the study and quantification of the degree of similarity
between related individuals (Gama et al., 2004).
Over the last 40 years, for the estimation of genetic parameters, with the
development of more statistically and computationally efficient methods, it was possible
the fitting of more biologically appropriate models. Methods have evolved from direct
ones based on analysis of variance (Henderson, 1953) to methods based on individual
animal models (Thompson et al., 2005). Nowadays the REML (Residual maximum
likelihood) method has been widely used for variance component estimation, and has
proven to be the best method to estimate genetic parameters, especially when selection
is occurring in a population and is now widely used in livestock selection programs. The
usage of animal model in conjunction with REML techniques in mixed models has
revolutionized these methods, which can be used in evolutionary studies and
characterization of animal populations (Thompson, 2008).
Heritability (h2) can be defined as the measure of the genetic component of
phenotypic variation (Bowling, 1998) i.e., essentially measures the transmissibility of a
given trait to offspring, meaning that it estimates, from the total proportion of
phenotypic variance, what is of additive genetic nature (Gama, 2002). In addition, the
ratio between the additive genetic variance and phenotypic variance expresses h2.
Various methods are used to estimate heritability such as offspring-sire or offspringdam regressions or paternal half-sib correlations, and generally include adjustments for
sex and for environmental (non-genetic) biases such as age (Bowling, 1998). Being a
ratio between two obvious positive variances, h2 varies between 0 and 1, meaning that
values close to zero are related to a very low transmissibility of a trait to the offspring
and a higher value of h2, indicates a higher transmissibility of the trait of interest with
selection. According to different values of h2 we can group animals’ traits in three
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different levels: 1) low h2 (<0.2), for reproductive traits; 2) intermediate h2 (0.2-0.4), for
growing and productive traits; and 3) high h2 (>0.4) for composition and quality traits.
The h2 is not static and not always the same for a given breed or population in a given
trait because it depends on the data and information studied, gene frequencies,
inbreeding and environmental effects (Gama, 2002).
The genetic correlations estimations rely on the same principle of obtaining h2 i.e.,
evaluates the trend that the transmission of genetic superiority of a given trait is related
to superiority (or inferior) genetic ability for another trait of interest. Reliable estimates
of these parameters (rG) are also essential in the planning and execution of any genetic
improvement program. The phenotypic correlation (rP) is estimated like any other
correlation, from the phenotype for two characteristics (X and Y), measured in the same
individual, indicating if the phenotype for both X and Y characteristics are associated or
not. The difference between the phenotypic and genetic covariances gives the estimates
of the environmental covariance, from which we can calculate the environmental
correlation between two traits (Gama, 2002).
The genetic correlation between traits X and Y measures if individuals with high
genetic value for the X trait tends, or not, to have also high value for the Y trait. If two
traits are genetically correlated (positively or negatively), the genetic correlation is
useful to predict the genetic value for Y from the genetic value of X, without having
necessarily to measure the Y trait, which could consumes more time and money in the
analysis. Additionally it gives us also the possibility to predict the correlated response
for a given character when selecting for another (Gama, 2002). As a result of the genetic
correlation estimates we can assess whether there are characters that are antagonistic,
that is, when selected for a given trait we are not to compromise and worsen another. As
an example we can mention that the estimates of genetic correlations may shed light on
the case of whether a particular SB equine breeding program, when selecting animals
for dressage, is not compromising its future performance and quality in another
equestrian discipline such as working equitation or carriage driving. The estimated
value of the genetic correlation is between -1 and +1, where values near -1 indicate a
strong and negative association between characteristics (progress in one implies a
setback in the other), values close to +1 refers to a positive association between traits
(progress in one implies progress of the other) and values closer to zero indicate
independent traits (there is no association between them).
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The estimation of genetic parameters is then presented as a key tool for selection
and improvement of equine populations (Molina et al., 1999) and proves to be equally
important to study the different genetic and phenotypic trends over time (Viklund et al.
2011)
Heritability in various horse breeds has been estimated both for objectively
evaluated traits such as morphological measures, linear traits, speed, jumping height and
pulling ability, as well as for subjectively evaluated ones, like ridden show ring and
working events as reviewed by Bowling, (1998); Saastamoinen and Barrey, (2000) and
Ricard et al., (2000).
The heritabilities for conformation scored traits vary from low to moderate (0.200.50), with the exception of leg stances that generally are lower (0.10-0.20), thus being
this type of h2 estimates lower than those for measured traits. If we consider the h2 for
linear traits their magnitude is in the same range of those for scored traits (Saastamoinen
and Barrey, 2000).
Analysis of heritability of riding performance has been most frequently studied in
European Warmblood breeds. Estimates of genetic merit for riding performance can
also be based on data from performance testing at station and field tests as from
competition scores awarded by a jury, earnings or placings (Bowling, 1998).
Heritability estimates from performance station testing indicate values sufficiently
high for basic gaits and riding and jumping ability, generally higher than those obtained
from field tests (probably because, when testing in station, environmental effects can be
controlled and eliminated to a higher degree).
Mean heritabilities for performance in sports competitions, in particular the results
in dressage events, tend to be relatively low, according to research published by several
authors (Tavernier, 1992; Janssens et al,, 1997; Lührs-Behnke et al., 2002). According
to Ricard et al., (2000), h2 estimates obtained from competition vary from 0.10 to 0.30
in show jumping and dressage performance. According to Ricard et al., (2000) and
Barrey and Biau (2002), this is due to the high influence of environmental effects, such
as training. Ricard et al., (2000) also refer low h2 estimates because the selection of
data.
Concerning the genetic correlations between different conformation and gait
scored traits in horses, they are generally moderate to quite high, with the strongest
correlations reported for scores of regularity of gaits with type and conformation of the
horse (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000).
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Due to the definition of the overall breeding goal in sport horses, genetic
correlations between performance traits are essential in defining breeding objectives.
Concerning the genetic correlations for performance in sport horses the general idea can
be summarized with moderate correlations between variables describing temperament,
basic gaits and riding ability and high genetic relationship between basic gaits and
riding ability. For jumping ability and other variables the results of rG are not so
consistent and vary between low, positive and negative relationships, and seem to
depend on the type of performance test (Ricard et al., 2000).
According to Saastamoinen and Barrey (2000) the genetic correlations between
conformation traits and performance are generally low, with scores related with type,
head, neck and body being those most weakly correlated with performance capacity.
These authors also refer the poor association between body measures and other
objective morphological traits with performance traits, but, in general, a large height at
withers has a positive effect on performance. For saddle horses, dressage traits, in
general, are more correlated favorably with conformation traits than those related with
jumping ability. Furthermore, conformation has been reported to be genetically
moderately correlated with gait traits (Gerber et al., 1997). However, the estimated
values for genetic correlations between tests of locomotion assessment for young horses
and sports results, according to studies done in different breeds, are generally moderate
to high, ranking between 0.20 and 0.90 (Thorén Hellsten et al., 2006).
Studying the Lusitano horse (Santos, 2008), by the analysis of the kinematics and
conformation in the Lusitano horse and its relation with performance in different
equestrian disciplines, such as dressage and bullfighting, the morphological traits that
expressed a stronger correlation with other conformational traits were the forelimb
swing phase, the forelimb fetlock angular range of motion, the minimum hind limb
protraction-retraction angle, the hind limb stride length, the overtrack length and the
slope of the hind pastern.

II.3.3. Characterization using molecular markers
Studies of genetic characterization using methodologies with molecular markers
had an enormous evolution in recent years and have become widespread (Toro et al.,
2009), both for domestic and wild animal species (Shriver et al, 1997; Götz and Thaller,
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1998; MacHugh et al, 1998; Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005; Groeneveld et
al., 2010a), and therefore continue to be constantly updated in terms of
recommendations for their utilization and possibilities of analysis (Rothschild, 2003;
FAO, 2004).
The completion of the first draft sequence of the Human Genome in 2001 (Venter
et al., 2001) lead to a genomic revolution at the start of the 21st century. For livestock,
sequencing of the chicken in 2004 (International Chicken Genome Sequencing
Consortium, 2004) followed by draft sequences of the cow, pig, sheep, horse, goat and
other species over the last 10 years have led researchers to begin to not only unravel the
genes that control certain traits of economic importance but also to more fully
understand the genetic architecture of our domesticated species (Rothschild and
Plastow, 2014). As an example of the potential of the genomic revolution in horses,
Andersson et al. (2012) found a mutation in the Islandic horse showing that a premature
stop codon in the DMRT3 gene had a major effect on the pattern of locomotion in
horses. This mutation is permissive for the ability to perform alternate gaits and has a
favourable effect on harness racing performance.
The first demonstrations of genetic variation at the molecular level were held in
the early twentieth century, with pioneering studies that have proven that humans had
an inheritable variation in the different systems of blood groups. This concept was the
basis for the first systematic study of genetic variation in humans performed by
Hirszfeld and Hirszfeld in 1919 (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994 cited by Martinez, 2001).
For many years, analyses of proteins variation with studies on enzyme
polymorphisms were general tools used for biochemical genetic variability research
(Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005). For all this some important discoveries
were fundamental, such as the proof by Avery in 1944 that DNA contained genetic
information, the discovery of the structure of the DNA molecule in double helix by
Watson and Crick in 1953, the investigation of restriction enzymes by Arber in 1962,
deciphering the genetic code in 1966 by Niremberg, Ochoa and Khorana, among many
other revolutions in the panorama of molecular biology (Matos, 2004).
The evolution of research and knowledge about molecular biology has evolved
after the development of DNA hybridization techniques, in particular the discovery of
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) that has revolutionized the entire molecular
research (Videira, 2001; Matos, 2004; Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005).
From there, the research of different genetic polymorphisms has developed
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exponentially, leading to the appearance of various types of molecular markers for
studies of differentiation and genetic characterization (Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de
Almeida, 2005). The early breed comparison studies were based on easily identified
allelic differences in protein-coding genes and with the rapid development of several
techniques for identification of DNA sequence variations, different methodologies to
analyse and detect genetic variation have become available (Bowling and Ruvinsky,
2000). At present, DNA molecular marker techniques are widely applied in the fields of
germplasm identification, phylogenetics, and genetic structural analysis. They overcome
the limitations of morphological, cytological, and biochemical markers, namely the
small numbers of such markers and the fact they can be environmentally influenced
(Yang et al., 2013).
Also a very recent and current theme is the attempt to combine different sources of
information, including genealogical and molecular information in an attempt to
optimize the maintenance of genetic variability and its preservation over time. For such,
different recent studies have been developed (Fernandez et al., 2005; Royo et al., 2007;
Alvarez et al., 2008; Alves et al., 2008; Leroy et al., 2009a; Bömcke et al., 2011; Silió et
al., 2013) with information from comparative analyzes of pedigrees and molecular
markers in order to improve different schemes for conservation / animal genetic
improvement for several livestock species.
II.3.3.1. Different types of nuclear DNA polymorphisms as genetic markers
The mammalian genome is constituted by substantially 3 x 109 base pairs (bp)
shared by a number of chromosomes characteristic of each species, containing all the
information needed for the correct functioning of the organism, being present in each
individual two haploid allocations, one of maternal origin and other of paternal origin.
The genome of the domestic horse is composed by 31 pairs of autosomes and one pair
of sex chromosomes (X and Y) (Binns et al., 2000).
The term "polymorphism" refers to the allelic variation that can occur in a
population for a given gene (Videira, 2001) and molecular markers are DNA locations
presenting detectable variants (Toro et al., 2009).
Initially the genetic diversity studies were conducted based on the analysis of
biochemical markers (polymorphisms of blood groups) or protein (allozyme) (Blasco
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and Toro, 2014), but they present the limitation that both the number of loci that can be
assayed and their polymorphism level are low (Toro et al., 2009).
With the development of more advanced molecular techniques, there was a
generalization in the application of genetic markers to biodiversity studies. The latter
have great advantages because their methodologies are easier to perform and interpret,
have a high degree of heterozygosity and can be studied from small amounts of DNA,
extracted from any tissue or animals of any age and physiological state (Martinez, 2001;
Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005), with the additional advantage that can be
preserved for longer periods of time.
Currently there are genetic markers that allow us to analyze the genetic structure
of populations, establish kinship relations and analyze the transmission of
characteristics of interest associated with these polymorphisms. These molecular
markers have high resolution, with direct analysis of DNA, in addition to often being
neutral, i.e. they are not affected by the selection pressure (natural or artificial). They
are also important because they can serve as a bridge between molecular biology and
population genetics. Over the past years the use of molecular markers revealing
polymorphisms at the DNA level has played an increasingly influential and essential
role in genetic studies with animals (Vignal et al., 2002; Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de
Almeida, 2005).
Among the different techniques for detecting nuclear molecular polymorphisms
there is one called RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism) when White and
Wyman, in 1980, first identified a locus of polymorphic DNA, characterized by a
number of DNA fragments with variable size, result of the digestion of genomic
sequences by restriction enzymes (RE) (Videira, 2001; Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de
Almeida, 2005). This type of polymorphism was the first to be employed in studies to
characterize the genome with alterations, roughly 1000 bp, which allow us to establish,
with such methods, that the genome of animals was much more variable than previously
thought by studies on protein analysis (Martinez, 2001). In RFLP analysis, the DNA
sample is digested into pieces by RE and the resulting restriction fragments are
separated according to their lengths by agarose or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Although now largely obsolete due to the rise of inexpensive DNA sequencing
technologies, RFLP analysis was the first DNA profiling technique inexpensive enough
to see widespread application. RFLP analysis was an important tool in genome
mapping, localization of genes for genetic disorders or determination of risk for disease.
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RFLP continues to be used when we want to quickly characterize a given nucleotide
position that is known to be variable. This is precisely the case with many genetic
diseases that occur in greater or lesser frequency in many species of domestic animals
(Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005).
Another kind of molecular marker used was the RAPD (Random Amplified
Polymorphic DNA) which is, as its name states, a type of random amplified
polymorphic DNA. It corresponds to anonymous polymorphism detected by simply
using small primers (8-10 bp). No knowledge of the DNA sequence for the targeted
genome is required, as the primers will bind somewhere in the sequence, but we don´t
know where (Vignal et al., 2002). This makes the method popular for comparing the
DNA of biological systems that have not had the attention of the scientific community,
or in a system in which relatively few DNA sequences are compared. Polymorphisms
generated by RAPD-PCR are multi-allelic and multilocus dominant genetic markers
with Mendelian inheritance (Martinez, 2001). Because it relies on a large, intact DNA
template sequence, it has some limitations in the use of degraded DNA samples. Its
resolving power is much lower than targeted, species specific DNA comparison
methods,

such

as

short

tandem

repeats

(STR).

Its

way of

transmission

(dominant/recessive), originating patterns very complex to analyse and often not
reproducible, led practically to its abandonment. Moreover, the fact of its low precision
and being less informative for developing genetic maps in animals with relatively low
levels of variability in genetic diversity studies, made them more used for the analysis
of bacteria, fungi and plants (Martinez, 2001; Vignal et al., 2002; Ginja, 2002). In
recent years, RAPD has been used to characterize, and trace, the phylogeny of diverse
plant and animal species (Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005).
Other different molecular markers used in biodiversity studies were the AFLP
(Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms) that evolved from RAPD, seeking a way
to quickly generate an appreciable amount of molecular markers reliable for little or
nothing characterized genomes. This technique consists in the selective amplification,
by PCR, of restriction fragments from genomic DNA. It is a powerful technique for
generating reproducible fingerprints of any DNA sample, which may differ between
individuals (Plastow et al., 2003). This technique was initially developed for the
analysis of plant genomes, but was later employed in animals, including horses,
arousing interest in identification studies, preparation of genomic maps, gene expression
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and establishing genetic relationships between individuals (Martinez, 2001; Sanchez et
al., 2007; Capelli et al., 2007).
As main advantages the AFLPs are abundant in the genome and are randomly
distributed and multilocus marker with high accuracy and good reproducibility. They
prove to be ideal for generating a large number of new polymorphic markers that has
led them to be included in biodiversity projects like for swine (Laval et al., 2000;
Plastow et al., 2003; Ollivier et al., 2003). Moreover, this methodology allows the
automation without the need of specific primers with low expenditure of time and labor.
As disadvantages they have a complex procedure and can present a dominant
marker to be generated and occur homoplasy (homology between sequences or parts of
sequences of nucleotides - Videira, 2001) to smaller fragments, i.e. that different loci
with the same fragment length will be contributing to the same band, thus biasing
upwards the estimates of allele frequencies. They have sometimes dominant action,
which devalues them as markers to use in mapping the genetic variability (Vignal et al.,
2002; Plastow et al, 2003; Martinez, 2001; Toro et al., 2009).
Currently, AFLP is still a very useful tool when you want to have an overview of
genetic variability of uncharacterized genomes, especially in regard to many plant
species and cultivars (Beja-Pereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005).
Nowadays it is being more and more common the use of SNP (Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism) to analyse the genetic variability of animal populations, including
horses (Hasler et al., 2011; McCue et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2013). The molecular
marker called SNP, as the name indicates, refers to a single base change in the DNA
sequence, ie, a point mutation occurring, with the possibility of existence of usually two
different bases for the same position (Vignal et al., 2002; Martinez, 2001; Rothschild,
2003). This type of marker is revealed abundant (every 100-300 bp) and widely
distributed throughout the genome, and is usually biallelic and codominant, allowing to
identify heterozygous individuals (Vignal et al., 2002; Petersen et al., 2013). They have
the potential to detect both neutral and functional genetic variation because, although
most of them are located in non-coding regions, some correspond to mutations inducing
changes in expressed genes.
SNPs are easy for handling and interpretation (allele present or absent) and show a
high reproducibility with a very good accuracy and can be used for the development of
genetic maps with the definition of the structure of populations or to perform functional
studies. They can also be used to perform large scale genetic studies, e.g. by
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determining the relationship between the variations of the bases sequences and the
phenotype presented. Such markers also allow the analysis of degraded DNA, and are
indicated for the characterization of evolutionary genetics with close and interspecific
analyzes and comparisons with non-nuclear markers populations, such as mitochondrial
DNA (Vignal et al., 2002; Martinez, 2001; Rothschild 2003; Toro et al., 2009). Some
other advantages of SNP are: PCR products can be very small and markers will work
with extremely degraded DNA samples; it is possible to use multiplex of hundreds or
thousands on one chip and sample processing may be completely automated.
However, they present a low number of different alleles, and low heterozygosity
when compared with, for example, microsatellites, besides may cause problems in the
statistical analysis, particularly if there is linkage of loci. SNPs may or may not be from
neutral regions, which may prove to be an advantage or disadvantage depending on the
type of study to be conducted (Vignal et al., 2002). Also large numbers of SNPs are
required for precision (it is said as general rule that about six SNPs are equivalent to one
microsatellite). In addition, another critical aspect is their discovery, usually by
sequencing techniques (Toro et al., 2009). Other limitations are focused on the fact that
they are located at sites highly variable and difficult to isolate and identify at the
beginning and may exhibit null-alleles sensitive to sampling.
The main applications of SNPs are quite vast, ranging from analyzes of identity
(kinship, traceability and classification of individuals in populations of origin) to studies
of the structure and history of populations (their variability, genetic differentiation and
inference of demographic processes) and studies genotype-phenotype associations
(identification of Quantitative Trait Loci - QTLs, susceptibility / resistance to disease,
etc.). Currently, SNP markers are one of the preferred genotyping approaches, because
they are abundant in the genome, genetically stable, and amenable to high throughput
automated analysis with the possibility of using high density SNP arrays (McCue et al.,
2012; Yang et al., 2013).
Practical examples of its applicability in animal production are the case of the
identification of the myostatin gene in cattle (Dunner et al., 2003), screening for the
halothane gene in pigs (Fujii et al., 1991) or more recently for horses, with genomewide association studies (GWAS), to identify genes related to the height at withers
(Signer-Hasler et al., 2012) or the performance in racing for Thoroughbred racehorses
(Binns et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2010a).
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One of the most common molecular polymorphisms used in animal genetic
diversity studies are the microsatellite markers, included in the group of Variable
Number of Tandem Repeats (VNTRs). Microsatellites have been the markers of choice
to study genetic variation in the recent years. Based upon sites in which the same short
sequence is repeated multiple times, they present a high mutation rate and codominant
nature, making them appropriate for the study of both within- and between-breed
genetic diversity (Toro et al., 2009). The microsatellite markers or STR (Short Tandem
Repeats) (also known as simple sequences repeats, SSRs) (Yang et al., 2013) are simple
sequences of 1 to 6 base pairs repeated in tandem between 10 and 30 times and
interspersed randomly in all genome of eukaryotes organisms (Goldstein and Schötterer,
2001; Martinez, 2001). These repeated sequences that comprise microsatellites, of
which the most common and studied is the repeat (CA) n / (GT) n, are flanked by other
sequences of nucleotides known and named by primers. Thus, microsatellites are easily
identified and used as markers, making them easy to amplify by PCR (Groenen et al.,
2003).
Microsatellites are considered to be neutral with respect to selection purposes,
since normally they are not in coding regions of the genome (Vignal et al., 2002). The
microsatellites are shown to be well conserved among closely related species and the
primers used to amplify a given sequence sometimes can also amplify analogous
sequences in other species. This type of molecular marker demonstrates good
reproducibility, with high precision and with low efforts of genotyping individuals in a
population with relatively easy detection techniques, analysis, and automation, in
addition to the high polymorphism displayed, providing a lot of information (Vignal et
al. 2002; Martinez, 2001; Groenen et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2013).
The main limitations associated with these markers are the high mutation rates, the
need of knowledge of the flanking regions to design primers, the possible presence of
null alleles, the possibility of homoplasy, the difficulty in comparing results from
different laboratories due to possible differences in the estimated sizes of the alleles, the
changes in the PCR reaction, the complexity of the reading and interpretation of the
results (as compared for example with SNPs) (Martinez at al., 2001; Vignal et al.,
2002). Microsatellites owe their variability to an increased rate of mutation compared to
other neutral regions of DNA. These high rates of mutation can be explained most
frequently by slipped strand mispairing (slippage) during DNA replication on a single
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DNA double helix. Microsatellite markers do help to identify neutral biodiversity but do
not provide information on functional trait biodiversity (Yang et al., 2013).
The fields of application of microsatellites are vast with regard to research in
animal production. With respect to horses they have a wide application and can be used
in the analysis of populations by examining the intra- and inter variability and genetic
similarities determining distances (Moodley et al., 2006; Conant et al, 2011; Götz and
Thaller, 1998), analysis of relationships and performing parentage tests (Bowling et al.,
1997; Luís et al., 2002; Curik et al., 2003). To study genetic diversity, microsatellites
are the markers of reference in most studies (Cunningham et al., 2001; Aberle et al.,
2004; Achmann et al., 2004; Baumung et al., 2004; Luís et al., 2007b; Leroy et al.,
2009b; Khanshour et al., 2013), as well as for analysis of periods of divergence between
populations, more or less recent, with the establishment of phylogenetic trees (Paszek et
al., 1998; Bjørnstad and Røed, 2001).
Until recently, microsatellites were the markers most widely used for genetic
diversity, mapping quantitative trait loci for production and functional traits in farm
animals, and they have also been used for marker assisted selection practices (Yang et
al., 2013).

II.4. Strategies for the conservation and maintaining genetic diversity in
horse populations
In spite of its reduced size, Portugal shows a great variability in what concerns the
conditions of topography, soils, climate, agrarian structure, social and cultural
traditions, etc, which leads to a very pronounced diversity of environmental conditions.
Owing to this diversity and also to the strategic position Portugal takes within the
Iberian Peninsula (point of confluence of a great amount of peoples through the years
with the genetic influences caused by this fact), domestic animals have been bred and
selected in ecological specific parcels in which the adaptation to peculiar environmental
conditions was the main aspect. These facts gave a marked diversity to Animal Genetic
Resources (AnGR), represented in 47 native breeds from different species that are a
unique heritage that is urgent to preserve and that gives notoriety to our country.
However, this biodiversity brings to Portugal special responsibilities in the management
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and sustainable use of AnGR and it is obvious the difficulty to manage such a large
number of breeds, mostly with small population sizes.
The conservation of animal genetic resources is of particular relevance to ensure
the preservation of biodiversity, in addition to securing the population in rural areas and
to ensure the sustainability of agriculture. Along with many other taxa, horses currently
face significant erosion of genetic variation and their conservation situation is
complicated by the near extinction of some wild species during the last few centuries.
Also horses comprise an intricate web of breeds, wild species and production niches
which makes their conservation very challenging (Sponenberg, 2000).
Since the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), from 1992 in Rio de
Janeiro, known informally as the Biodiversity Convention, (being a multilateral treaty
with three main goals such as conservation of biological diversity; sustainable use of its
components; and fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from genetic resources;
www.biodiv.org), (UNEP, 1992) that the aspect of preservation and conservation of
AnGR and plants, in addition to the improvement of indigenous breeds and biodiversity,
has become a focal point in national and European Community policies in the different
countries (Martinez, 2001; Gandini and Villa , 2003; Berg et al., 2003). More recently
with the Interlaken Declaration of September 2007 it was adopted for the first time the
Global Plan of Action for Animal Genetic Resources, comprising twenty-three Strategic
Priorities aimed at preventing the erosion of animal genetic diversity and at promoting
animal genetic resources sustainably. With the Interlaken Declaration on Animal
Genetic Resources, more than 100 countries confirmed their common and individual
responsibilities for the conservation, sustainable use and development of animal genetic
resources for food and agriculture; for world food security; for improving human
nutritional status; and for rural development. These countries committed themselves to
facilitating access to these resources, and ensuring the fair and equitable sharing of the
benefits from their use (FAO, 2007).
Effective management of farm AnGR requires comprehensive knowledge of the
breeds´ characteristics, including data on population size and structure, geographical
distribution, the production environment, and within- and between-breed genetic
diversity. Integration of these different types of data will result in the most complete
representation possible of biological diversity within and among breeds, and will thus
facilitate effective management of AnGR and its conservation (Groeneveld et al.,
2010a).
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Given all these aspects, it is commonly recognized and accepted the importance of
maintaining the diversity of breeds in order to preserve certain genes, related for
example with quality, adaptability and reproductive parameters (Delgado, 2004).
Generally, it is assumed that a significant part of the total genetic variation within a
species is due to differences between breeds (Cardellino, 2003; Martinez, 2001;
Hammond, 1994), and by the use of only a few more productive/functional breeds will
reduce dramatically this biodiversity. Thus, it becomes vital the conservation of animal
genetic resources, including horses (FAO, 1998; Sponenberg, 2000; FAO, 2007).
According to FAO, for planning conservation strategies, it is needed to register,
define and evaluate the status of genetic resources. Therefore it is required a description
and characterization of these AnGR in different aspects which are: 1) preparation of
inventories on AnGR; 2) increased knowledge of the genetic and economic qualities of
the breeds to assess and 3) comparative molecular description using molecular markers
to investigate the genetic diversity of different breeds, and thus apply the best possible
conservation actions (FAO, 2007).
The main aspects to consider in maintaining different breeds are their degree / risk
of extinction, genetic specificity of a certain population, besides the presentation of
characters of economic and scientific importance (Sponenberg, 2000; FAO, 2007).
Historical and cultural traditions of different population’s aspects should also be
considered as well as their scientific value (Sponenberg, 2000; FAO, 2007; Gandini and
Villa, 2003).
Conservation can be the bridge ensuring survival of some breeds through periods
of low demand that occur between periods of higher demand (Sponenberg, 2000).

II.4.1. Different strategies for the conservation of AnGR: in situ and ex situ
activities
It is intended, with different programs on conservation of AnGR, that we can meet
future market requirements and provide alternatives to future changes in agricultural
and livestock production, in addition to ecological socio-economic importance, cultural
and historical value of different breeds (Martinez, 2001; Sponenberg, 2000; Gandini and
Villa, 2003). Another important aspect is to enable a thorough study of different breeds
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and populations of each country, as well as great opportunities for scientific research
(Martinez, 2001; FAO, 2007).
As different conservation strategies of animal genetic resources there are in situ
and ex situ methodologies (FAO, 2007). Among the different strategies for conservation
of AnGR, the main and best option for endangered breeds or endangered species will be
in situ conservation. As the name suggests it refers to the maintenance of animals
preserved in their original location, carrying out conservation plans with different
breeds, keeping them as a dynamic group of individuals and developing them in their
own production systems (FAO, 2007).
Within the in situ characterization and conservation, it is important to highlight the
relevant work of the different breeds associations or societies and official agencies
giving assistance for the understanding of the history of a certain breed/population, their
study and analysis of various parameters and the different methodologies employed in
conservation (Sponenberg and Christman, 1995).
The breeders associations of different domestic animals in general, and horses in
particular, have a key role in the management of different Herdbooks/Studbooks and
must insure a demographic control, avoiding excessive increases of inbreeding,
minimizing the loss of the variability of the populations subjected to selective processes.
For all this it is important to pay attention to the number of founder animals, the mating
schemes and the effective population size, since they determine and guarantee the
preservation of genetic variability for the future (Martinez, 2001; Gama, 2002; FAO,
2007).
The main objective for in situ conservation should be the conservation of global
genetic diversity, which may allow the survival of endangered breeds and assure the
maintenance of genetic intra-racial variability. Under these two views, the Breeders
Associations, as responsible entities for the management of Herdbooks and therefore for
the genetic heritage of the breed, have a fundamental role to perform. The supports
included in “Agro-Environment Measures” from the Portuguese Ministry of Agriculture
are an important incentive to the maintenance of native breeds in greater danger and
they aid positively to the in situ maintenance of many of them (Carolino, 2006).
The part concerning the maintenance of intra-racial variability, avoiding genetic
erosion, has been less regarded. Yet, this is a matter that cannot be ignored, as it was
verified in some breeds in which this matter was regarded that the inbreeding is
troublesome (inbreeding rate per generation ≈ 2%), as a result of the small dimension of
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the studs and also because there was not given enough attention to the need to keep the
intra-racial variability. It becomes evident that it is of great necessity a genealogical
information that may be complete and reliable and also that the Associations have an
increased responsibility not only in the maintenance but also in the correct management
of genetic heritage they are in charge of (Carolino, 2006). This in situ method of
preservation should consider the detrimental increases of inbreeding and genetic drift
effects, if populations are very small and produced in closed systems. However only by
the maintenance of the breeds to preserve active and producing, with utility and in their
places of origin, we can give more cultural, historical and socio-economic strength to
their continued and sustained production (Gandini and Villa, 2003; Martinez, 2001;
Hammond and Leitch, 1998).
Concerning the Lusitano horse breed, although with a small global population
census, there is a wide distribution of animals and studs all over Portugal, mainly in the
centre of the country (Figure II.1). By the analysis of the figure II.1 we can realize
that, as referred in the ancient times for the horses of Lusitania, the main distribution of
Lusitano horses born is between the basins of Tagus and Guadiana rivers, in the
Ribatejo and Alentejo regions.

Figure II.1. Total number of registered Lusitano horses born in Portugal, per
region until 2009.
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Another important strategy for maintaining AnGR is named ex situ conservation
and concerns the preservation of groups of individuals outside their place of origin, and
can be achieved through living genetic resources or through cryopreservation of semen,
embryos, oocytes, tissues, etc. (Hammond and Leitch, 1998; FAO, 2007).
For the ex situ conservation of living material (in vivo) there can be some cultural,
historical or ecological interest to preserve certain breed outside their place of origin, for
example in zoos, ecological parks, educational farms, etc., and their maintenance is less
expensive compared to cryopreservation (in vitro). In addition, it can be more and better
publicized, and made known to a wider and differentiated audience, with advantages of
promotion and general knowledge. There has also the advantage of maintaining
different isolated population’s nucleus, which may be important for the preservation of
intra-racial diversity, reduction of genetic drift, inbreeding rate and lower sanitary risks
(FAO, 2007).
Concerning the ex situ conservation of the Lusitano horses there is a wide spread
of different countries and cultures breeding this type of horse, with more than 30
countries all over the world breeding Lusitano mares and foals and even more that has
the Lusitano horse for their equestrian activities.
Another methodology for preserving AnGR refers to cryopreservation (in vitro),
which began with semen and embryos but now extends also to oocytes, DNA, somatic
cells, etc. It is becoming more and more frequent the use of molecular techniques within
the strategies for biodiversity conservation, and the formation of animal germplasm
banks. This process should complement the previously referred methods since it does
not add any socio-economic, cultural, historical or ecological value to animal
populations, being their main purpose the reduction of the inherent risks of in situ
conservation strategies (Martinez, 2001; Cardellino, 2003; Ginja, 2002; Hammond and
Leitch, 1998; FAO, 2007).
In Portugal it was recently created (2010) the Portuguese Animal Germplasm
Bank (BPGA) with the objective of assuring the collection and maintenance of genetic
material, namely semen, oocytes, embryos, somatic cells and DNA, of all domestic
Portuguese breeds of livestock, in order to:
•

Guarantee their conservation for the future, according to the recommendations
of appropriate international organizations;
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Assure their availability for selection and in situ conservation programmes of
native breeds;

•

Promote the exchange of information and, when judged appropriate, the
exchange of genetic material with similar foreign gene banks (Horta et al.,
2012).

Until the present, the BPGA has collected mainly frozen semen and some embryos
from autochthonous breeds of goat, sheep and bovine. Regarding the ex situ
conservation of cryopreserved material, in the particular case of the Lusitano horse, no
oocytes, embryos or semen doses are stored in BPGA or from any other Portuguese
equidae breed. What exists in fact are some private initiatives from breeders
associations or individual studs/owners who keep doses of cryopreserved semen from
stallions of their interest. In the BPGA also exists a replica of accumulated DNA of all
typified Lusitano horses since 1998, as a result of their prior use in parentage testing of
the breed, required to register the animals in the SB.
Baumung et al. (2004) surveyed 87 projects on conservation with 50% of them
studying more than eight breeds. In 96% of the projects, the sample size was larger than
25 individuals. The preferred tissue sample for the analysis was blood, and in 90% of
the projects microsatellites markers were used as genetic molecular markers, with an
average of 18 loci genotyped per project.
In conclusion, the conservation of AnGR should be primarily performed in situ, by
keeping populations of farm animals active, compile records of performance, the
development and improvement of economic profitability programs, in addition to the
characterization of several populations. Traditionally, the conservation of livestock
breeds have been made by the maintenance of nucleus of purebred animals, with the
existence of some very important stud farms and profound knowledge of horses
genealogy, and only this way we can ensure that these populations continue to evolve in
a adapted manner to their production environments (Ginja, 2002; FAO, 2007).
Portugal has a very rich diversity of animal genetic resources, with a large number
of local breeds presently recognized, but most of them have an endangered status. This
emphasizes the collective responsibility to assure the conservation of local breeds for
the future, which has been included in several national policies for the last years.
Therefore, the need to promote in situ conservation of local breeds by producers is
recognized, as well as the urgency to continue developing ex situ conservation programs
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and strategies, aiming at the safeguard of this threatened animal genetic legacy (Horta et
al., 2012).

II.5. Selection, genetic evaluation and improvement of the horse
Selection (natural or artificial) is a process where preferential reproduction and
mating of some individuals/genotypes occurs with the tendency to eliminate others.
This means that some genotypes contribute proportionally with a larger number of
offspring to the next generation than others and the result is the change in gene and
genotype frequencies of the population over time (Gama, 2002). Selection is a process
that exploits and shapes genetic diversity that characterizes a particular organism.
Selection can promote rapid fixation of an allele in a population (positive selection), or
determine its removal (negative selection), as in the case of genetic diseases (BejaPereira and Ferrand de Almeida, 2005).
The success of a breeding program depends on how it is implemented and the
information available, including the amount and quality of productive and genealogical
information, the genetic evaluation, their accuracy and type of dissemination of the
results and on the process of selection and utilization of sires and dams. Thus, all these
tasks should be interconnected and in accordance with the objectives of genetic
improvement for the population to undergo selection, i.e., there is a need for systematic
action planning and execution of that program (Carolino, 2006).
The genetic improvement of different animal populations began thousands of
years ago when men started domesticating a variety of livestock species and adapting
them to different environment and production systems (Rothschild and Plastow, 2014).
For a successful application of modern knowledge in a genetic improvement
program it is assumed that breeders have clearly defined breeding goals, that breeding
populations are relatively large and that breeders are willing to accept scientific methods
and to cooperate in a breeding programme (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000).
A well-functioning breeding programme is crucial to achieve the breeding
objective and can only be designed if the past and present conditions and trends of the
population are known. Prediction of breeding values plays an important role in a
breeding programme (Viklund, 2010). The purpose of genetic evaluations is to estimate
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the breeding value (EBV) of each individual animal. EBV always refers to a specific
population (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000; Gama et al., 2004). According to Gama
(2002), the breeding value can be define as the value of an individual in a selection
program or the sum of the effects of each of the alleles affecting the character of interest
in a given animal. Conceptually the breeding value is twice the deviation of a large
number of descendants of the individual relative to the population average.
A breeding scheme aims to achieve genetic improvement in the breeding goal
through the selection of the animals that will produce the next generation. The breeding
goal reflects the traits that the breeder aims to improve through selection. The rate of
genetic improvement (∆G) with respect to the breeding goal (and the underlying traits)
depends on the amount of genetic variability in the population, the accuracy of the
selection criteria, the intensity of selection, and the generation interval (Gama, 2002;
FAO, 2007).
Generally speaking, a breeding program aims at achieving an increase in
efficiency of farms involved in it. Thus, it is necessary previously to assess how best we
can improve genetic progress of the characters that directly or indirectly contribute to
the economic benefit of farmers, according to demographic, productive and genetic
characteristics of the population, considering the means available and the politicaleconomic strategy for the sector (Carolino, 2006).
According to Falconer and Mackay (1996) and Gama (2002) the main methods of
selection are: i) individual selection; ii) family selection; or iii) combined selection,
using selection indices. In this last index selection method one of the most used in
livestock selection is the BLUP (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) methodology.
Nowadays there has been a great evolution in genomic selection which can have a
major impact on animal breeding programs, especially where traits that are important in
the breeding objective are hard to select for otherwise. Genomic selection provides
more accurate estimates for breeding value earlier in the life of breeding animals, giving
more selection accuracy and allowing lower generation intervals (Van der Werf, 2013)
Genomics evolved from gene mapping as it developed through advances in
molecular biology and molecular technology. Animal genomics advance rapidly with
the reduction in the cost of sequencing and the development of sophisticated
bioinformatics tools (Ferraz et al., 2014).
Together with the discovery and use of high density SNP arrays with cost
effective processes, the use of genomic selection methodology, which is a form of
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marker-assisted selection on a genome-wide scale, has resulted in the current
widespread of DNA information. Genomic selection estimates the effect of thousands of
DNA markers simultaneously (Meuwissen et al., 2013).
When considering horses we must define some structural and demographic
advantages and disadvantages specific to this species when compared with breeding
other livestock animals such as: thorough pedigree registration, often spanning many
generations; important traits are recorded on both males and females (often on a large
proportion of the population); low rate of reproduction; long generation intervals; wide
overlapping of age groups among breeding candidates; considerable non-random mating
practiced; and extremely large differences in economic value depending on assumed
genetic merit (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000).
Among horse breeding genetic improvement programs one of the first difficulties
that arises is the clear definition of the breeding objectives in each selection scheme. It
is very difficult to formulate clear and define breeding objectives for horses with the
respective relative values of each one because relative economic weights can be nonlinear for horses. When defining breeding goals for riding horses we can consider
composite goal with several different traits (like dressage and show jumping, for
example), or only for one isolated trait. For that purpose it is of major importance
knowing the genetic correlations of the different traits studied (Arnason and Van Vleck,
2000).
Traditionally, body conformation traits reflecting type, function, soundness and
grace have had a large place in the breeding goals for riding horses. More recently,
health traits and longevity have received increased attention as a part of the breeding
goals (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000).
Sport horse breeding has experienced an increased exchange of genetic material
during many years between different countries (Koenen et al., 2004; Thorén Hellsten et
al., 2008). Given the several differences existing in horse breeding programs and
objectives in an international perspective, with each breeding association having their
independent specific genetic improvement program, this encouraged European
Association for Animal Production (EAAP) to set up a working group called
Interstallion Committee, in 1998. After initial work on compiling information, as well
as reviewing and discussing methods practiced for genetic evaluation in different
European countries (Árnason and Ricard, 2001; Bruns et al., 2001; Bruns et al., 2004),
two more organizations such as World Breeding Federation for Sport Horses (WBFSH)
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and the International Committee for Animal Recording (ICAR) joined the working
group. The committee was composed of researchers and representatives of breed
organizations from several European countries. The main objectives with the creation of
Interstallion were (Thorén Hellsten, 2008):
i) Describe breeding goals, performance test procedures and genetic evaluation
methods, and make descriptions and their results easily accessible for a broad audience
of breeders and professionals in the breeding industry;
ii) Make accessible international competition results for breed organizations;
iii) Be able to recommend improvements of national genetic evaluation systems
based on scientific studies and exchanged experiences between countries;
iv) Study different methods for the use of international sport horse data in genetic
evaluation of stallions. The existing breeding values were not comparable across
countries because they were based on different materials, scales and reference
populations.
Currently, and in an international scale, the use of BLUP - Animal Model for
estimation of genetic parameters and genetic evaluation is widespread, for one or more
traits, considering different types of models and fixed and random effects. The BLUP Animal Model is an extension of the methodology of selection indices, with some
substantial differences, so that, compared with phenotypic selection, has several
advantages (Henderson, 1984; Carolino, 2006).
According to Klemetsdal (1990) and Arnason and Van Vleck (2000), BLUP is the
method of choice in predicting breeding values in horses, because the animal model
form of BLUP should maximize the accuracy of breeding values and the expected
genetic gain from selection, as well as yield unbiased estimators of genetic and
environmental trends in the population. The first genetic evaluation to predict breeding
values using a multivariate BLUP – Animal model in horses was performed by Arnason
(1984) for the Icelandic horse breed.
For Viklund (2010), BLUP animal model is the most widespread method for EBV
in sport horse populations (e.g. in Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden,
France, Belgium and Ireland). The use of BLUP animal model for genetic evaluation of
horses is suitable for several reasons: i) the pedigrees of horses are often recorded with
high accuracy and completeness; ii) the performance traits are not sex-limited; thus
horses of both genders are tested and compete on equal terms; iii) horses have a low
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reproduction rate due to the long pregnancy and rather low foaling rate, meaning long
generation intervals; iv) in horse breeding, young and old breeding stallions are used
simultaneously and the BLUP model allows correct comparison between horses from
different generations; v) horse owners choose stallions for covering by different criteria,
and the stallions are marketed and priced in variable ways, leading to non-random
mating, which can be handled by the BLUP animal model.
With the BLUP methodology, the effects of fixed factors and the breeding values
are estimated simultaneously by solving a large number of equations. In this way, the
EBV are adjusted for fixed effects and the estimates of fixed effects are correspondingly
adjusted for differences in breeding values of the horses with records in the various
fixed effect subclasses. The different BLUP – Animal Models may include many fixed
factors, many traits (multiple trait model), random effects and also repeated
observations for some animals (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000; Gama et al., 2004).
The variation among countries in methods for testing and genetic evaluation of
sport horses is wide and often not clearly defined (Bruns et al., 2004).
For riding horses, the vast majority of breeding organisations want to improve
performance in Olympic disciplines, like dressage and show jumping competitions, by
genetic selection (Koenen et al., 2004) without losing their good conformation and
morphology abilities and temperament. The main problem is that by direct selection for
performance using only competition results can delay substantially the selection
response, as the generation interval gets larger, because horses only start having results
in the highest levels of competition with 8 years old or more (Ducro et al., 2007). On
the other hand, heritabilities of high level competition traits are generally low, ranging
from 0.10 to 0.25 (Ricard et al., 2000). As a result of these reasons, many breeding
organisations wants to shorten the generation intervals and increase the selection
response by using information on young horses’ tests (including evaluation of
conformation, basic gaits and rideability in dressage and jumping) as predictors of the
genetic ability to perform in future sport competitions (Ducro et al., 2007; Thorén
Hellsten et al., 2006; Thorén Hellsten, 2008). So it is important to have indicators at
younger age of the potential of the horse and with accurate estimations of genetic
parameters and variability, such as genetic correlations between morphology and
conformation traits, performance at younger age and in sport competitions (Koenen et
al., 1995), for young horses we can enhance the genetic improvement program of equine
populations with indirect selection.
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Nowadays several breeds’ organisations perform genetic evaluations using a
combination of both young horse and adult data (Stewart et al., 2010), to apply direct
and indirect selection procedures in the genetic improvement program.
In general, the same methodology is used to perform routine evaluations across all
countries (Koenen and Aldridge, 2002; Koenen et al, 2004). Typically, mixed models,
using REML are used to estimate variance components for random effects (e.g. additive
genetic and horse permanent environment), while simultaneously assessing the effect of
fixed variables on the horse's performance. After estimating these parameters, BLUP animal models are used to compute breeding values (EBV) for all animals in the
pedigree. Prior to these analysis it is important to know the existence of sufficient
genetic connectedness within the population, which is a function of the relationships
between the horses with records, and therefore an important aspect of developing
genetic evaluations is accumulating the pedigree within the databases (Stewart et al.,
2010).
Generally we can conclude that the application of BLUP – animal model for
obtaining EBV in horse breeding genetic improvement programs present several
benefits such as (Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000):
i)

EBVs are obtained on the full use of information from all relatives in a
population, with the use of the relationship matrix, even for animal with no
records.

ii) The EBVs are corrected for all fixed factors included in the model. The models
used for horse genetic evaluation can include fixed effects of sex, age, year,
stud, event, level of competition and others.
iii) The EBVs of parents are corrected for EBVs of their mates, very important in
horse breeding where the choice of the matings is generally not random in
terms of genetic merit.
iv) The EBVs of later generations incorporate the genetic progress resulting from
effects of selection accumulated from the base population, allowing
comparisons of EBVs from different generations and we can also easily obtain
the genetic trends over time.
There is a vast list of references on the genetic evaluation of different horse breeds
using the BLUP methodology to estimate genetic parameters and obtain the EBVs, for
different equestrian disciplines and traits such as: morphofunctional traits in the PRE
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(Molina et al., 1999); dressage and performance with British breeds (Stewart et al.,
2010; Kearsley et al., 2008); show jumping for the Hungarian Sport horse (Posta et al.,
2009); French eventing horses (Ricard and Chanu, 2001); conformation traits in Iranian
Thoroughbred horses (Bakhtiari and Heshmat, 2009); stallion performance tests for
Dutch Warmblood horses (Huizinga et al., 1991); show jumping and dressage for the
Swedish Warmblood (Viklund et al., 2011); racing performance of trotters in Spain
(Gomez et al., 2010); or show jumping and dressage for German Warmblood (Jaitner
and Reinhardt, 2003).
Selection based on BLUP EBVs with the animal model is by far the most effective
way of changing genetic merit of horse populations and the use of EBVs for stallions
and mares by individual breeders is also relevant when planning their matings (Arnason
and Van Vleck, 2000). The use of this kind of methodology for the Lusitano population
can be very interesting and effective to increase the genetic response to selection, giving
the breeders association, APSL, and the individual breeders some more objective tools
to help them making “the difficult decision” of selecting the best sires and dams to
breed with.
With the incorporation of genomic information in horse selection programs there
are tremendous opportunities for genetic improvement because it can considerably
increase the accuracy of breeding values estimated for foals, young horses without own
performance, and horses without progeny performance. Therefore, genomic selection
enables selection at an earlier stage, shortening generation intervals and opening room
for increased genetic progress (Haberland et al., 2012). Thus horse breeding
organizations could likely benefit from the application of genomic selection in the near
future as investigation progresses and start having more data and information on the
integrated use of genomic and conventional selection.

II.6. Objectives
In this work, it was intended to obtain information on demography and genetic
structure of the Lusitano horse breed, to help developing more targeted and effective
tools to manage the genetic variability of this breed and minimize genetic erosion that
inevitably occurs in closed populations like this one. Moreover, the compilation and
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analysis of data on functional and morphological aspects improves the knowledge of the
Lusitano horse characteristics, helping it characterization, without losing the
performance and conformation traits so typical of this population. For this we intended
to perform a genetic evaluation for morphology and functionality in the Lusitano breed,
something that is unheard of and is performed for the first time for this indigenous
population, but that is already the practice for several years in the major sport breeds of
the world (Hintz 1980; Tavernier, 1991; Koenen and Aldridge, 2002; Jaitner and
Reinhardt, 2003; Koenen et al., 2004;. Ducro et al., 2007; Correa and Mota, 2007; Irish
Horse Board, 2007; Kearsley et al., 2008; Stewart et al., 2010; Viklund, 2010).
The general objectives for this study are:
i. Demographic, genetic, morphological and functional characterization of the
Lusitano horse breed over time, with data from Portugal and abroad.
ii. Estimation of genetic and phenotypic parameters for morphological and
functional traits and launching the foundations for the implementation of a scheme for
the systematic genetic evaluation of Lusitano breed.
iii. Making recommendations regarding the management of the genetic variability
of the Lusitano, particularly regarding the monitoring of levels of inbreeding and
maintenance of genetic diversity over time.
Specific objectives of this work are:
i. Demographic characteristics of the Lusitano breed, particularly studying the
evolution of data and records in the Studbook, structure of the herds, generation
interval, number of known generations, inbreeding and relationship, effective
population size and genetic contributions of founders, ancestors and studs.
ii. Morphological characterization, analyzing information accumulated over the
years, including partial and total conformation classifications contained in the
evaluation grid of sires and dams, with corresponding registration of animals in the
Studbook.
iii. Functional characterization of the Lusitano breed, by analyzing the information
gathered on performance results obtained in different equestrian disciplines including
dressage and working equitation.
iv. Multivariate analysis of morphological and functional characteristics, and
obtaining the corresponding genetic and phenotypic parameters.
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v. Genetic evaluation for different equestrian disciplines (dressage and working
equitation), and obtaining the corresponding estimates of individual genetic merit and
trends over time.
vi. Comparative analysis of the information obtained either by demographic
characteristics and by molecular markers analysis and the study of genetic diversity and
population structure to investigate how closely related these indicators are and to assess
their usefulness in managing genetic diversity.
vii. Proposal of a strategy for the management of the genetic pool of the Lusitano
breed, taking into account the objectives of selection and the need to maintain genetic
diversity of the breed.
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Abstract
Genetic diversity and population structure were analyzed in the Lusitano horse breed
based on pedigree information of animals registered in the Studbook, to identify factors
which may have affected the genetic variability of the breed, and provide the bases for
the establishment of sustainable utilization programs. Pedigree records collected from
1824 to 2009, including information on 53,411 animals, were used in the analyses. The
mean generation interval was 11.33 ± 5.23 and 9.71 ± 4.48 years for sires and dams,
respectively, while the mean number of offspring registered was 13.13 ± 22.53 for
stallions and 4.00 ± 3.38 for mares. All great-grandparents were known for the animals
in the reference population (registered foals born from 2005 to 2009, n = 9712), which
had a mean number of equivalent generations known of 11.20 ± 0.71 and an average
inbreeding of 11.34 ± 7.48%. For this population, the rate of inbreeding per year was
0.173 ± 0.070, and the effective population size computed from this rate was about 28.
The mean relationship among animals from the same and from different studs was 0.31
± 0.16 and 0.15 ± 0.10, respectively. In spite of the high within-stud relationship,
inbreeding has been kept lower than expected due to restrictions imposed by breeders
on selection and allocation of mates. The effective number of founders, ancestors and
studs contributing to the current genetic pool was 27.5, 11.7 and 5.4, respectively. Over
the last 30 years, contributions to the genetic pool of Lusitano have been decreasing,
with a reduction to about one-half in the effective number of founders and ancestors. Of
the 267 founder sires, only 9 Y-chromosome sources are currently represented, with an
effective number of 2.23. The diversity of mt-DNA sources is broader, with 129
lineages represented and an effective number of 42.8. The results of our study reflect the
intensive emphasis that has been placed on a few sire-families over the years, and raise
concerns regarding the conservation of genetic diversity for the future. Methods
designed to minimize inbreeding and maximize the maintenance of genetic
contributions from different founders and ancestors should be envisaged, to prevent
further losses of genetic variability in the Lusitano horse breed.
Keywords: genetic diversity, horse, inbreeding, Lusitano, pedigree analysis, population
structure.
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III.1. Introduction
Horses have a long history in the Iberian Peninsula. The Lusitano horse is the
most important native equine breed in Portugal, and it has contributed to the
development of horse breeds in other parts of the world, especially in the American
continent (Luís et al., 2007b). Currently, there are approximately 5,000 Lusitano
registered breeding mares, of which about one-half are kept in Portugal and the
remaining animals are spread throughout the world (Vicente et al., 2009). For many
years, the Lusitano and the Pura Raza Española from Spain were jointly designated as
Andalusian, Iberian or Peninsular horses, until the official Studbook of the Lusitano was
established in 1967 (APSL, 2010). However, these two Iberian horse populations had
already been selected with different objectives for several centuries, i.e., the Pura Raza
Española horses were selected mostly for beauty, conformation and gaits, while
Lusitano horses continued to be selected based on functional aspects, including their use
in bullfighting and herd management (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000; Loch, 1986). In
recent years, both breeds have established breeding programs, aimed at the genetic
improvement of their horse populations (APSL, 2010; MAPA, 2003).
Different constraints have threatened the survival of the Lusitano horse through
the years, especially in the 19th and 20th centuries. These included wars and foreign
invasions in the 19th century, the mechanization of agriculture in the first half of the
20th century, political turmoils in several occasions, uncontrolled crossbreeding with
other breeds, etc., which probably represented bottlenecks that may have caused a
reduction in the Lusitano gene pool over time. As a consequence, despite the long
tradition of Lusitano horses in Portugal for several centuries, in the period when the
Studbook was established after 1967 the number of remaining animals was rather small,
and the current population is considered to have derived from a reduced number of
founder animals (Lopes et al., 2005). Moreover, it is not clear if pedigree constraints
occurred afterwards may have resulted in further genetic erosion.
The analyses of inbreeding and relationships, and their changes over time, have
often been used to monitor the evolution of genetic diversity in a population (Falconer
and MacKay, 1996; Hill, 2000). In addition, parameters based on the probability of
genetic origin from different herds (Robertson, 1953), founders (James, 1972; Lacy,
1989), and ancestors (Boichard et al., 1997) have also been used, to assess changes
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occurred in the population over a short period of time (Boichard et al., 1997). These
principles have been applied to the genetic characterization of different horse breeds,
including the Asturcon (Royo et al., 2007), Austrian Noriker (Druml et al., 2009),
Franches-Montagnes (Poncet et al., 2006), French race and riding horse breeds
(Moureaux et al., 1996), Hanoverian Warmblood (Hamann and Distl, 2008), Lipizzan
(Zechner et al., 2002), Mangalarga Marchador (Costa et al. 2005), Mangalarga (Mota et
al., 2006a), Pura Raza Española (Valera et al., 2005), Quarter Horse (Tunnell et al.,
1983), Spanish Arab (Cervantes et al., 2008), Standardbred (MacCluer et al., 1983),
Thoroughbred (Cunningham et al., 2001) and Trakehner (Teegen et al., 2009).
The objectives of this study were to monitor past and current trends in the
genetic structure of the Lusitano horse breed based on pedigree analysis, and identify
factors which may have affected the genetic variability of the breed, thus providing the
bases for the establishment of sustainable utilization programs designed to minimize
further losses of genetic diversity.

III.2. Material and methods
III. 2.1. Animals
The information used in this study was obtained from the data files of the
Fundação Alter Real (FAR – National Stud) and from the Portuguese Lusitano Horse
Breeders Association (APSL).
There are nearly 5,000 active Lusitano breeding mares registered in the
Studbook, spread by about 600 studs (APSL, personal communication, 2010). The vast
majority of these females are raised under extensive conditions, and breeding occurs
mostly by natural mating. Until 1997, artificial insemination was not allowed by
Studbook regulations, but since then it has been progressively used on a limited scale
(APSL, 2010).
The Lusitano Studbook was officially established in 1967, but pedigree records
were kept since the mid-19th century by private producers and the National Stud. Until
1989, the Studbook allowed the registration of offspring from unregistered animals, as
long as they corresponded to the breed standard, as decided by a jury of experts. After
1989, only offspring of registered stallions and mares could be registered, and since
1992 Studbook regulations require that systematic parentage testing must be carried-out
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before an animal can be registered. Parentage confirmation was first carried out by
blood groups, and since 1998 with microsatellite markers.

III.2.2. Data
Pedigree records were completed and validated with data provided by APSL, to
include information collected throughout the world. Data were checked and validated
for consistency of dates, individual identification, duplicates, etc. After editing, the data
file included pedigree records of 53,411 horses, born from 1824 to 2009.
The genetic contributions of founders, ancestors, founding studs and founder
genomes were studied, by considering a reference population which was defined as the
group of foals (n = 9,712) registered in the Studbook with birth year from 2005 to 2009.

III.2.3. Pedigree analysis
Demographic analyses were performed with software specifically developed for
this purpose (Carolino and Gama, 2008) and, where indicated, with the ENDOG v4.8
software (Gutierrez and Goyache, 2005).
The equivalent number of complete generations known per animal (ni) was used
to assess the degree of pedigree completeness, and calculated as:
ni =

ns + nd
+1,
2

where ns and nd are the number of generations known for the sire and dam, respectively,
when s and d are known; if s or d are unknown, then ns or nd, respectively, assume a
value of -1. Base animals were assigned a number of generations known equal to 0.
Generation intervals were computed for the sires and dams of all foals born, and
for the 4 paths of selection (average age of sires of stallions, sires of mares, dams of
stallions and dams of mares). The latter were averaged to obtain a pooled generation
interval (L).
Individual coefficients of inbreeding (Fx) and additive genetic relationships
among pairs of animals were computed based on the numerator relationship matrix
among all animals (Van Vleck, 1993), with software developed by Carolino and Gama
(2008).
The degree of non-random mating practiced by breeders was assessed by
comparing the inbreeding achieved and the relationship among sires and dams in a
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sample of 146 studs producing more than one foal per year in the period 2005-2009. In
these studs, the mean inbreeding of foals born in a given year was compared with the
average relationship among all sires and dams active in the same stud one year earlier,
and these were averaged for the five years in study.
The regression coefficient of individual inbreeding on year of birth was
obtained with the GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004), and this was
considered to be the rate of inbreeding per year (∆F/year). The rate of inbreeding per
generation (∆F/g) was then computed as ∆F/g = L (∆F/year) and effective population
size (Ne) was calculated as Ne = 1/2(∆F/g). In addition, Ne was also calculated based on
the individual increase in inbreeding, as suggested by Gutierrez et al. (2009).
The genetic contributions to the reference population of founder animals,
ancestors and founding studs were computed, as described by James (1972), Lacy
(1989) and Boichard et al. (1997). The effective number of founders (fe), ancestors (fa)
and studs (fs) were computed from those genetic contributions as:
fj =

1
n

∑q
k =1

2
k

where subscript j corresponds to founders, ancestors or studs, depending on the situation
considered, and qk represents the genetic contribution of a given founder or founding
stud, or the marginal contribution of an ancestor (Boichard et al., 1997).
The effective number of founder genomes (fg) was computed with ENDOG
(Gutierrez and Goyache, 2005), to take into account the unequal contributions of
founders and the possible random loss of alleles throughout successive generations due
to genetic drift (Lacy, 1989). This software was also used to calculate average
relatedness (AR), which corresponds to the mean relationship of each individual with all
animals in the pedigree.
A genetic conservation index (GCI), as proposed by Alderson (1992), was
computed for each individual, with ENDOG (Gutierrez and Goyache, 2005). The GCI is
calculated individually in a manner similar to fe, and can be used to maximize the
retention of genetic contributions from the different founders, with higher index values
corresponding to individuals with a more balanced representation from a large number
of founders. The evolution of GCI over time was assessed by obtaining the regression
coefficient of the GCI per animal on year of birth, using the GLM procedure of SAS
(SAS Institute, 2004).
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The genetic contributions of different studs supplying sires, paternal grandsires
and great-grandsires to the reference population were evaluated according to Robertson
(1953), and computed with ENDOG (Gutierrez and Goyache, 2005).
The transmission of Y-chromosomes along the male path from founder stallions
to the male foals in the reference population was analyzed. From the proportion of
founder Y-chromosomes currently represented, an effective number of Y founders was
calculated, using the same principles defined for the effective number of founders.
Similar criteria were used to assess the transmission of mitochondrial DNA (mt-DNA)
along the dam path, from founding mares to the foals in the reference population
(Carolino and Gama, 2008).

III.3. Results
The number of animals registered in the Studbook between 1967 and 2008
(Figure III.1) has shown a steady increase in the number of foals registered up to 2004,
especially after 1982.
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Figure III.1. Number of foals, stallions and mares registered in the Lusitano Studbook
by year, and corresponding number of studs represented.
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In recent years, the number of studs with foals registered was about 700,
producing an average of 2.18 ± 3.00 foals per stud in the period 2005 to 2008, of which
only 303 studs had more than 2 foals registered. Annually, the mean number of stallions
and mares registered in the Studbook is about 100 and 300, respectively, with a
cumulative number of 4,562 stallions and 11,902 mares registered since the creation of
the Studbook in 1967 until 2008.
The age distribution of sires and dams of registered foals (Figure III.2)
indicates that, on average, mares had their first foal at 5.44 ± 2.04 years of age, while
stallions are 7.30 ± 3.62 years old when their first product was born. Overall, the mean
age of parents was 11.33 ± 5.23 years for sires and 9.71 ± 4.48 years for dams,
indicating a long use in reproduction of both males and females, even though mares are
kept active for a shorter period than stallions. As a result, the proportion of total
offspring produced by sires and dams after 10 years of age was 51% for stallions and
40% for mares, and nearly 10% of the foals born are the offspring of stallions after 19
years of age. The long use of sires in reproduction could delay the benefits of the
selection program, and would provide the opportunity for matings among close
relatives, if no provisions are taken. Nevertheless, the number of parent-offspring
matings in Lusitano is not too high (less than 2 %), which probably reflects the concern
that breeders have in avoiding those close matings.
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Figure III.2. Age distribution of stallions and mares producing foals in the Lusitano
population.
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The overall mean generation interval based on the age of dams and sires used in
the Lusitano population was 10.52 years, and it was lower in mares by about 1.6 years.
When the four paths of selection were considered (sires of stallions, dams of stallions,
sires of mares and dams of mares), the mean generation interval was 10.28 years and, on
average, parents of stallions were 1.2 years older than parents of mares. On the other
hand, the age of sires of selected stallions and mares was about 0.5 years lower than that
calculated when all sires were considered. The variability among animals in generation
interval was quite large, with a coefficient of variation ranging from about 46 to 50%
for the different paths of selection.
The mean number of foals registered per dam was 4.00 ± 3.38 and the
corresponding figure for sires was 13.13 ± 22.53. The number of offspring produced per
stallion (Figure III.3) indicates that about 52% of the stallions have less than 5
offspring registered, and only 10% have more than 40 offspring. Nevertheless, about
50% of the total number of foals born are produced by stallions siring more than 40
foals, with the highest number observed for one sire with 224 registered offspring.
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Figure III.3. Number of stallions and foals, by classes of number of foals per stallion
for the Lusitano population.
Pedigree records were available from 1824 until 2009, such that the average
percentage of known parents, grandparents and great-grandparents in the full data set
(n=53,411) was 98.78, 97.80 and 97.08%, respectively, while for animals in the
reference population (foals born from 2005 to 2009) all those ancestors were known
(results not shown).
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The number of equivalent generations known per animal has increased steadily
over the years, to reach a mean of 11.20 ± 0.71 generations known for animals in the
reference population and 9.87 ± 2.04 generations for the full data set (Table III.1).
Average inbreeding was 9.92% for all registered animals and 11.34% for the
reference population (Table III.1). Mean inbreeding per year of birth in the Lusitano
population (Figure III.4) remained nearly stable up until 1995, and increased steadily
afterwards, to reach a mean inbreeding coefficient of 11.64% for animals born in 2008.
Presently, all animals born in the reference population have Fx≠0, and only about 3% of
the animals in the full data set are not inbred (Table III.1).
The ∆F/year was 0.1728 ± 0.0701% for the reference population and 0.0084 ±
0.0004% when the whole population was considered. The ∆F/g (computed from the
∆F/year assuming a mean generation interval of 10.28) and the corresponding Ne were
0.09% and 576.70, respectively, for the full data and 1.78% and 28.15 for the reference
population (Table III.1). When Ne was calculated based on the individual increase in
inbreeding (Gutierrez et al., 2009), the corresponding estimate was 41.24. When
animals born from 1970 to 2008 were considered, the ∆F/g and Ne were 0.75% and
66.5, respectively, but these figures changed to 1.59% and 31.0 in animals born from
2000 to 2008 (results not shown).
Table III.1. Inbreeding and relationships coefficients (± SD) in the Lusitano horse
breed for all animals and for the reference population (foals born from 2005 to 2009).
All animals
(n = 53411)

Item

Reference population
(n = 9712)

No. of generations known
9.87 ± 2.04
11.20 ± 0.71
Average inbreeding coefficient (%)
9.92 ± 8.34
11.34 ± 7.48
Animals with inbreeding coefficient ≠ 0
96.62
100.00
(%)
0.0084 ± 0.0004
0.1728 ± 0.0701
∆F/year (%)a
0.09
1.78
∆F/generation (%)
b
Effective population size
576.70
28.15
Effective population sizec
41.24
Average relatedness
0.1164 ± 0.0444
0.1354 ± 0.0312
Genetic Conservation Index
9.32 ± 2.73
9.53 ± 2.20
Mean relationship among animals from the
0.3128 ± 0.1586
same stud
Mean relationship among animals in
0.1456 ± 0.0983
different studs
a
∆F = the rate of inbreeding; b According to Falconer and Mackay (1996).
c
According to Gutierrez et al. (2009).
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The average relatedness calculated for animals in the reference population
(Table III.1) was about 0.135, while the mean relationship among animals in the same
stud was about twice that observed for animals in different studs (about 0.31 vs. 0.14).
The year means for the relationship between all animals and those born in the same stud
(Figure III.4) indicate that, until the Studbook was closed in 1989, the mean withinstud relationship per year of birth oscillated between 29 to 38%, but since then it is
increasing every year (from 30 to 37%). On the other hand, the mean relationship of all
animals born in the same year has shown a steady increase from about 8% in 1970 to
18% in 2008.
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Figure III.4. Means (%) by year of birth for inbreeding coefficient, relationship for all
animals and animals born in the same stud in the Lusitano horse breed and the number
of known generations.
The degree of non-random mating practiced by breeders was assessed by
studying the association between the relationship among active sires and dams and the
observed inbreeding per stud (Figure III.5). Nearly 80% of the studs fall below the
diagonal representing the expected inbreeding for a given relationship, and thus have a
lower than expected degree of inbreeding, reflecting the concern of breeders in avoiding
matings among closely related individuals. Nonetheless, 0.31, 4.65 and 1.84% of the
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matings in the whole population were among full-sibs, half-sibs and parent-offspring,
respectively (results not shown).
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Figure III.5. Association between mean inbreeding coefficient by stud, for Lusitano
foals born in 2005 to 2009, and average relationship between active stallions and mares
in the same studs, with solid line representing the expected inbreeding for a given
relationship.
The 53,411 Lusitano horses registered up until 2009 result from genetic
contributions of 796 founders (267 sires and 529 mares) from 110 founding studs, with
17,487 ancestors registered for the whole population. The cumulative genetic
contributions of founders, ancestors and studs to the genetic pool of the reference
population is shown in Figure III.6, which clearly indicates a very strong influence of a
few ancestors and founding studs to the Lusitano horse breed. Indeed, 50% of the
genetic pool of the breed is justified by genetic contributions from 14 founders, six
ancestors and two founding studs, with the two most influential founders, ancestors and
founding studs contributing with nearly 20, 33 and 51% of the genetic pool, respectively
(Table III.2). The highly unbalanced share of the different contributors to the genetic
pool of the reference population resulted in an effective number of founders, ancestors
and founding studs of about 28, 12 and 5, respectively. Evidence of a strong influence
of a few studs on the genetic pool of Lusitano horses is also supported by the effective
number of studs supplying sires, grandsires and great-grandsires to the reference
population, which was about 32, 10 and 8, respectively. Overall, the effective number of
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founder genomes, which takes into account the possible loss of alleles from the
founders to the current generation, was about 6 (Table III.2).
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Figure III.6. Cumulative genetic contribution to the reference population (Lusitano
foals born from 2005 to 2009, n=9,712) of the most influential founders, ancestors and
founding studs.
The progressive reduction in genetic variability occurred in the Lusitano
population over the last few years is further confirmed by the decline in the effective
number of founders, ancestors and founding studs contributing to the genetic pool of the
population (Figure III.7). In the period between 1980-1984 and 2005-2009, the
effective number of founders and ancestors represented in the population dropped by
about 50%, and that of effective studs dropped by nearly 37%. Also, the number of
founders and ancestors contributing to 50% of the genetic pool in 2005-2009 was only
two-thirds of that observed in the period 1980-1984 (results not shown).
This trend in the reduction of founder and ancestor contributions was largely
due to the heavy use of some popular sire-lines, which have been progressively more
represented in the Lusitano genetic pool (Figure III.8). For example, the predominant
ancestor of the breed (Agareno), which was born in 1931, had a contribution
corresponding to about 10% of the genetic pool in the period 1980-1984 and nearly
25% in 2005-2009. Furthermore, the 10 more influential ancestors in the current
Lusitano genetic pool increased their contribution from 37% in 1980-1984 to 62% in
2005-2009.
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Table III.2. Genetic contributions of founders, ancestors and founding studs to the
reference population (foals born between 2005 and 2009, n = 9712) in the Lusitano
horse.
Item
Effective Number
Founders (fe)
Ancestors (fa)
Founding Studs
Studs supplying sires
Studs supplying grandsires
Studs supplying great-grandsires
Founder genomes
Ratio fe/fa
Contribution to 50% of the genetic pool
Founders
Ancestors
Founding studs
Contribution to 90% of the genetic pool
Founders
Ancestors
Founding studs
Contribution of 2 most influential founders (%)
Contribution of 2 most influential ancestors (%)
Contribution of 2 most influential founding studs (%)

27.47
11.73
5.40
32.14
9.94
7.57
6.01
2.34
14
6
2
99
46
10
19.88
32.97
50.72

Of the 267 founder sires, only nine have contributed Y-chromosomes to the
current population, and two sires have contributed 94.5% of the existing Y-chromosome
sources. Following the same principles, of the 529 founder mares, there are only 129
with mt-DNA represented in the current population. The mare with the highest
representation has contributed 7% of the current mt-DNA sources, and 16 founder
maternal lineages justify 50% of the mt-DNA diversity. Overall, the effective number of
Y-chromosome founders was 2.23 and that of mt-DNA founders was 42.8.
The number of founders represented in the contributions received by an
individual, and the balance among them, was assessed by calculating the GCI of all
animals. It is assumed in this case that higher GCI values correspond to animals with a
more balanced representation from a large number of founders. For the reference
population, the GCI had a global mean of about 9.5 (Table III.1), and ranged from 4.59
to 19.24. Over time, a reduction has been observed in the global GCI of the population,
with a regression coefficient on year of birth of -0.00974 ± 0.00150 (P < 0.0001, results
not shown) for animals born from 1980 to 2009.
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Figure III.7. Evolution of effective number of founders, ancestors and founding studs
to Lusitano foals born over the last 30 years, considering reference populations in
successive periods of 5 years.
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Figure III.8. Evolution of marginal genetic contributions of the 10 major ancestors to
Lusitano foals born over the last 30 years, in periods of 5 years.
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III.4. Discussion
The Lusitano has a very long history, with pedigree information dating back to
the beginning of the 19th century, with more than 11 generations known on average for
registered animals born between 2005 and 2009. This provides a very comprehensive
amount of information to study the evolution of genetic diversity and of factors
affecting it in this breed.
The number of registered animals in the Lusitano Studbook increased steadily
after the 1980’s, mostly because of the popularity of the breed as leisure horse and its
success in various equestrian disciplines (e.g. carriage, dressage, working equitation,
etc.). Currently, the Lusitano has a registered population of about 5,000 breeding mares
and 1,000 stallions, which is comparable to the Lipizzan breed, with close to 3,000
mares (Curik et al., 2003), but is much smaller than the number registered for other
breeds, including the Hanoverian with 19,000 females (Hamann and Distl, 2008), the
Pura Raza Española with about 60,000 (Azor, 2009) and the Thoroughbred horse with
over 100,000 registered mares (Ricard et al., 2000). The existing Lusitano population is
mostly the progeny of about 100 animals which were registered in the mid-1950’s, as
only 11 additional founders entered the population after this time, while the Studbook
was open to new registrations up until 1989. The breed has, therefore, developed from a
very narrow base, with a heavy influence of a reduced number of popular studs and
stallions, which should have caused an unavoidable reduction in genetic diversity.
The age distribution in Lusitano indicates that the first offspring are usually
born when mares are, on average, 5.5 years old, and sires nearly 2 years older. This is
largely because, to be registered as breeding stock, both sires and dams have to be
submitted to a morpho-functional test, which in the case of sires requires that they are
ridden by a horseman, and scored on gaits and conformation. Mares, on the other side,
are scored when they are presented by hand to a jury of experts. This implies that horses
must be trained before their registration in the Studbook, and this has obvious
consequences in delaying the initiation of their reproductive career. Also, sires often
enter reproduction after being used for several years in equestrian activities, while
mares are frequently used only for breeding. As a consequence, the age distribution
results in a mean age of breeding stallions higher by about 1.5 years when compared to
mares, because sires initiate and finish their breeding function later than mares.
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Overall, the generation interval in Lusitano is rather long, with a global mean
for the four paths of selection of about 10.3 years. Nevertheless, this is in line with the
mean generation intervals reported for other saddle horse breeds, including the Pura
Raza Española (10.1 years, Valera et al., 2005), Mangalarga (9.49 years, Mota et al.
2006a), Hanoverian (10 years, Hamann and Distl, 2008), Arab-derived horses in Spain
(10.1 to 12.0 years, Cervantes et al., 2009), Trakehner (10.2 years, Teegen et al., 2009)
and French saddle horses (9.7 to 11.8, Moureaux et al. 1996), but higher than in draught
horse breeds such as the Austrian Noriker (7.9 years, Druml et al., 2009) and the
Franches-Montagnes (8.3 years, Poncet et al., 2006).
Traditionally, modifications in genetic variability of a population have been
assessed by evaluating the degree of inbreeding and its changes over time (Falconer and
MacKay, 1996; Hill, 2000), and programs aimed at maximizing the retention of genetic
diversity usually recommend the minimization of the rate of inbreeding (Caballero and
Toro, 2000). For example, it has been recommended that the effective size of a
population should exceed a minimum of 50, to maintain genetic diversity at an
acceptable level both in conservation (FAO, 1998; Meuwissen and Woolliams, 1994)
and in selection programs (Goddard and Smith, 1990).
In addition to the control of inbreeding, the assessment of genetic contributions
from studs, founders and ancestors to the current population may provide a better
understanding of the changes taking place in the genetic pool of a breed, especially
when those are considered over a small number of generations (Boichard et al., 1997).
When only the number of founders, ancestors and studs contributing to the genetic pool
is considered, the possibility of unbalanced contributions among the different founders,
ancestors and studs is not taken into account, and the assessment of genetic bottlenecks
is thus not possible. Hence, the use of an effective number is often preferred, which in
the case of founders corresponds to the equivalent number of founders that would
generate the same genetic diversity as that observed in the population studied, if they all
had the same contribution. A similar approach is used when interpreting the effective
number of founding studs and ancestors, which give further insight into the genetic
changes occurred in the population in a short period of time. The relationships between
Ne, fe and fa provide information on the occurrence of bottlenecks in the population,
such that fe should be close to Ne/2 in a population where genetic drift has stabilized
(Caballero and Toro, 2000; Sorensen et al., 2005) and the ratio fe/fa should be close to 1
if important bottlenecks have not occurred in the population (Boichard et al., 1997).
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In our study, the mean inbreeding in Lusitano horses born in the period 20052009 was 11.34%, which is similar to that observed in Pura Raza Española (Valera et
al., 2005), Lipizzan (Zechner et al., 2002) and Thoroughbred horses (Cunningham et al.
2001). Over the last few years, the distribution of animals in different levels of
inbreeding has changed in the Lusitano horse breed, such that presently all Lusitano
horses have some degree of inbreeding, and there are fewer animals than in the past in
the lowest (< 5%) levels of inbreeding, as a consequence of the progressively higher
relationship among breeding animals (Figure III.4). On the other hand, a reduction has
also been observed over the years in the highest inbreeding categories (> 25%)
reflecting the concern that studs now have in avoiding matings among closely related
individuals. As a matter of fact, the majority of the studs have a mean inbreeding of the
foals which is lower than would be expected from the mean relationship among their
breeding stock, such that, on average, the mean inbreeding was about 18% lower than it
would be if no restraints were used in mate selection and allocation. Nevertheless, a few
studs still have extremely high mean relationships among their breeding stock, and do
not seem to be making a particular effort to minimize inbreeding in the foals produced.
One possible way to keep inbreeding at lower levels in Lusitano is to exchange animals
among studs, as the mean relationship between studs is less than one-half that observed
within studs. Additionally, the exchange of registered Lusitano horses among countries
which have been genetically more isolated could further reduce the mean relationship
among breeders, thus lowering the level of inbreeding in the population.
Given the depth of pedigree knowledge, the reduced census of the population
and the long use in reproduction of stallions and mares, it could be anticipated that the
present levels of inbreeding in Lusitano would be higher than actually observed. This
discrepancy is a consequence of the very high number of sires used in the Lusitano
horse breed, with a sex ratio of nearly 5 mares per stallion, which is much lower than,
e.g., the ratio of 45 mares/sire observed in Hanoverian horses (Hamann and Distl,
2008). Due to the high number of stallions used, the mean number of offspring
registered per sire is only about 13, and nearly one-half of the sires have less than 5
offspring registered. Nevertheless, 56 popular stallions have sired nearly 15% of the
foals registered in the breed, with an average of 135 foals/stallion.
The rate of inbreeding per year in Lusitano was relatively low when the full data
were considered (less than 0.01%/year), but it has increased over the last 20 years, to
reach 0.17%/year in the period 2005-2009. As a result, Ne has dropped to nearly 28 in
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the Lusitano population over the last five years, which is nearly one-half of the
recommended minimum Ne for maintenance of genetic diversity (Meuwissen and
Woolliams, 1994; FAO, 1998) and much lower than the estimates obtained for other
horse breeds, including the Franches Montagnes (Ne = 62, Poncet et al., 2006), Lipizzan
(Ne =102, Zechner et al., 2002), Arab derived horses in Spain (Ne = 110 to 135,
Cervantes et al., 2009), Austrian Noriker (Ne = 157, Druml et al., 2009) and Hanoverian
(Ne = 372, Hamman and Distl, 2008). Even if we consider the Ne computed from the
individual increase in inbreeding in the Lusitano (Ne = 41), it remains below the
minimum recommended for maintenance of genetic diversity.
Of the 796 founders which gave origin to the Lusitano horse breed, large
differences were observed in their genetic contributions to the current population, with
two founders contributing about 20% of the genetic pool. The effective number of
founders, which currently is about 27, has been declining steadily, dropping by nearly
one-half from 1980-1984 to 2005-2009. This result is in contrast to the expectation that
relative founder contributions tend to stabilize in closed populations after a short
number of generations (Caballero and Toro, 2000; McPhee and Wright, 1925), a pattern
which has been observed in Thoroughbred horses (Cunningham et al., 2001). This
discrepancy must be a result of the continuing selection practiced in Lusitano horses,
where the popularity of a few sires and studs over the last decades has increased
enormously their contribution to the genetic pool, and caused the loss of several founder
lines. This is confirmed by the analysis of ancestors contributions, with an effective
number of about 12 in the reference population, and a decrease in fa of more than onehalf between 1980-1984 and 2005-2009. Currently, the predominant ancestor accounts
for nearly 25% of the genetic pool, and the two major ancestors contribute about onethird of the diversity found in Lusitano horses, and are represented in 96 and 98%,
respectively, of the pedigrees of animals in the reference population. Furthermore, the
effective number of founding studs has also decreased to 5.4 in 2005-2009, and two
studs alone contribute with 50% of the genetic diversity.
The effective number of founders encountered for Lusitano is much lower than
what has been reported for several other horse breeds (Druml et al., 2009; Hamann and
Distl, 2008; Valera et. al, 2005; Zechner et al., 2002), and only comparable to the results
obtained in the Thoroughbred horse (Cunningham et al., 2001). Still, the ratio of fe
relative to the total number of founders is about five times higher for the Thoroughbred,
indicating that their more reduced number of founders (n = 158) is better represented in
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the current population than in the case of Lusitano. Also for the contributions of
ancestors, the effective number of about 12 calculated for Lusitano is the lowest when
compared with those found in the literature for other horse breeds, which range between
about 17 and 78 (Cervantes et al., 2008; Druml et al., 2009; Hamann and Distl, 2008;
Poncet et al., 2006; Valera et al., 2005; Zechner et al., 2002).
Taken together, our analyses of genetic contributions of founders, ancestors and
studs indicate that a serious reduction in genetic diversity is taking place in the Lusitano
horse breed, which is still not clearly translated as increased inbreeding, but is very
evident from the progressive loss of genetic contributions of founders and ancestors,
which has caused an overall reduction in the genetic variability of the breed. This result
confirms the usefulness of using the analysis of genetic contributions for the
management of genetic diversity, as proposed by Boichard et al. (1997), as it provides
information on the occurrence of bottlenecks in the population and the resulting loss in
genetic diversity over a short period of time.
The comparison of Ne, fe and fa can be used to assess the occurrence of
changes in genetic drift and recent bottlenecks in a population, which are corroborated if
(fe/Ne) > 0.5 or (fe/fa) > 1, respectively (Sorensen et al., 2005). In our study, the
reference population had a ratio fe/Ne of about 1.0, indicating that genetic drift is not
stable in the Lusitano horse breed, with progressive loss of founder representation
(Caballero and Toro, 2000; Sorensen et al., 2005). This is further confirmed by the
effective number of founder genomes of about 6.0, which is nearly one-fifth of the
effective number of founders, and reflects the loss of alleles over time due to genetic
drift. On the other hand, the ratio fe/fa was 2.34, confirming the occurrence of important
bottlenecks in the population, due to the intensive use of a few popular lines. The GCI
calculated for the reference population indicates that an average animal has a mean
contribution of about 9.5 founders (assuming that they have a balanced representation),
but there is a large variability among individuals in the number and balance of founder
representation. The use of the GCI in a breeding program is expected to maximize the
retention of the allelic richness present in the base population (Alderson, 1992), but it
does not take into account pedigree bottlenecks which may have occurred through nonfounder individuals. Notwithstanding, of particular concern is the fact that GCI has been
decreasing over time, confirming that founder representation is being progressively lost
in the Lusitano.
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The reduction observed in the genetic contribution of founders is even more
expressive when the transmission of Y chromosome founder lineages is considered.
Currently, there are only 3.4% of the original Y-chromosome sources represented and
an effective number of nearly 2, with two lineages corresponding to about 95% of those
sources in the reference population. For dam lineages, the representation of mt-DNA
founder sources is more diversified than for Y chromosomes, with an effective number
of mt-DNA lineages of about 43. Even though the results for Lusitano indicate a strong
bottleneck on sire-paths, they are not as severe as observed for the Thoroughbred, where
one sire alone contributes with 95% of the Y-chromosome sources represented
(Cunningham et al., 2001). For the founder mt-DNA sources, the 10 most influential
mares contribute with 38% of the current lineages represented in Lusitano and 72% in
the Thoroughbred (Cunningham et al., 2001). Our results indicate that the variability in
maternal genetic contributions, which has been reported to be small when the Lusitano
horse breed was established (Lopes et al., 2005), has been further reduced over the
years, given the genetic bottlenecks which have occurred.
The detrimental effects of inbreeding are well known, and include a decrease in
genetic variability in inbred populations and a reduction in performance known as
inbreeding depression, which affects mostly fitness-related traits (Falconer and
MacKay, 1996). In horses, a reduction in genetic variability has been observed in
several threatened breeds (Hedrick et al., 1999; Luís et al., 2007a), and evidence of
inbreeding depression has been documented for morphological (Gandini et al., 1992;
Gomez et al., 2009), reproductive (Sevinga et al., 2004, Gonçalves et al., 2011) and
performance (Klemetsdal, 1998) traits.
Taken together, the results of our study indicate that the Lusitano horse breed
currently has a mean level of inbreeding above 11% and an effective population size
that has declined steadily over the last decades, reflecting the increase in the rate of
inbreeding, which is now about 1.8%/generation. These results demonstrate that genetic
erosion is occurring in the Lusitano at a considerable rate, and steps to control
inbreeding must be undertaken. Notwithstanding, the rate and level of inbreeding have
not been as dramatic as they could be, due to the large number of stallions used in
reproduction, and because most studs exercise some care in mate allocation. Nowadays,
the major concern in managing the genetic diversity of the Lusitano horse breed is the
short-term decrease in genetic variability due to the loss of genetic contributions from
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founders and ancestors, more than the long-term effect of inbreeding itself. Currently,
nearly one-third of the genetic pool is contributed by two ancestors, about one-half by
two founder studs and almost only two Y chromosome founder lineages are presently
represented.
The results of our study reflect the intensive emphasis that has been placed on a
few sire-families over the years, and raise concerns regarding the conservation of
genetic variability for the future. Methods designed to minimize inbreeding and
maximize the maintenance of genetic contributions from different founders and
ancestors have been proposed for different livestock species. These include using
molecular and pedigree information in selection decisions, maximizing genetic
contributions from different ancestors, planning mating decisions, restricting family
size, optimizing effective population size and generation intervals, etc. (Alderson, 1992;
FAO, 1998; Fernandez et al., 2005; Fernandez et al., 2008; Meuwissen, 2007; Sonesson
et al., 2000; Villanueva et al., 2004; Woolliams, 2007; Weigel, 2001). An appropriate
combination of these methodologies should help preventing further losses of genetic
variability in the Lusitano horse breed.

III.5. Conclusion and implications
Our study with Lusitano horses indicates that a serious reduction in genetic
diversity is taking place in this breed, which is mostly evident from the progressive loss
of genetic contributions of founders and ancestors. Changes in selection and mating
strategies should be envisaged, with the aim of minimizing inbreeding and insuring that
genetic contributions from different founders and ancestors are balanced, in order to
maintain genetic variability for the future.
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Summary
Genetic diversity and population structure were evaluated in Lusitano horses
based on either pedigree data or microsatellite markers, to investigate how closely
related these indicators are and to assess their usefulness in managing genetic diversity.
Pedigrees of 53417 Lusitano horses born between 1824 and 2007 and data on either 6 or
8 microsatellite markers genotyped in 19070 horses born from 1998 to 2007 were
analysed. Genealogical inbreeding (FG) was a better predictor of molecular inbreeding
than the opposite, but FG had a modest correlation with multilocus heterozygosity,
accounting for 6% of its variability. Still, the rates of inbreeding per generation
estimated by the two methods were very similar. Genetic distances among the major
studs producing Lusitano horses were comparable when they were estimated from
pedigree or molecular information, with a correlation between FST distances of 0.82, and
similar dendrograms for both cases. Overall, estimates derived from a reduced number
of microsatellites or from pedigrees are poorly correlated when considered at the
individual level, but parameters derived from pedigree are better predictors of
molecular-derived indicators. However, when considered at the breed-level, the
estimated diversity parameters, time trends and population substructure are very similar
when genealogical data or microsatellite markers are considered.
Keywords: genetic diversity; heterozygosity; molecular marker; pedigree;
relationships.
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IV.1. Introduction
The Lusitano horse from Portugal is a breed with a long history and tradition,
which has been selected mostly for morphology and gaits, with increased emphasis on
working equitation and dressage ability in the last decade (Vicente et al., 2014). In
recent years, its popularity has increased worldwide, but the overall census is still
modest, and studs are mostly small and fragmented. Lusitano has deep pedigree
information, and the extensive use of a few popular stallions over the years has resulted
in important bottlenecks in the breed, which may have endangered its genetic diversity
in the long run (Vicente et al., 2012). Therefore, one of the key issues in Lusitano, as
well as in many other threatened livestock breeds, is the appropriate management of its
genetic pool. The assessment and conservation of genetic diversity in domestic animals
are often carried out either by analyzing pedigree information or genetic markers, and
several authors have investigated the usefulness of these two sources of information in
conservation programs, e.g., by assessing how strongly associated they are (e.g.,
Fernandez et al., 2005; Luís et al., 2007a; Leroy et al., 2009a). The genetic markers used
in these studies are often microsatellites and, more recently, SNPs, with the number of
loci analyzed differing considerably among studies, i.e., usually less than 20 markers for
microsatellites (Cunningham et al., 2001; Luís et al., 2007b; Royo et al., 2007; Alvarez
et al., 2008; Serrano et al., 2009; Paiva et al., 2011) and over 20,000 mutations for
analyses of SNPs (Hasler et al., 2011; Engelsma et al., 2012; Silió et al., 2013).
The general conclusion when the two sources of information are compared has
been that, when genealogical and molecular information are considered at the individual
level, they are often weakly correlated, especially when the number of genetic markers
assayed is small or pedigree information is not deep (Slate et al., 2004; Fernandez et al.,
2005). This is partly because the comparison is between two types of homozygosity,
i.e., the one corresponding to identity in state and that resulting from identity by descent
(Toro et al., 2009). However, when a large number of SNPs is included, the correlation
between parameters of genetic diversity obtained by pedigree information and from
genetic markers can be rather large (Silió et al., 2013).
On the other hand, substructuring of a breed and relationships between
subpopulations can also be inferred by analyzing either pedigree information or
different types of genetic markers, and this has often been reported by either one of the
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methods for several livestock populations, including horses (Leroy et al., 2009b; Conant
et al., 2011; Vicente et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2013; Pinheiro et al., 2013; Pirault et
al., 2013; Petersen et al., 2014). Moreover, the combination of the two methods has
been proposed as a way to improve the reliability of estimation of relationships among
animals (Bömcke et al., 2011). Nevertheless, while breed structure and relationships
have generally been assessed either by using genealogical or molecular information,
research comparing the results obtained by the two approaches is very limited in
domestic animals (Sasazaki et al., 2004).
The Lusitano studbook contains pedigree information covering a period of almost
two centuries, and animals registered in the last few years have, on average, about 11
complete generations known (Vicente et al., 2012). On the other hand, parentage testing
with microsatellites has been carried out systematically since 1998 (Luís et al., 2002),
such that there are currently over 19000 animals genotyped for either six or nine
microsatellite markers. The Lusitano data set has, therefore, unique characteristics
which make it particularly useful to investigate the agreement between the perspectives
revealed by genetic diversity indicators obtained from either genealogical information
or molecular markers.
The main goal of this study was to assess genetic diversity and population
structure in the Lusitano horse breed based on either pedigree data or microsatellite
markers, to investigate how closely related these indicators are and how they can be
used to manage and maintain genetic diversity in livestock populations.

IV.2. Materials and methods
This work was carried out with genealogical information made available by the
department of National Equine Registry of the Portuguese National Stud and the
Portuguese Association of Lusitano Horse Breeders (Associação Portuguesa de
Criadores do Cavalo Puro-sangue Lusitano, APSL). In addition to pedigree data,
information on microsatellite markers routinely collected for parentage confirmation
when animals are registered in the Studbook was supplied by the Portuguese Molecular
Genetics Laboratory of Alter, which is responsible for all the analyses of parentage
testing concerning the Lusitano studbook in Portugal and in a few other countries. The
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molecular results analyzed correspond to parentage tests carried out between 1998 and
2007, and include results from parentage tests of Lusitano horses carried out in Portugal
and abroad. Pedigree data and molecular information were combined for further
analyses.
To infer on population structure based on both sources of information, we
analyzed a subset of the data (n=4625) including information registered for the 16 major
studs breeding Lusitano horses worldwide (stud abbreviations defined in Appendix
Table IV.S1). Additionally, a dataset (n=19070) with the four major countries
producing Lusitano horses, i.e., Portugal (POR, n=14880), Brazil (BRA, n=3097),
Mexico, (MEX, n=458) and Spain (SPA, n=373) and all the other countries grouped
together (OTH, n=262), was also analyzed.
IV.2.1. Genealogical information
For this study we included all the pedigree information compiled in the Lusitano
horse studbook, consolidating a database with all registered animals born from 1824 to
2009. Pedigree records collected in Portugal were completed and validated with data
provided by APSL on foreign registrations, to include information collected throughout
the world. After editing and validation (including checking the consistency of dates,
individual identification and duplicates), the pedigree database included records on
53417 animals.
IV.2.2. Microsatellite markers information
Until 1989 the Lusitano studbook was open, allowing the registration of offspring
from unregistered animals, if they corresponded to the breed standard, as judged by a
panel of breed experts. After 1989, the studbook was closed and only offspring of
registered stallions and mares were allowed to be registered. Since 1992, studbook
regulations imply the systematic parentage testing of all animals before registration,
initially by blood typing and after 1998 by genotyping a set of microsatellite markers.
From 1998 until 2001, six microsatellite markers included in the panel recently
recommended by ISAG/FAO (FAO, 2011) were used: HMS3; HMS7; HTG4; HTG10;
VHL20 and ASB2. In 2001, three other markers were added (AHT4; AHT5 and
HMS6), for a total of nine markers which were used in systematic parentage testing
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until 2009, with the procedures described by Luís et al. (2002). Since 2009, 17
microsatellite markers are being used for systematic parentage testing.
The data file used in our analyses included genotyping performed for foals born
from 1998 to 2007, as well as their parents, therefore the data set included animals born
between 1967 and 2007, genotyped for 6 or 9 microsatellites. After editing and
validation, the final dataset with all the markers information included 19070 animals.
IV.2.3. Pedigree-based diversity
Genetic diversity indicators based on genealogical information were calculated
with the ENDOG software v4.8 (Gutierrez and Goyache, 2005), and included individual
coefficients of inbreeding based on genealogical information (FG), equivalent number of
complete generations and genealogical coancestries (fG) between individuals in the data
set. Following the analyses performed for the whole population, more detailed analyses
were carried-out by sub-population (i.e., by stud or country) to assess population
substructure.
The rate of inbreeding per year was estimated by the regression coefficient of FG
on year of birth, estimated with the GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004). The
rate of inbreeding per generation was obtained by averaging the individual increase in
inbreeding, computed from FG and the equivalent number of complete generations for
an individual, as described by Gutierrez et al. (2009).
IV.2.4. Microsatellite-based diversity
A preliminary analysis with the entire panel of nine microsatellite markers was
carried out for the full dataset (n=19070) with the Microsatellite Toolkit software (Park,
2001) to obtain the number of alleles per locus, as well as the effective number of
alleles and expected and observed heterozygosity per locus, both for the total data set
and for each sub-population (studs and countries). The results of this preliminary
analysis (Table IV.1) indicated that locus HMS6 had a much lower genetic diversity
when compared with the other loci, and this microsatellite was thus removed from the
remaining analyses. Therefore, the data set for microsatellite information included either
only 6 (n=8158) or 8 (n=10866) microsatellite markers.
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Mean multilocus homozygosity by state (FM) was computed for each individual as
the proportion of homozygous loci relative to its number of genotyped loci (Silió et al.,
2013). The evolution of FM over time was assessed by computing its regression on year
of birth (∆FM/year), and the rate of increase in FM per generation was obtained by
multiplying ∆FM/year by the mean generation interval, which was assumed to be 10.28
years (Vicente et al., 2012).
The molecular coancestries (fM) between individuals in the same stud or country
were computed with the MolKin v3.0 software package (Gutierrez et al., 2005b), and
compared with coancestries obtained from pedigree records.
We used the STRUCTURE v2.3.3 software (Pritchard et al., 2000) to infer on
population structure of the 16 major Lusitano horse studs, by assessing the number of
ancestral populations (K) underlying the observed genetic diversity of those studs and to
assign samples into clusters using Bayesian procedures under an admixture model. We
tested different values of the length of the burn-in period (10000–100000) and MCMC
repetitions (10000–100000) and runs for each K were repeated 10 times. Different K
values ranging from K = 2 to K = 7 were investigated, and the best number of clusters
was determined by the modal value of ΔK (Evanno et al., 2005), computed with the
Structure Harvester application (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012).
IV.2.5. Genetic distances
The matrixes of Nei (1987) minimum genetic distances (Dm) among the major
Lusitano studs and countries, based on molecular information, were obtained with the
POPULATIONS v.1.2.31 software package (Langella, 1999), while Dm based on
genealogical information were obtained with ENDOG for the major Lusitano studs and
countries.
The F-statistics of Wright (1965) were computed, and FST genetic distances
between the 16 major studs and the 4 major countries raising Lusitano horses (plus a
“phantom” country comprising all animals from other countries with smaller number of
parentage records), were estimated with POPULATIONS for molecular information and
ENDOG for genealogical data. The FST distances were then used to build dendrograms
representing genetic distances among the studs and the major countries breeding
Lusitano horses. A Neighbor-net was constructed with the FST distances using
SPLITSTREE 4 (Huson and Bryant, 2006) to graphically represent the relationships
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between studs or countries, and to depict evidence of admixture. Moreover, the
POPULATIONS software was also used to compute within-stud and within-country
deviations from expected heterozygosity (FIS), which are often considered to reflect
inbreeding and/or population subdivision (Hartl and Clark, 2006).
IV.2.6. Comparison between genealogical and molecular information
The expected relationship between FG and FM is (Toro et al., 2009):
𝐹𝑀 = 1 − ��1 − � 𝑝𝑖2 � (1 − 𝐹𝐺 )�
where 1 – Σpi2 is the expected heterozygosity by state in the founder population.
In our case, no estimate of allele frequencies was available for the base population, so
we used the current expected heterozygosity as a first approximation of that estimate, as
suggested by Alves et al. (2008).
The regression coefficients of FG on FM and of FM on FG were estimated with the
GLM procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004), and the agreement between estimates of
genetic diversity obtained by the two methods was also examined by comparing the
rates of FG and FM by year and generation, estimated from pedigree or molecular
information, respectively.
The correlation of individual estimates of FG with those of FM or with multilocus
heterozygosity (rMLH,FG) generally tends to be low, and more so as the number of loci
analyzed is small (Toro et al., 2009). The expected correlation [E(rMLH,FG)] between FG
and the standardized multilocus heterozygosity (MLH, the proportion of typed loci at
which an individual is heterozygous relative to the mean heterozygosity at those loci in
the population) was computed as proposed by Slate et al. (2004):
σFG
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where F� G and σ2 FG are the mean and variance of FG in the analyzed population,
respectively, and hei is the expected heterozygosity in locus i, which is then summed
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over all loci analyzed. The observed correlation between FG and MLH was computed
with the CORR procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004), and the magnitude of its
difference relative to the expected correlation was assessed.
The genetic distances among subpopulations of Lusitano horses (grouped by stud
or by country), and the corresponding dendrograms, were estimated from either
genealogical or molecular information, and the corresponding results were compared to
investigate how close they are when either one of the methodologies is used.

IV.3. Results
The overall analysis of molecular data, with information on nine microsatellites
genotyped for parentage testing, included records on 19070 Lusitano horses (Table
IV.1). The number of alleles per locus ranged between 7 (HTG4 and HMS6) and 12
(ASB2), with a global mean of 9.56 ± 1.81 alleles per locus, and the mean observed and
expected heterozygosity (He) across loci was, respectively, 0.722 ± 0.001 and 0.753 ±
0.025. The effective number of alleles ranged from 2.66 (HMS6) and 6.02 (VHL20),
with a global mean of 4.38. In these preliminary analyses, it became clear that
microsatellite HMS6 had a much lower heterozygosity and effective number of alleles
than the other microsatellite markers, so it was removed from subsequent analyses using
molecular information, which finally included the remaining eight microsatellite
markers.
The observed FM was more than twice the observed FG (Table IV.2), but still
somewhat lower than the expected FM computed based on genealogical inbreeding and
base population parameters. The regression coefficient of FG on FM was about 0.123
(P<0.001), suggesting a very poor relationship, while the regression of FM on FG was
about 0.538 (P<0.001), indicating that the relationship is stronger, and the reliability
higher, when genealogical information is used to infer on molecular inbreeding.
The annual rate of change, computed from the regression of both inbreeding
estimates on year of birth, was higher for FM when compared with FG (Table IV.2).
However, the general trend over time, and the evolution of year means, followed a very
similar pattern for both estimates (Figure IV.1), in spite of the higher slope for FM.
When the rate of change was computed per generation (Table IV.2), the differences
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were marginal between the regression coefficients estimated for FG and FM, indicating a
very good consistency between the two methods of estimating the loss of genetic
diversity in the Lusitano breed.
Table IV.1. Number of records (n), number of alleles (NA), observed (Ho) and
expected (He) heterozygosity and effective number of alleles (NEA) by locus, with
corresponding standard deviation (SD).
Locus
HMS3
HMS7
HTG4
HTG10
VHL20
ASB2
AHT4
AHT5
HMS6
All

n
NA
18975
10
18981
8
19023
7
18955
10
18988
11
18780
12
10864
11
10233
10
11033
7
19070 9.56 ± 1.81

Ho ± SD
0.792
0.662
0.654
0.705
0.799
0.771
0.787
0.720
0.611
0.722 ± 0.001

He ± SD
0.832
0.701
0.667
0.734
0.834
0.794
0.800
0.793
0.624
0.753 ± 0.025

NEA± SD
5.95
3.34
3.00
3.76
6.02
4.85
5.00
4.83
2.66
4.38 ± 1.24

The observed correlation between FG and MLH was very modest, in the order of 0.25 (P<0.001), but still higher than what would be expected (about -0.09) given the
number and heterozygosity of the analyzed loci and the mean and variability in
genealogical inbreeding (Table IV.2).
The agreement between estimates obtained from genealogical and molecular
information was further assessed in different subpopulations, i.e., the 16 major studs or
the four major countries raising Lusitano horses, plus one group combining countries of
minor importance, and the corresponding results are in Table IV.3. The mean He varied
among studs, ranging from about 0.58 to 0.75, while the number of alleles by locus
ranged from about 6.4 to 7.8. In general, the studs with the lowest He also showed the
lowest number of alleles/locus and the highest FM and fM, as well as the highest FG and
fG. Overall, the correlations among stud means were 0.71 between He and mean number
of alleles (P<0.001), 0.82 between FM and FG (P<0.001), and 0.80 between fM and fG
(P<0.001). The situation differed considerably when the analyses were performed for
animals born in different countries (Table IV.3), and the wide differences in sample
size among countries could have influenced the results, in particular regarding the
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number of alleles per locus. Overall, correlations among country means were significant
(P<0.05) only for the relationship of He with fM and fG, and between fM and fG.

Table IV.2. Observed genealogical inbreeding (FG), observed and expected multilocus
homozygosity (FM), regression coefficient of individual FG on FM and of FM on FG,
estimated rates of inbreeding (∆FG) and of multilocus homozygosity (∆FM) by year and
generation, and observed and expected correlations between genealogical inbreeding
coefficient (FG) and standardized multilocus heterozygosity (MLH) for Lusitano horses
(n=19070).
Item
Estimate
Observed FG
0.106 ± 0.084
Observed FM
0.265 ± 0.175
Expected FMa
0.313
Regression of FG.FM
0.12287 ± 0.00334
Regression of FM.FG
0.53801 ± 0.01464
0.00065 ± 0.00010
∆FG/year
0.00105 ± 0.00021
∆FM /year
b
0.01249 ± 0.01102
∆FG /generation
c
∆FM /generation
0.01079 ± 0.00216
Observed correlation (FG.MLH)
-0.248***
Expected correlation (FG.MLH)d
-0.086
a
Computed from the observed genealogical inbreeding and current
expected heterozygosity (Toro et al., 2009).
b
Computed from the individual rate of inbreeding (Gutierrez et al., 2009).
c
Computed from the annual ∆FM, assuming a mean generation interval of
10.28 years (Vicente et al., 2012).
d
Computed as proposed by Slate et al. (2004).
*** P<0.0001

The mean estimated F-statistics for the analysis of studs based on molecular
information were 0.087 for FST and -0.024 for FIS (results not shown). The within-stud
FIS estimates ranged from about -0.05 up to 0.03, and were only positive in 2 of the 16
studs evaluated (Table IV.3), reflecting an excess of heterozygous animals above
expectations in most studs. On the other hand, the FIS estimates within-country (Table
IV.3) were mostly positive, ranging from about 0 (MEX) to 0.04 (POR and SPA).
The analysis of molecular information was also carried out for the 16 major
Lusitano studs with the Bayesian approach implemented by STRUCTURE. The
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likelihood of the observed distribution of genotypes given an assumed number of
ancestral populations (K) ranging from K=2 to K=7 indicates that the most likely
number of ancestral populations underlying the genetic variability observed in our
analysis is K=4 (Supplementary Figures IV.S1 and IV.S2).

0.34

a

Mean multilocus homozygosity

Mean inbreeding

0.15
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.07

0.05
1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006
Year of birth

b

0.32
0.3
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.22

0.2
1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006
Year of birth

Figure IV.1. Evolution of a) mean genealogical inbreeding (FG) and b) mean multilocus
homozygosity (FM) by year of birth in Lusitano horses.
The estimated membership fraction of each stud attributed to different ancestral
populations is represented in Figure IV.2, for a number of ancestral populations
ranging from K=2 to K=4. When K=2, a major contribution from one ancestral
population can be detected in the SA stud (dark grey), while the MV, MC, OC and APP
receive a large influence from another ancestral population (white), and other studs
receive mixed contributions. When K=3, the AR stud separates, showing a strong
influence of the third ancestral population, while the other groups basically maintain the
same pattern described for K=2. For K=4, another ancestral population is detected,
mostly influencing the CN stud and with smaller contributions to ITA, CL and XL,
while for the other studs the same pattern described earlier was largely maintained.
These results support the existence of four ancestral populations in the Lusitano breed,
predominantly represented by the SA, MV, AR and CN studs, respectively, while other
breeders receive mixed influences from these more influential studs.
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Genetic contribution of ancestral clusters
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SA

JF

PB

CN ITA LV INT CL

XL
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Figure IV.2. Population structure of the major Lusitano horse studs, inferred by using the
STRUCTURE software, assuming a number of ancestral clusters (K) ranging from 2 to 4.
Each colored segment represents the estimated membership proportion of a stud in a
given cluster.
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The FST genetic distances among studs were computed from pedigree data and
from microsatellite information and those estimates were used to build neighbor-joining
dendrograms of genetic distances among studs (Figures IV.3a and IV.3b). These
dendrograms show a remarkable similarity for the two methods used, indicating a strong
consistency of the genetic distances estimated by either pedigree or molecular
information, with a correlation of 0.824 (P<0.001) between FST estimates by the two
methods. In both cases, the three major branches that detach from the dendrogram are
SA, AR, and the MV-MC cluster, while the other studs remain closer to the center of
the tree, confirming their mixed contributions. Overall, these results are in agreement
with those obtained in the analyses with STRUCTURE, and show an excellent
agreement regarding breed substructure estimated from pedigree information or from
microsatellite markers.
Similar analyses were carried out for animals born in different countries,
computing FST genetic distances and building the corresponding neighbor-joining
dendrograms from pedigree or molecular data. The corresponding results (Figures
IV.4a and IV.4b) indicate the separation of branches corresponding to POR, MEX and
to the cluster encompassing BRA, SPA and OTH countries. Still, the more important
feature in these analyses is the very good agreement observed between the results
obtained by the two approaches, with a significant correlation between FST distances
among countries estimated by both methods (r=0.734, P<0.05).
The Dm genetic distance between studs estimated from pedigree and microsatellite
information (Table IV.4) indicates a very similar pattern between the two estimates,
with a correlation between the estimates obtained by the two methods of 0.821
(P<0.001). The largest distances with either one of the methods were detected among
the clusters represented by the MC-MV and the SA-JF studs, while the smallest
distances were observed among studs within these clusters. When the Dm genetic
distances among countries of origin were considered (Table IV.5), the results obtained
from genealogical information and microsatellite markers were again very consistent,
with a correlation of 0.956 (P<0.001) between the two estimates, and the largest genetic
distance observed between animals born in MEX and BRA.
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Table IV.3. Means and standard deviations (SD) by stud and country of origin for expected heterozygosity (He), mean number of alleles/locus
(MNA), multilocus homozygosity (FM), within-factor mean coancestry (fM) and deficit in heterozygosity (FIS) based on molecular markers, and
means for individual inbreeding coefficient (FG), equivalent number of known generations (NG) and within-factor mean coancestry (fG) based on
genealogical information.
Molecular Marker Information
Genealogical Information
Codea N
He ± SD
MNA ± SD
FM ± SD
fM ± SD
FIS
FG ± SD
NG ± SD
fG
APP 232 0.665 ± 0.030 6.50 ± 1.20 0.322 ± 0.180 0.356 ± 0.114
-0.052
0.174 ± 0.075 10.32 ± 0.64 0.224
AR
535 0.687 ± 0.043 7.13 ± 1.64 0.306 ± 0.173 0.324 ± 0.104
-0.025
0.109 ± 0.052 12.07 ± 0.93 0.130
CL
260 0.743 ± 0.022 6.88 ± 1.73 0.228 ± 0.161 0.249 ± 0.100
-0.026
0.092 ± 0.079 10.4 ± 0.85
0.136
CN
310 0.732 ± 0.026 6.88 ± 2.10 0.241 ± 0.164 0.266 ± 0.105
-0.032
0.098 ± 0.054 9.87 ± 0.86
0.125
INT 493 0.746 ± 0.024 7.75 ± 1.58 0.270 ± 0.170 0.258 ± 0.103
0.017
0.134 ± 0.100 10.45 ± 0.59 0.117
ITA 236 0.735 ± 0.018 7.13 ± 1.13 0.241 ± 0.173 0.268 ± 0.101
-0.034
0.062 ± 0.041 10.38 ± 0.84 0.090
JBF 256 0.731 ± 0.034 7.50 ± 0.93 0.256 ± 0.179 0.258 ± 0.114
-0.001
0.115 ± 0.081 9.82 ± 0.85
0.138
JF
251 0.667 ± 0.040 6.63 ± 1.69 0.303 ± 0.175 0.334 ± 0.124
-0.044
0.122 ± 0.065 10.41 ± 0.57 0.160
LV
251 0.740 ± 0.014 7.25 ± 1.39 0.285 ± 0.184 0.267 ± 0.108
0.026
0.093 ± 0.061 10.08 ± 0.92 0.101
MC
260 0.660 ± 0.035 6.38 ± 1.19 0.349 ± 0.200 0.367 ± 0.118
-0.027
0.280 ± 0.062 9.99 ± 0.95
0.304
MV 226 0.635 ± 0.061 6.50 ± 1.31 0.375 ± 0.192 0.396 ± 0.118
-0.033
0.256 ± 0.081 9.79 ± 0.78
0.283
OC
360 0.651 ± 0.053 7.25 ± 1.39 0.340 ± 0.180 0.370 ± 0.109
-0.046
0.150 ± 0.045 10.2 ± 0.63
0.188
PB
197 0.714 ± 0.032 7.00 ± 1.69 0.254 ± 0.181 0.276 ± 0.126
-0.027
0.116 ± 0.063 9.78 ± 0.91
0.146
RC
274 0.707 ± 0.020 7.00 ± 1.93 0.273 ± 0.179 0.305 ± 0.105
-0.044
0.127 ± 0.072 10.46 ± 0.74 0.153
SA
244 0.580 ± 0.055 6.38 ± 1.41 0.415 ± 0.213 0.432 ± 0.126
-0.028
0.202 ± 0.098 9.87 ± 0.78
0.212
XL
240 0.713 ± 0.023 7.13 ± 1.25 0.235 ± 0.166 0.272 ± 0.110
-0.049
0.069 ± 0.069 9.86 ± 0.44
0.136
Country
BRA 3097 0.766 ± 0.024 8.88 ± 1.36 0.251 ± 0.168 0.237 ± 0.094
0.018
0.082 ± 0.069 10.43 ± 0.63 0.071
MEX 458 0.743 ± 0.029 8.25 ± 1.98 0.268 ± 0.173 0.270 ± 0.103
-0.001
0.136 ± 0.087 10.28 ± 0.76 0.116
POR 14880 0.769 ± 0.022 10.63 ± 1.77 0.268 ± 0.176 0.238 ± 0.097
0.038
0.112 ± 0.086 10.41 ± 0.92 0.072
SPA 373 0.752 ± 0.027 7.75 ± 1.98 0.285 ± 0.169 0.251 ± 0.101
0.042
0.086 ± 0.058 10.55 ± 0.95 0.080
OTH 262 0.776 ± 0.019 8.13 ± 1.55 0.246 ± 0.184 0.227 ± 0.100
0.026
0.079 ± 0.063 10.68 ± 0.96 0.065
a
Stud or country codes, with the following country codes: BRA - Brazil; MEX - Mexico; POR – Portugal; SPA – Spain; OTH – all other
countries. Stud codes are in Supplementary Table IV.S1.
Factor
Stud
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Table IV.4. Estimates of Nei (1987) minimum genetic distance (Dm) between the 16 major Lusitano horse studs, computed from
genealogical information (upper triangle) and microsatellite markers (lower triangle)a.
APP
AR
CL
CN
INT
ITA
APP
0.146 0.074 0.153 0.047 0.112
AR
0.077
0.110 0.112 0.097 0.093
CL
0.053 0.054
0.076 0.038 0.054
CN
0.099 0.080 0.035
0.071 0.036
INT 0.034 0.063 0.032 0.045
0.045
ITA 0.078 0.053 0.028 0.014 0.033
JBF 0.060 0.060 0.023 0.061 0.045 0.061
JF
0.140 0.112 0.077 0.060 0.052 0.060
LV
0.064 0.042 0.036 0.037 0.031 0.022
MC 0.030 0.085 0.048 0.103 0.047 0.084
MV 0.049 0.125 0.079 0.137 0.055 0.116
OC
0.035 0.080 0.055 0.112 0.061 0.086
PB
0.127 0.107 0.066 0.048 0.052 0.051
RC
0.043 0.065 0.032 0.058 0.028 0.049
SA
0.172 0.156 0.121 0.109 0.079 0.096
XL
0.038 0.061 0.016 0.039 0.030 0.033
a
Stud codes are in Supplementary Table IV.S1.
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JBF
0.150
0.116
0.086
0.055
0.078
0.060
0.091
0.053
0.056
0.078
0.057
0.082
0.049
0.142
0.033

JF
0.163
0.130
0.089
0.056
0.071
0.059
0.087
0.067
0.150
0.164
0.158
0.038
0.097
0.038
0.103

95

LV
0.121
0.098
0.065
0.048
0.056
0.041
0.066
0.071
0.087
0.100
0.080
0.049
0.038
0.096
0.042

MC
0.057
0.185
0.080
0.199
0.070
0.147
0.190
0.206
0.157
0.029
0.026
0.150
0.055
0.187
0.031

MV
0.059
0.176
0.090
0.180
0.060
0.136
0.170
0.186
0.138
0.040
0.058
0.149
0.072
0.169
0.059

OC
0.059
0.130
0.062
0.129
0.047
0.086
0.128
0.143
0.102
0.066
0.069
0.143
0.061
0.189
0.044

PB
0.167
0.125
0.096
0.052
0.078
0.059
0.079
0.050
0.070
0.214
0.194
0.145
0.076
0.043
0.091

RC
0.069
0.116
0.047
0.091
0.028
0.064
0.091
0.096
0.069
0.082
0.062
0.064
0.101
0.130
0.045

SA
0.190
0.154
0.120
0.080
0.086
0.081
0.117
0.037
0.100
0.235
0.210
0.171
0.055
0.114
0.143

XL
0.072
0.106
0.041
0.087
0.043
0.064
0.095
0.111
0.069
0.074
0.087
0.059
0.110
0.059
0.141
-
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a)

b)

Figure IV.3. Neighbournets obtained from FST genetic distances among the major
Lusitano studs, computed from a) genealogical information; b) molecular marker
information. Stud codes are as defined in Supplementary Table IV.S1.
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a)

b)

Figure IV.4. Dendrograms obtained by neighbor-joining from FST genetic distances
among the major countries breeding Lusitano horses, computed from: a) genealogical
information; b) molecular marker information. Country codes are as defined in Table
IV.3.
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Table IV.5. Estimates of Nei (1987) minimum genetic distance (Dm) between the four
major countries breeding Lusitano horses and all the other countries together, computed
from genealogical information (upper triangle) and microsatellite markers (lower
triangle)a.

BRA
MEX
POR
SPA
OTH

BRA
0.020
0.004
0.004
0.004

MEX
0.023
0.013
0.016
0.014

POR
0.004
0.016
0.004
0.002

SPA
0.009
0.017
0.004
0.005

OTH
0.006
0.021
0.003
0.007
-

a

Country codes: BRA - Brazil; MEX - Mexico; POR –
Portugal; SPA – Spain; OTH – all other countries.

IV.4. Discussion
The sustainable management of genetic diversity in domestic animals has been
recognized as a priority worldwide (FAO, 2007), and the characterization of these
genetic resources is a crucial step in any conservation and sustainable utilization
program (Groeneveld et al., 2010a). Usually, characterization of genetic diversity can be
achieved either by analyzing demographic information resulting from pedigree analysis
or by considering different types of genetic markers collected in a representative sample
of the population (Toro et al., 2011). However, the results obtained by either one of the
methods in terms of genetic diversity indicators, inbreeding and breed structure have not
been always consistent, especially in cases where the number of genetic markers is
small and pedigrees are shallow (Toro et al., 2009), or when inbreeding coefficients are
very homogeneous (Pemberton, 2004; Silió et al., 2013).
In our study we used information derived from the Lusitano studbook, which was
officially established in 1967, even though pedigree records have been kept since the
mid-19th century by private breeders and the National Stud. The pedigrees are thus very
deep, with more than 11 equivalent generations known and a mean inbreeding
coefficient of 11.34 ± 7.48 % for animals born in the period 2005-2009 (Vicente et al.,
2012). On the other hand, systematic parentage testing with microsatellite markers has
been practiced in Lusitano since 1998, such that all animals registered in the studbook
since then have genotypic information recorded for either six (until 2001) or nine
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microsatellite markers (after 2001). Thus, even though the number of genetic markers
studied was modest, the number of animals genotyped was quite large (more than
19000), with full pedigree information spanning several generations back. Our data set
has, therefore, unique characteristics which make it particularly useful to investigate the
agreement between the perspectives revealed by each of the two sources of information.
The levels of genetic diversity found in Lusitano were high, with higher He and
mean number of alleles than commonly reported for other horse breeds (Aberle et al.,
2004, Cunningham et al., 2001; Luís et al., 2007b; Thirstrup et al., 2008; Conant et al.,
2011; Khanshour et al., 2013), perhaps because of the large sample size used for
Lusitano or the occurrence of crosses among inbred strains (Ferreira and Oom, 1989).
The FM found in Lusitano was much higher than FG, and the observed variability
was large for both. Notwithstanding, the two estimates reflect different influences, i.e.,
FM is a result of homozygosity in state while FG is a consequence of identity by descent,
and is thus expected to be lower than FM. Still, one point that should be noticed is that
FM was somewhat lower than the homozygosity that could be anticipated given the
allele frequencies in the base population (approximated by the current frequencies),
suggesting that some selective advantage is being achieved by individuals with a lower
than expected level of homozygosity. This could indicate that, among animals with the
same computed inbreeding coefficient, those with a lower actual homozygosity would
tend to be selected (Falconer and Mackay, 1996), thus avoiding homozygosity in genes
affecting fitness traits and in neutral markers in linkage disequilibrium with these
(Balloux et al., 2004; Alves et al., 2008).
When the two estimates of inbreeding were regressed on each other, the FG was a
much better predictor of FM than when FM was intended to predict FG, even though both
regression coefficients were far from unity. These results confirm that molecular
markers are not necessarily a good predictor of genealogical inbreeding, as pointed out
by Toro et al. (2009). The same pattern was indicated by the modest correlation between
FG and MLH (r ≈ -0.25), which was nevertheless higher than what could be expected (r
≈ -0.09) given the number of loci analyzed, their heterozygosity and the mean and
variability in inbreeding coefficients (Slate et al., 2004). Still, the correlation was
significant (P<0.001) and its sign indicates that animals with higher levels of
genealogical inbreeding have indeed lower levels of heterozygosity, even though only
about 6% of the variability in MLH is accounted for by differences in FG. Other studies
with microsatellite markers in different animal species have reported correlations of the
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same order of magnitude (Balloux et al., 2004; Overall et al., 2005; Luís et al., 2007a;
Leroy et al., 2009a), confirming the poor agreement found between genealogical and
molecular estimators, particularly when the number of genetic markers is small. Several
reasons have been suggested to justify these discrepancies, including the unknown allele
frequencies in the base population, pedigree errors, sampling effect from a small
number of loci, selective advantage of heterozygous individuals or the narrow
distribution of inbreeding coefficients (Balloux et al., 2004; Fernandez et al., 2005;
Leroy et al., 2009a), but it is not clear which of these factors may have played a greater
role in our study.
In spite of the low correlation between individual estimates of FG and FM or MLH,
the change in inbreeding over time estimated by each of the methods followed a similar
trend, either when considered by year of birth or by generation. In particular, it should
be noticed the agreement between the rate of inbreeding per generation computed based
on the individual rate of genealogical inbreeding, as proposed by Gutierrez et al. (2009),
and the rate of molecular inbreeding per generation, with estimated rates of inbreeding
of about 1.2 and 1.1%, respectively. Thus, as opposed to the poor relationship found
between individual estimates of FG and FM, when group means and trends over time are
considered, the relationship between the two estimators is quite acceptable, and one can
be reliably predicted from the other.
Our results indicate that fragmentation exists in the Lusitano population, such that
the estimated FST based on molecular markers indicates that nearly 9% of the observed
genetic variability in the 16 major Lusitano studs analyzed here is due to differences
among them. This result is analogous to the differentiation among Lipizzan (Achmann
et al., 2004) and Sorraia (Luís et al., 2007a) horse studs, and slightly lower than the
estimate of 10% reported by Leroy et al. (2009b) for the differentiation among 34
French horse breeds.
Historically, four major strains have been thought to exist in the Lusitano breed,
i.e., Manuel Veiga (MV), Andrade (SA), Alter Real (AR) and Coudelaria Nacional
(CN), which are considered to be the founder studs of the breed (Gonzaga, 2008), but
no solid evidence has been presented so far to support this view. The results of our
Bayesian analyses with STRUCTURE applied to the microsatellite marker data
obtained in the major 16 Lusitano studs strongly confirms the idea that those four studs
indeed correspond to the ancestral populations of Lusitano, and they have then a
diversified influence on the gene pool of the other studs.
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The dendrograms representing genetic distances among studs computed from
either genealogical or molecular information have an overwhelming similarity, and
confirm the MV, SA and AR as the studs more genetically distant from each other and
the three fundamental pillars of the Lusitano breed, while the CN is not so clearly
separated from the remaining studs. The strong consistency of results obtained when
genealogical information or microsatellite markers were used was confirmed by the
correlation of 0.82 between genetic distances among studs obtained by either one of the
estimators. To our knowledge, comparisons of breed substructure analyzed with
genealogical information and microsatellite markers have seldom been reported, but
Sasazaki et al. (2004) also found a good similarity between genetic distances among
groups of Black Japanese cattle, with a correlation of 0.69 between genetic distances
obtained from each source of information.
The estimated genetic distances among animals from different countries reflect
the extent of admixture and gene flow, rather than their geographical proximity. As
expected, Portugal is at the root of the dendrogram, and other countries separate more or
less from each other, depending on the sampling of Lusitano horses that they have
imported and from which new studs were established. The good consistency between
genetic distances estimated in our study by one or the other method was confirmed in
the analyses carried-out by country, with correlations above 0.73 between the two
estimates. These results, together with the analyses of genetic distances among studs,
confirm that, in spite of the modest agreement between individual estimates of
inbreeding when obtained by either one of the two approaches, the overall picture of
breed structure is very much alike when obtained from either genealogical information
or microsatellite markers.
The consistency of the two approaches was confirmed when genetic diversity
indicators for different studs were compared, and high correlations were found between
the stud means for inbreeding or coancestry estimated by either one of the methods.
These results confirm that, even though there is a scale factor between pedigree- and
molecular-based estimates, there is good consistency between indicators obtained in
different studs when either of the two sources of information is used to assess genetic
diversity. An interesting result was that negative FIS values were observed in the
majority of the studs, reflecting a higher than expected level of heterozygosity, even
though their mean levels of genealogical inbreeding ranged between about 6 and 28%.
These results have also been reported for other horse breeds (Achmann et al., 2004) and
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could indicate the existence of family substructure within studs or that a short-term
effort is being made to avoid inbreeding (Hartl and Clark, 2006). On the other hand, the
existence of recent bottlenecks in a population is also a possible cause of heterozygous
excess (Cornuet and Luikart, 1996) and they are known to have occurred in Lusitano
over the last decades (Vicente et al., 2012).
Our results, based on a data set consisting of a large number of genotyped animals
with deep pedigree knowledge, indicate that estimates derived from a reduced number
of molecular markers or from genealogical information are poorly correlated when they
are considered at the individual level, even though parameters derived from pedigree
records are better predictors of molecular-derived indicators than when the inverse
situation is envisaged. Thus, the use of reliable pedigree records seems to be a better
approach than the use of molecular relationships when the goal is to maintain genetic
diversity (Fernandez et al., 2005), but the situation may differ if a large number of
genetic markers is used (Silió et al., 2013). In opposition to this pattern, when genetic
diversity is considered at the breed-level, the estimated diversity parameters, time trends
and population substructure are remarkably similar when either genealogical
information or microsatellite markers are considered. Therefore, when a wider
perspective is used, the discrepancies detected at the individual level seem to vanish,
and the two approaches become more consistent. Under these circumstances, the
combination of pedigree records and molecular genetic markers might be a useful
strategy to infer on population genetic diversity and structure, and to promote
conservation and management of animal genetic resources.
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Supplementary Table IV.S1. Stud codes and corresponding names.
Stud code
APP

Stud Name
António Pereira Palha

AR

Alter Real

CL

Companhia das Lezírias

CN

Coudelaria Nacional

INT

Interagro

ITA

Agro-Pec. Itapua

JBF

João Barata Freixo

JF

José Fontes

LV

Lobo Vasconcellos

MC

Manuel Coimbra

MV

Manuel Veiga

OC

Ortigão Costa

PB

Palha Blanco

RC

Raposo Cordeiro

SA

Sommer d´Andrade

XL

Xavier de Lima
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Figure IV.S1. Plot of mean and standard deviation of the estimated posterior
probability [Ln Pr(X|K)] for each of the K values specified.
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Figure IV.S2. Distribution of ΔK values computed from the analyses with
STRUCTURE software (Prichard et al., 2000), following the procedure of Evanno et al.
(2005), for K=3 to K=6.
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Abstract
Genetic parameters were estimated for morphology, gaits and functional traits in
Lusitano horses by uni- and multivariate animal models. Morphological traits
considered in the analyses were partial scores attributed to up to 18076 horses at the
time of registration in the studbook and included head and neck, shoulder and withers,
chest and thorax, back and loin, croup, legs and overall impression, plus a final score
computed by summing the partial morphological scores and the gaits score. The
functional traits considered were the scores obtained in the dressage and maneability
trials of working equitation (WE, about 1500 records by 200 horses), and classical
dressage (12131 records by 759 horses). The heritability (h2) estimates for all partial
morphological scores ranged between 0.12 and 0.18, except for legs (0.07). The h2 for
final score, height at withers and gaits was 0.18, 0.61 and 0.17, respectively, while for
WE dressage trial and classical dressage it was 0.32 and for WE maneability trial it was
0.18. The genetic correlations (rG) of final score with the different partial scores were
generally high (0.56 to 0.95), while among partial components of morphology they were
positive but widely different (0.08 to 0.77). With the exception of legs, rG between
morphology/gaits and functional traits were positive, with a stronger relationship
between morphological traits and performance in WE dressage trial (rG between 0.36
and 0.56) when compared with performance in maneability trial or classical dressage.
Height at withers had a rG of 0.40 with performance in classical dressage, but lower rG
(0.06 and -0.10) with WE trials. Final score and overall impression had moderate to
strong genetic relationships with functional traits, especially with WE dressage trial,
while gaits had a strong rG with performance in all the disciplines (0.60 to 0.72).
Indirect selection for morphology/gaits to improve functionality was assessed, by
selecting for final score or a combined index of partial scores. Compared to direct
selection for functionality, selection for final score or an index combining partial
morphological scores would be less effective, resulting in accuracies of, respectively,
0.28 and 0.37 for WE dressage trial, 0.14 and 0.38 for WE maneability trial and 0.22
and 0.39 for classical dressage. Thus, an index combining all partial morphological
scores would be better than selection for overall final score, but its relative efficiency
compared to direct selection would be about 0.7 in WE dressage trial and classical
dressage, and 0.9 in WE maneability trial. Lusitano horses maintain considerable levels
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of genetic variability, and selection for both morphology and functionality should be
effective. The favorable genetic relationships existing between morphology and
performance indicate that morphology/gaits traits can play an important role in a twostage selection program, contributing to enhance selection response when the genetic
improvement of working equitation or classical dressage is intended.
Keywords: heritability, phenotypic correlation, genetic correlations, equine, selection
index, dressage, working equitation.
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V.1. Introduction
Lusitano is the major equine breed in Portugal and a popular riding horse in many
other countries, with nearly 5000 breeding mares registered around the world (Vicente
et al., 2012). In the past, Lusitano horses were selected, as other breeds known as
“Baroque horses”, according to the Renaissance model for classical riding, where
harmony, rider submission and “haute école” were of outmost importance.
Nevertheless, in the case of Lusitano, horses always remained attached to human
activities, including bullfighting, herd management, carriage-pulling, cavalry, etc., and
they were also selected for these purposes, in addition to selection for morphology and
gaits (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000; Gonzaga, 2004).
The current regulations of the Lusitano studbook establish that, to be registered,
males and females must be graded by a jury, and classified according to their adherence
to breed standard, morphological features and gaits (APSL, 2010). Registered horses are
later used, e.g., for leisure, bullfighting, showjumping, etc., and some are used in
dressage and working equitation (WE).
The first step of a breeding program is the definition of breeding objectives, which
is not easy in breeds with high versatility such as Lusitano, where selection is aimed at
multiple purposes and both morphological and functional traits are often considered. Of
crucial importance in the success of the breeding program is the existence of genetic
variability for the traits of interest. Heritability estimates for conformation traits in
several horse breeds were reviewed by Stock and Distl (2006), and genetic parameters
for performance in dressage events have been reported, e.g., by Ricard et al. (2000) and
Stewart et al. (2010). However, information is scarce on the genetic relationships
between morphology, gaits and functionality (Ducro et al., 2007, Koenen et al., 1995,
Sanchez et al., 2013, Wallin et al., 2003).
In this work, information collected over the years in Lusitano horses was used to:
a) estimate genetic parameters for morphology, gaits, height at withers and performance
in dressage and working equitation; and b) appraise the usefulness of an index
combining morphology and gaits as an early selection criterion of functionality.
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V.2. Material and methods
This work was carried out with pedigree data made available by Fundação Alter
Real (Portuguese National Stud) and the Portuguese Association of Lusitano Horse
Breeders (Associação Portuguesa de Criadores do Cavalo Puro Sangue Lusitano,
APSL). In addition to pedigree information, APSL also provided records on the scores
given to purebred animals when they are evaluated to be registered in the Breeders
Section of the studbook. Records on sports events (dressage and working equitation) for
animals competing in Portugal were obtained from the Portuguese Equestrian
Federation (Federação Equestre Portuguesa), and those for Lusitano horses competing
abroad were obtained from the International Equestrian Federation (FEI) or from other
national federations.
V.2.1. Pedigree information
The pedigree information registered in the studbook database includes animals
born since 1824. After 1992, all the animals have their parentage confirmed by genetic
markers before registration. After editing and validation, the pedigree database included
records on 53,417 horses born up until 2009.
V.2.2. Morphology and gaits scores
In the breeding scheme of Lusitano horses, all candidates to be registered as sires
and dams are submitted to a morpho-functional evaluation once before they are
accepted in the Breeders Section of the studbook at a minimum age of three years. This
evaluation of gaits and morphology consists of a classification by a jury of three
experts, but the combination of judges differs from one grading event to another.
Throughout the period analyzed, the grading system was always the same, and 25
different judges were involved in the classification of Lusitano horses. These judges are
trained and recycled by APSL on a yearly basis, and licensed to classify animals all
over the world. A reduced number of common judges is involved in events worldwide,
to ensure the adoption of analogous classification criteria.
The judges give marks in a scale of 0-10 to eight partial items related to
conformation and gaits, and these partial scores are intended to reflect how close the
animal is to what is considered the ideal standard for the breed (Table V.1). The
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morphological traits scored are head and neck (HN), shoulder and withers (SW), chest
and thorax (CT), back and loin (BL), croup (CR), legs (LE), overall impression (OI) and
gaits (GA). A final score (FS) ranging between 0-100 points is then computed by
summing the partial scores, which receive coefficient weights of either 1.5 (BL, LE, OI
and GA) or 1.0 (HN, SW, CT and CR), as outlined in Tables V.1 and V.2. The score
kept by the studbook and analyzed in our work was the mean classification attributed by
the three judges that made-up the jury. Nevertheless, the score attributed by the jury to
each morphology component may not have the same variability, such that the jury
could, e.g., use a wider scale for HN and a narrower scale for LE. If that is the case, the
variability in FS would reflect not only the coefficient weights applied to the various
morphology components, but also the variability of the scores attributed to each one of
them. Therefore, to assess the actual weight contributed by each morphology
component to the variability of final scores, a path analysis (Li, 1975) was performed,
using the TCALIS procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004).
In the grading of morphology and gaits, when sires are judged, they must be
ridden by a horseman, and they are scored on gaits and conformation in public events
gathering animals from different studs. On the other hand, fewer restrictions exist
regarding the classification of mares, and they can be presented to the jury either
mounted, in-hand or at liberty. In addition, at the time of classification all animals are
measured for height at withers (HW), and a digital photo is taken and stored in the
database.
The original morphology data set included records on 18,892 animals classified in
the period of 1967 to 2009. Given the depth of the pedigree (mean of about 10 complete
equivalent generations known) and the high genetic relationship existing in the breed,
nearly all animals had parents known and the studs were well connected (Vicente et al.,
2012). Records were edited to exclude those obtained before three years of age, and
some cases where only one record was available in a given stud or year of classification.
After editing, the data set included final conformation and gaits scores for 18,076
animals (5283 stallions and 12793 mares), from 904 different studs. These horses were
born throughout the world, with about 2/3 born in Portugal and the remaining abroad.
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Table V.1. Summary description of the scoring system used in the breeders section of
Lusitano horse studbook registration (adapted from APSL, 2010).
Trait

Definition

Shoulder and
Withers (SW)

Well-proportioned head of medium length, with a subconvex profile and big and confident eyes. Arched neck
with a broad base and a narrow junction to the head.
Well defined withers with smooth transition to the neck.
Long, oblique and muscular shoulders.

Chest and Thorax
(CT)

Deep and muscular chest, with a well-developed ribcage,
with an oblique insertion in the spine.

Back and Loin
(BL)

Horizontal back with a smooth attachment to the withers
and loin. Short, broad and well-muscled loin.

Croup (CR)

Strong, round, well-proportioned and slightly oblique.

Legs (LE)

Legs harmoniously muscled with good definition of joints
and tendons. Correct conformation and balance of front
and hind legs.

Head and Neck
(HN)

Overall Impression
Adherence to breed standard and score of overall forms
(OI)
Gaits (GA)
Final Score (FS)
Height at Withers
(HW)

Agile, high stepping and forward thrusting, gentle and
easy to ride
Sum of the 8 partial scores for morphology and gaits,
obtained by weighing partial scores for BL, LE, OI and
GA by a factor of 1.5, and other partial scores by 1.0
Height at the highest point of the withers, measured with
vertical pole equipped with a line scale

V.2.3. Functional traits
In the data set analyzed, information was available on the scores obtained by
registered Lusitano horses in classical dressage and working equitation events, both in
Portugal and abroad (mainly, in events taking place in Spain, France and Brazil).
Generally speaking, classical dressage emphasizes the natural athletic ability of the
horse and his willingness to perform in a smooth and effort-free manner, with
impulsion, rhythm and suppleness (FEI, 2013). On the other hand, working equitation is
a novel discipline created in 1996, which aims at promoting competition between
different ways of riding used in the fieldwork in various countries, and horses are
submitted to four different competition tests, which are called “trials” by the World
Association for Working Equitation. These are the dressage test, ease of handling
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(maneability), speed and cow separation trials (WAWE, 2013a). Dressage and working
equitation events are classified into different levels of competition difficulty, and in our
study eleven levels were recognized for dressage and five levels for working equitation.
These levels are ranked according to the criteria adopted by national federations and the
International Equestrian Federation (FEI), which are function of the difficulty of the
test, age of the horse and seniority of the rider.
In our study, we used functional records collected between 2000 and 2012,
including information on 12,569 dressage scores and 1,575 working equitation scores.
These records were edited to ensure that at least two Lusitano horses were represented
in the same event and competition level. After editing, 12,131 records by 759 animals
were available for classical dressage events (Table V.3). For working equitation, the
edited data set included 1,454 records by 186 horses for the dressage trial and 1,524
records by 211 horses for the maneability trial. The two other trials which are part of
working equitation were not included in our study, because the cow separation trial is
only performed in international championships, and thus was only available for very
few animals, and the results of the speed trial are converted into a scoring system which
is not consistent from event to event.
The dressage and working equitation results analyzed in our study are the scores
obtained by a horse in a given event, which generally included horses of other breeds in
addition to Lusitano. These scores were given in a scale of 0-100 and correspond to the
mean classification attributed by a jury of 3 to 5 judges. For the purposes of our
analyses, an event was considered to correspond to the combination of place and date of
a dressage or working equitation competition.
V.2.4. Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed by mixed models, and genetic parameters were estimated by
restricted maximum likelihood with the MTDFREML software (Boldman et al., 1995)
iterating until a convergence criterion of 10−12 was obtained. The animal model (AM)
used in the analyses of morphological data included the fixed effects of stud (n=904),
year of classification (n=43) and sex, plus the linear effect of inbreeding and the linear
and quadratic effect of age at scoring as covariables. The additive genetic effect of the
animal was the only random effect considered for morphological traits. The number of
animals in the numerator relationship matrix, including base animals, was 21480.
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For dressage and working equitation data, an AM with repeated records was used,
including the fixed effects of sex, event and level of competition, plus the linear effect
of inbreeding and the linear and quadratic effect of age at competition as covariables.
The random effects included in the analyses of functional data were the additive genetic
effect of the animal plus its permanent environmental effect.
All traits were first investigated by univariate analyses in MTDFREML, to obtain
preliminary estimates of variance components. After convergence was reached,
breeding values were predicted for all animals in the relationship matrix, and estimates
of fixed effects were obtained. Afterwards, bivariate analyses were carried out among
combinations of the different morphological traits using MTDFREML and the same
linear models used in univariate analyses, to obtain estimates of the corresponding
genetic and phenotypic correlations.
To guarantee that the genetic parameters obtained in different trait combinations
were consistent, i.e., to ensure that their covariance matrix was positive semi-definite, a
multivariate analysis including all the 10 morphological traits was also carried out with
the VCE software - version 6.0.2 (Groeneveld et al., 2010b).
Finally, different bivariate analyses were carried out, including morphology and
gaits on one side and functional data on the other, to obtain estimates of the genetic
correlation between each of the morphology and gait traits and the results obtained in
the dressage and maneability trials of working equitation, and in classical dressage. In
this case, functional information could be collected in the same animal several times
during its life, while morphology scoring is performed only once. Therefore, the
environmental and phenotypic correlations between morphology and functionality are
meaningless in our data set, but genetic correlations are important and useful, and these
were reported for the different trait combinations.
The standard errors of genetic correlations among partial morphological traits
were obtained directly from the MTDFREML analyses, but for the correlations between
other morphological or functional traits the standard errors could not be obtained in this
way, because of the different number of animals in the two sets of data. For the latter
combinations, standard errors of genetic correlations were computed as described by
Falconer and MacKay (1996).
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V.2.5. Index selection
The usefulness of morphology and gaits indicators in indirect selection for
functionality was investigated by standard index selection procedures (Hazel, 1943, Van
Vleck, 1993). First, the possibility of improving functionality by selecting indirectly for
final score was assessed, and the accuracy resulting in the three functional traits
considered in our analysis was compared with the accuracy obtained with direct
selection for these traits, assuming that only one record is available per animal. Then,
based on the estimated phenotypic relationship between morphology and gait traits, and
their estimated genetic relationship with each of the functional traits, the possibility of
selecting based on an index combining all the morphology and gait traits was
investigated. In this case, final score was excluded from the analyses because all its
components were being considered in the index. In matrix notation, the weights to be
applied in the selection index combining individual partial scores were obtained as:
b = P-1 g
where b is the vector of weights to be applied to each of the morphology and gait traits,
P is the phenotypic (co)variance matrix of morphological traits (excluding final score),
and g is the vector of genetic covariances of the morphology and gait traits with each of
the functional traits considered.
After solving for b, the variance of the selection index was obtained as:
𝜎𝐼2 = b’ P b
and the accuracy of selection for the ith functional trait was estimated as:
𝑟𝐴𝑃𝑖

𝜎𝐼2
=� 2
𝜎𝐴𝑖

2
where rAPi is the accuracy obtained from indirect selection for the ith trait and 𝜎𝐴𝑖
is the

corresponding additive genetic variance for this trait.
The relative weight given to each of the morphology and gait traits included in the
selection index was assessed by constructing a reduced selection index where the
morphological trait is removed, and calculating the reduction observed in accuracy
relative to the optimum index (Cameron, 1997).
The derivation of selection index weights and the corresponding matrix operations
were carried-out with the IML procedure of SAS (SAS Institute, 2004).
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V.3. Results
The number of animals recorded for morphological traits ranged between 16,995
for HW and 18,076 for FS (Table V.2). Overall, the means for the partial scores ranged
mostly from 7.17 for OI to 7.48 for CT, with the exception of BL and especially LE,
which had means of 6.93 and 6.68, respectively. The global mean FS was 71.39 ± 4.94
points, and it was higher by about 2 points in females (Figure V.1a), while for HW the
global mean was 157.80 ± 4.05 cm, with a superiority of about 2.8 cm in sires (Figure
V.1b).
The proportional influence of each morphological component on the variability of
FS was assessed using path coefficients analyses (Table V.2).
Table V.2. Descriptive statistics and path coefficients for morphology and gaits traits in
Lusitano horses.
Weight
d
Range
CV
in
RCf
Traita
NRb
Mean±SDc
βFS.Xe
(Min/Max) (%)
Final
(%)
Score
Head and Neck (HN)
17139
7.24±0.81
4/10
11.12
1.0
0.180 10.7
Shoulder and Withers
17139
7.47±0.62
5/10
8.28
1.0
0.142 7.9
(SW)
Chest and Thorax (CT) 17139
7.48±0.67
4/10
8.97
1.0
0.142 8.4
Back and Loin (BL)

17139

6.93±0.73

4/10

10.46

1.5

0.238 15.5

Croup (CR)

17139

7.29±0.71

4/10

9.70

1.0

0.160

Legs (LE)

17139

6.68±0.69

4/10

10.28

1.5

0.217 12.8

Overall Impression (OI)

17139

7.17±0.71

4/10

9.94

1.5

0.232 16.7

Gaits (GA)

17139

7.27±0.78

4/10

10.72

1.5

0.247 18.4

Final Score (FS)

18076

71.39±4.94

44.5/97.0

6.92

-

-

-

Height at Withers (HW)

16955

157.80±4.05

140.0/178.0

2.56

-

-

-

9.6

a

Morphological partial scores and gaits measured in a scale of 0-10 points; Final Score
measured in a scale of 0-100 points; Height at Withers in cm.
b
Number of records.
c
Standard deviation
d
Coefficient of variation
e
βFS.X - Standard partial regression coefficient of Final Score on each morphology and
gaits item.
f
RC – Relative percentage contribution to the variability of Final Score.
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Of the traits which were assigned a weight of 1.0, the HN and CR had a
contribution to FS close to that which was initially anticipated, while the SW and CT
had a much lower than expected contribution to FS. On the other hand, the partial traits
assigned an emphasis of 1.5 had indeed a higher impact upon the FS, but in the case of
GA and OI the actual weight was about 18.4 and 16.7%, respectively, while for LE the
weight was below 13%. Taken together, these results indicate that the scale adopted by
the studbook is not being consistently applied to the different partial traits, and the
variability in Final Score does not necessarily reflect the intended weights assigned to
each partial component.
25
Stallions

Mares

15
10
5

Mares

15
10
5

Dressage Trial

>175

Height at Withers (cm)
30

c)

d)

25
Animals (%)
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20
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10
5
0

Classical Dressage (%)

Working Equitation (%)

Figure V.1. Distribution of records in Lusitano horses for: a) Final Score in stallions
and mares; b) Height at withers in stallions and mares; c) Scores for Dressage and
Maneability Trials in Working Equitation; and d) Scores for Classical Dressage.
For functional traits, the mean scores for the two trials of working equitation were
about 61% (Table V.3), but the variability of the scoring marks was much higher for
maneability than for dressage trial (Table V.3, Figure V.1c). When compared with the
two working equitation trials, the results in classical dressage showed a slightly higher
mean score, but a CV which was nearly one-half (Table V.3 and Figure V.1d).
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For the partial scores, the largest estimate of additive genetic variance was
obtained for HN, which also had the largest phenotypic variance (Table V.4), while the
smallest estimate of genetic variance was obtained for LE.
With the exception of LE, the heritability (h2) estimates for all partial
morphological scores ranged between 0.12 and 0.18, tending to be slightly higher for
HN and GA. On the other hand, the estimated h2 was 0.07 for the score of LE. The
estimated h2 was 0.18 for the FS computed from the weighted sum of the partial scores,
and 0.61 for the more objective measure of HW. For all estimates of h2, the SE was
between 0.012 and 0.015, indicating a good reliability of the estimated parameters.
Table V.3. Descriptive statistics for functional traits in Lusitano horses
Records
Trait
Working
Equitation
Dressage
Trial
Working
Equitation
Maneability
Trial
Classical
Dressage

Fixed Effects
Inbreeding
Mean ±SDc
(%)

5

103.56±31.95

11.52±9.24

5

103.86±32.40

11.36±9.15

1379 11

110.28±40.20

8.13±6.26

NAb

Mean±SDc
(%)

Range (%)
(Min/Max)

1454

186

60.90±7.56

24.02/79.26 12.41

109

1524

211

61.25±10.42

25.63/85.83 17.01

110

12131 759

62.74±4.47

37.00/89.60

a

d

b

d

Number of records.
Number of animals.
c
Standard deviation

CVd
(%)

Age Mean
±SDc (m)

NRa

7.13

NEd CLe

Coefficient of variation
Number of events.
e
Number of competition levels.

Large differences were observed in both the variance components and ratios for
the three traits analyzed (Table V.5), with the largest phenotypic variance observed in
the maneability trial of working equitation, and the smallest for classical dressage, as
reflected also in Figures V.1c and V.1d. The additive genetic variance was similar for
both trials of working equitation, and much higher than that estimated for classical
dressage. A similar pattern was observed for the permanent environmental component
of variance, which was lowest for classical dressage.
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Table V.4. Estimated genetic (𝜎�𝑎2 ) and phenotypic (𝜎�𝑝2 ) variances and heritability (h2)
with associated standard error (SE) for gaits and morphological traits in Lusitano
horses, obtained from univariate analyses.
𝜎�𝑎2

𝜎�𝑝2

h2±SE

0.1021

0.5737

0.18±0.015

Shoulder and Withers (SW) 0.0471

0.3601

0.13±0.014

Chest and Thorax (CT)

0.0437

0.3579

0.12±0.014

Back and Loin (BL)

0.0705

0.4525

0.16±0.015

Croup (CR)

0.0666

0.4576

0.15±0.015

Legs (LE)

0.0249

0.3697

0.07±0.012

Overall Impression (OI)

0.0584

0.4253

0.14±0.014

Gaits (GA)

0.0813

0.4875

0.17±0.015

Final Score (FS)

3.2387

18.1342 0.18±0.015

Height at Withers (HW)

8.8781

14.4707 0.61±0.015

Trait
Head and Neck (HN)

The estimated h2 was similar for the dressage trial of working equitation and for
classical dressage (h2 = 0.32, Table V.5), and the estimated repeatability (re) did not
differ much for the two equestrian disciplines (re = 0.67 and 0.60, respectively). For the
maneability trial, however, the estimated h2 was lower (h2 = 0.18), mainly due to the
large phenotypic variance for this trait, but the estimated proportional contribution of
permanent environmental variance (c2=0.28) was similar to that observed for classical
dressage (Table V.5). In the analyses of functional traits, the SE of h2 were in the range
of 0.075 to 0.171, much higher than those observed for morphological traits, reflecting
the much smaller sample size used, especially for working equitation.
The phenotypic correlations (rP) between FS and the different partial scores were
positive and strong, ranging from about 0.56 for SW to 0.80 for OI (Table V.6). Among
the partial morphological components, the rP were positive and generally intermediate,
ranging between about 0.20 and 0.57. The GA had rP consistently in the range of about
0.30 and 0.40 with the other morphological components, with no indication that it
would be stronger with LE, as could perhaps be anticipated. The HW had low to
moderate positive phenotypic correlations with the morphology partial components,
with lowest values for LE and HN and highest for SW and CT, with an estimated
correlation of about 0.2 between HW and FS.
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2
Table V.5. Estimated genetic (𝜎�𝑎2 ), permanent environmental (𝜎�𝑝𝑒
) and phenotypic (𝜎�𝑝2 )
variances, and estimated heritability (h2), proportional contribution of permanent
environmental effects (c2) and repeatability (re) with corresponding standard error (SE)
for functional traits in Lusitano horses.
2
𝜎�𝑝𝑒

𝜎�𝑎2

Trait

𝜎�𝑝2

h2 ± SE

c2 ± SE

re ± SE

Working Equitation
Dressage Trial

17.5241 19.6520 55.5875 0.32±0.171

0.35±0.161

0.67±0.235

Working Equitation
Maneability Trial

16.3052 24.9479 90.0750 0.18±0.121

0.28±0.114

0.46±0.166

Classical Dressage

6.8317

0.28±0.068

0.60±0.101

5.9901

21.2293 0.32±0.075

Table V.6. Estimated genetic (above diagonal) and phenotypic (below diagonal)
correlations for morphology and gaits traits in Lusitano horses, obtained in bivariate
analysesa.
HN
Head and Neck (HN)

-

Shoulder and Withers
(SW)

0.271

SW

CT

BL

CR

LE

OI

GA

FS

HW

0.179 0.081 0.138 0.245 0.200 0.767 0.344 0.558 -0.079
-

Chest and Thorax (CT) 0.217 0.400

0.742 0.480 0.083 0.272 0.512 0.499 0.641 0.618
-

0.694 0.522 0.505 0.655 0.610 0.810 0.549

Back and Loin (BL)

0.207 0.291 0.382

-

0.501 0.333 0.683 0.345 0.739 0.211

Croup (CR)

0.273 0.195 0.304 0.347

Legs (LE)

0.208 0.209 0.250 0.242 0.299

Overall Impression
(OI)

0.568 0.374 0.392 0.446 0.455 0.368

Gaits (GA)

0.304 0.328 0.319 0.301 0.296 0.337 0.398

Final Score (FS)

0.594 0.562 0.601 0.657 0.606 0.592 0.798 0.678

-

0.506 0.566 0.364 0.649 0.029
-

0.559 0.515 0.650 0.058
-

0.643 0.949 0.096
-

0.773 0.157
-

Height at Withers
0.049 0.293 0.221 0.131 0.062 0.038 0.113 0.104 0.189
(HW)
a
Standard errors of genetic correlations ranged between 0.013 and 0.099.
The genetic correlations (rG) of FS with the different partial scores were generally
high, ranging from about 0.56 for HN to 0.95 for OI. Among partial components of
morphology the rG were generally moderate to intermediate. In particular, OI had strong
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rG with all the partial components, especially HN, as well as with FS. The HW had low
correlations with all partial scores, with the exception of SW and CT, where the rG was
about 0.6.
The rG and rP estimates obtained in a multivariate analysis including all 10 traits
are shown in Supplementary Table V.S1. These estimates were close to the ones from
the bivariate analyses, such that differences between results obtained by the two
methods, expressed in absolute value, did not exceed 0.022 for h2, 0.03 for rP and 0.09
for rG.
The estimated genetic correlations between morphology/gaits and functional traits
(Table V.7) indicate that, with the only exception of the relationship of LE with
working equitation maneability trial, all the correlations between morphology and
functionality are positive, and there is a stronger relationship between morphological
traits and the performance in working equitation dressage trial when compared with
performance in maneability trial or classical dressage.
Table V.7. Estimated genetic correlations between morphology/gaits and functional
traits in Lusitano horsesa.
Functional traits
Morphological Traits

Working Equitation Working Equitation
Dressage Trial
Maneability Trial

Head and Neck (HN)
Shoulder and Withers (SW)
Chest and Thorax (CT)
Back and Loin (BL)
Croup (CR)
Legs (LE)
Overall Impression (OI)
Gaits (GA)
Final Score (FS)
Height at Withers (HW)

0.56
0.50
0.54
0.44
0.49
0.36
0.80
0.72
0.67
0.06

0.61
0.25
0.23
0.24
0.04
-0.17
0.40
0.60
0.33
-0.10

Classical
Dressage
0.07
0.57
0.42
0.20
0.19
0.23
0.27
0.60
0.52
0.40

a

Standard errors of genetic correlations with Working Equitation Dressage Trial and Working
Equitation Maneability Trial ranged between 0.059 and 0.233; standard errors of genetic
correlations with Classical Dressage ranged between 0.045 and 0.134.

For HW, there was a moderate rG (0.40) with performance in classical dressage,
but the genetic correlations with the working equitation trials were very small (0.06 and
-0.10). The FS and OI had moderate to strong genetic relationships with functional
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traits, especially with working equitation dressage trial, while GA had a strong rG with
performance in all the disciplines, ranging from 0.60 to 0.72. For partial conformation
scores, the stronger genetic relationship with performance in maneability was observed
for HN (rG = 0.61), while for classical dressage the stronger correlation was with SW (rG
= 0.57). For working equitation dressage trial, the genetic correlations with partial
conformation scores were all moderate to high, ranging from 0.36 to 0.56.
The possibility of selecting indirectly for functionality based on earlier selection
for morphology/gaits was assessed, considering either the information provided by Final
Score or an index combining the various partial conformation scores, and the
corresponding results are in Table V.8. In the case of direct selection for functional
traits considering only one record, the accuracy of selection obtained would be similar
for WE dressage trial and classical dressage (about 0.56), and slightly lower for
maneability (0.43). With index selection for conformation, the accuracies obtained with
the different indexes tended to be low, such that in the case of indirect selection for
Final Score, the relative efficiency obtained in the improvement of functionality would
be about one-half when WE dressage trial is the target and nearly one-third for WE
maneability trial and classical dressage (Table V.8). An optimum selection index
combining the different partial scores would be better than selection for Final Score in
all cases (Table V.8), especially if the selection goal is maneability, where the accuracy
of selection increased to 0.376, i.e., almost 3 times higher than the accuracy obtained
with indirect selection for final score. Overall, the accuracy of a selection index
combining partial morphological scores would not be as good as direct selection for
functional traits, but the relative efficiency of indirect selection, assessed by the ratio
between the accuracy reached with indirect and direct selection, was about 0.9 in
selection for WE maneability trial, and about 0.7 for classical dressage and working
equitation dressage trial.
The selection index weights computed for the different items reflecting
conformation, when selection is intended to improve functional traits, are in Table V.9.
To assess the relative importance of each partial conformation item, Table V.9 also
includes the index weights per unit of genetic standard deviation of the conformation
items, as well as the relative loss in accuracy of index selection if each trait is
individually removed from the index. With the exception of HW, the partial
morphology/gaits item consistently receiving more weight when selection was intended
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to improve functionality was GA, followed by OI in working equitation dressage trial
and HN in maneability.
Table V.8. Accuracy of selection (rAP), relative efficiency compared to direct selection
(REF) and variance of the selection index (𝜎𝐼2 ) considering direct selection for
functional traits, indirect selection for final score or selection based on an index of
morphology components, when the selection goal is working equitation dressage trial,
maneability trial or classical dressage.
Selection goal
Working Equitation Working Equitation Classical
Selection Criteria
Dressage Trial
Maneability Trial Dressage
Direct selection
rAP
0.562
0.426
0.567
0.280
0.138
0.217
Indirect selection for rAP
Final Score
REF
0.499
0.325
0.384
2
2.408
2.303
1.046
𝜎𝐼
Index selection for
rAP
0.371
0.376
0.391
morphological traits
REF
0.660
0.883
0.690

When the index weights are considered per genetic standard deviation, HW
receives a strong positive weight in selection for classical dressage, and a strong
negative weight in selection for maneability, but is not so important in selection for
working equitation dressage trial. The potential loss in accuracy resulting from
excluding a given trait from the selection index indicates that HW is the major trait to
retain when selection is for classical dressage, and the second most important trait is
GA. The GA was also the major trait to be retained in selection for both working
equitation dressage and maneability trials, followed by OI for the former and HN for the
latter functional traits.
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Table V.9. Vector of selection index weights, standardized index weights and relative
percentage loss in accuracy of index selection if the trait is removed from the index,
when the selection goal is working equitation dressage trial, working equitation
maneability trial or classical dressage.
Selection goal
Working Equitation Working Equitation
Item
Trait in index
Dressage Trial
Maneability Trial
Head and neck
0.4151
1.2341
Shoulder and withers
0.2130
0.0923
Chest and thorax
0.2990
0.1674
Vector of
Back and loin
0.0726
0.2944
selection
Croup
0.2405
-0.5258
index
Legs
-0.5237
-1.0694
weights
Overall impression
1.0119
0.0100
Gaits
1.1811
1.3838
Height at withers
-0.0171
-0.1238
0.133
0.394
Head and neck
0.046
0.020
Shoulder and withers
0.063
0.035
Chest and thorax
Vector of
0.019
0.078
Back and loin
standardized
0.062
-0.136
Croup
index
-0.083
-0.169
Legs
weightsa
0.245
0.002
Overall impression
0.337
0.395
Gaits
Height at withers
-0.051
-0.369
Head and neck
6.7
29.1
Shoulder and withers
1.1
0.1
Chest and thorax
2.3
0.3
Relative
Back and loin
0.2
1.3
loss in
selection
Croup
1.9
4.7
accuracy
Legs
8.7
17.1
(%)
Overall impression
21.0
0.0
Gaits
57.9
37.6
Height at withers
0.3
9.8
a
Index weight standardized per genetic standard deviation.

Classical
Dressage
-0.2347
0.3495
0.0690
-0.1440
0.0257
-0.1124
0.0457
0.8218
0.1870
-0.075
0.076
0.014
-0.038
0.007
-0.018
0.011
0.234
0.557
2.4
3.7
0.2
0.8
0.0
0.5
0.0
31.7
60.8

V.4. Discussion
As a member of the Iberian-type horse, Lusitano is one of the oldest horse breeds
in the world, and has contributed to the formation of different breeds worldwide,
especially in the Americas (Luís et al., 2007), but also in different European countries,
where it was historically valued for its strength and elegance (Bowling and Ruvinsky,
2000). For several centuries, Lusitano horses were selected not only for morphology
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and gaits, but also for functional aspects which reflect their specific uses, thus
remaining a multi-purpose breed (Gonzaga, 2004; Loch, 1986). Even though Lusitano
horses continue to be attached mostly to leisure activities and mounted bullfighting, in
recent years they have occupied an important share of the breeds represented in major
horse competitions, e.g., in working equitation (WAWE, 2013b), four-in-hand driving
(Cowdery, 2006), and dressage in world championships and the Olympic Games
(Appels, 2008; Warne, 2012).
The breeding program of the Lusitano horse emphasizes the adherence to the
breed standard, morphological features and gaits (APSL, 2010), but so far results from
competition events have not been taken into account in the selection program and no
specific genetic evaluation has been performed. Our study is the first comprehensive
analysis of pedigree, morphology/gaits and functional data collected in Lusitano horses
over more than 40 years, and provides information which is essential for the design of
the selection program and the development of a routine genetic evaluation system that
can supply objective information to breeders.
The benefits of organized breeding programs have been assessed for several horse
breeds (Dubois et al., 2008; Jaitner and Reinhardt, 2003; Kearsley et al., 2008; Posta et
al., 2009), and the possibility has been suggested of harmonizing selection programs
across different breeds and countries with the same breeding objectives (Bruns et al.,
2004; Koenen and Aldridge, 2002). In the particular case of Lusitano horses, the
definition of breeding objectives is not an easy task, because selection is aimed at
multiple purposes and both morphology/gaits and functional traits should be taken into
account. Therefore, morphology-type may be regarded as having a double role in
selection of Lusitano horses, as it represents a breeding objective by itself and also
because of its relationship with functional traits.
The estimated heritability reported for conformation traits in other horse breeds
tends to be high for body dimensions, low for leg stances and moderate for other
morphological traits (see reviews by Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000, and Stock and
Distl, 2006). For example, the heritability of height at withers has been reported to be
0.88 in Thoroughbreds above one year of age (Hintz et al., 1978), 0.20 in the Dutch
Warmblood (Koenen et al., 1995), 0.79 in the Haflinger breed (Miglior et al., 1998),
0.73 in Norwegian Cold-blooded Trotters (Dolvik and Klemetsdal, 1999), 0.59 in the
Andalusian horse (Molina et al., 1999), 0.47 in the Mangalarga breed (Mota et al.,
2006b), 0.67 in Austrian Noriker draught horse (Druml et al., 2008) and 0.34 in the
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Belgian warmblood horse (Rustin et al., 2009). For morphological partial scores,
heritability estimates for leg stances are generally in the range of 0.08 (Druml et al.,
2008; Saastamoinen et al., 1998; Thorén Hellsten et al., 2009) and 0.29 (Molina et al.,
1999), while for overall type impression the heritability estimates are usually between
about 0.20 (Christmann et al., 1995) and 0.30 (Albertsdóttir et al., 2008). The
heritability of gaits and movements may differ for walk, trot and canter (Albertsdóttir et
al., 2008), but the overall gaits score generally has an estimated heritability of about
0.15 to 0.20 (Molina et al., 1999; Preisinger et al., 1991; Saastamoinen et al., 1998). Our
estimated heritabilities of 0.61 for HW, 0.07 for LE, 0.14 for OI and 0.17 for GA are
generally in the range reported in the literature, even though higher estimates have been
reported for conformation traits in Hanoverian Warmblood horses (Stock and Distl,
2006). As expected, our results confirm a much higher genetic variability for linear
measurements than for conformation scores (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000).
The nature of the current grading system used to evaluate morphology and gaits in
Lusitano horses could lead to an increase in environmental variability, given the
difficulties inherent to the judgment of a subjective trait (even though the judges are
trained and experienced) and the fact that the scoring scale has not been applied
uniformly to the different traits, with a wider scale of variation for HN and lower for
SW. Moreover, a final score resulting from the weighted sum of the partial
morphological scores is highly dependent on the scale used when they are judged and
classified, as detected in our path analysis (Table V.2), which disclosed discrepancies
between the expected and realized weights given to each partial grade. One possibility
of improving the accuracy of selection for morphology and gaits would be to adopt a
linear scoring system in which the traits, rather than being scored on their desirability,
are evaluated in a continuous scale that corresponds to their expression between two
biological extremes, which has much better distribution properties (Rustin et al., 2009;
Samoré et al., 1997). Also, new approaches in judging horse dynamics, including
detailed movement evaluations and the assessment of impaired balance (Becker et al.,
2012) may be helpful in selection for improved gaits performance.
All the morphological scores were positively correlated with each other, with
genetic correlations which were generally higher than those observed in Andalusian
horses (Molina et al., 1999), perhaps reflecting differences in the scoring system
applied. It should be noticed that gaits had strong positive correlations with OI, CT and
LE, reflecting that horses which are closer to the breed standard, more harmonious and
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with good leg stances, have better gaits, expressed as paces with more freedom,
elasticity and regularity (FEI, 2013). The only noticeable genetic correlations of HW
were with SW and CT, which largely reflect the depth of the horse and thus its body
size. The genetic correlations of HW with all the other morphological traits were small,
implying that body size and morphology or beauty are essentially independent in
Lusitano horses, a pattern which is opposite to that found in the Austrian Noriker
draught horse, where HW and morphology partial scores have strong correlations
(Druml et al., 2008).
In what concerns functionality, the heritability estimates for performance in
dressage events reported in the literature usually range between 0.1 and 0.3 (Ricard et
al., 2000; Stewart et al., 2010; Thorén Hellsten et al., 2009), in line with our estimate of
0.32 for dressage score. To our knowledge, genetic parameters for working equitation
have not been reported so far, but our estimate of heritability for the dressage trial (0.32)
is identical to that obtained for classical dressage. For maneability, however, the
estimated heritability is lower (0.18 in our study), possibly because this type of trial
takes place in a track with different obstacles, and the horse must show its versatility
when faced with different challenges, including jumping, slalom, opening a gate, etc.
Thus, even though the maneability trial is more complex than showjumping, our
heritability estimate is close to that reported for the score in this discipline (Aldridge et
al., 2000; Ricard et al., 2000). Moreover, the higher genetic variance estimated for
working equitation disciplines when compared with dressage would indicate that, for
Lusitano horses in comparable circumstances, selection for working equitation should
be more successful than selection for classical dressage.
Until now, information is scarce on the genetic relationships existing between
morphology and dressage ability in horses, and there are no estimates available for the
relationships with performance in working equitation. The few estimates that have been
reported until now point towards a low to medium genetic correlation between
morphological traits and performance in dressage events (Koenen et al., 1995; Wallin et
al., 2003), with the exception of gaits, which have a stronger genetic correlation with
dressage ability (Ducro et al., 2007; Olsson et al., 2008; Wallin et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, as functional traits in horses are generally measured at a more advanced
age, it has been argued that, in spite of the modest genetic correlations that they may
have, morphological traits can be used as an early culling criterion when selection is
intended to improve dressage performance (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000).
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The results of our analyses are based on a large number of records for
morphology, but the information available for functional traits is more scarce, thus the
estimated genetic correlations have appreciable standard errors. Nevertheless, our
preliminary study indicates that, in general, there is no antagonism between
conformation and performance, which is of particular relevance in Lusitano horses,
where both groups of traits represent important breeding objectives. In this study, with
the exception of HW, all morphological traits had strong genetic correlations with the
dressage trial of working equitation (between 0.36 and 0.80, Table V.7) and, to some
extent, with performance in classical dressage (0.07 to 0.60, Table V.7). For WE
maneability trial, on the other hand, the genetic correlations with morphology were
generally smaller, and even negative in the case of LE. Consistently, GA had a strong
genetic correlation with performance in all disciplines, in agreement with results
reported for dressage in several other breeds (Ducro et al., 2007; Olsson et al., 2008;
Wallin et al., 2003). On the other hand, HW had an important positive relationship with
performance in classical dressage (0.40), in contrast with the estimated genetic
correlation of -0.05 reported by Koenen et al. (1995), but the correlation was very small
with the results of both maneability (-0.10) and dressage (0.06) trials in WE.
One possibility of selecting for functional ability in Lusitano horses would be to
implement a two-stage selection system, where horses are initially culled based on their
morphological features, as it has been suggested for other horse breeds (Ducro et al.,
2007; Holmström et al., 1990), with a second selection stage applied later on,
determined by the performance of the horse in equestrian events. The expected
efficiency of this indirect selection can be appraised from the selection accuracy
achieved, but it should also be considered that indirect selection could take place at an
earlier age (thus reducing the generation interval) while direct selection for functionality
can be based on multiple records of the individual (thus increasing the accuracy of
selection), and in both cases family information could also be taken into account. In our
study, if early selection was based on Final Score, the corresponding accuracy of
indirect selection for functional traits was low (ranging from about 0.14 to 0.28) such
that the efficiency of selection would be at best one-half of that achieved if direct
selection was practiced. The correlated response could be much better if selection was
based on an index assigning appropriate weights to each morphological item, in which
case indirect selection would result in improvement of all functional traits, especially
maneability, with an accuracy which was almost as high as that obtained with direct
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selection. In the long run, if selection for functional traits is the major goal, the optimum
approach would be to predict breeding values for working equitation and dressage with
a multi-trait AM, including conformation, gaits and performance results. In these
analyses, information for the various traits on all relatives could be incorporated, and
weighted appropriately in the mixed model used in prediction of breeding values for
each functional trait, thus enhancing selection response.
An important issue in a multi-purpose breed such as Lusitano is the assessment
of how good the agreement is between the weights given to individual morphology
items if different functional traits are considered as the final breeding goal, i.e., if a
different type of horse is more suitable for a given discipline (Barrey et al., 2002). In
our study, there were differences between the relative importance given to a specific
morphological item if the horse was intended to be further selected for WE dressage and
maneability trials or for classical dressage. Specifically, when considered in
standardized units, gaits were always among the two most important partial items in the
index if selection was for any of the equestrian disciplines considered here, which is in
line with the results reported by Olsson et al. (2000) for Swedish Warmblood horses.
Height at withers, on the other hand, had a positive weight when the selection goal was
classical dressage and a negative weight if improvement was intended in WE
maneability trial. This could reflect the characteristics desirable in either one of the
disciplines, because in classical dressage a horse is expected to have paces with wider
amplitude and these are easier to perform by taller horses (Holmström et al., 1990),
while in maneability a shorter horse is easier to collect itself and performs better when
turning around between obstacles or facing other challenges in a course (Currie, 1997).
The loss in accuracy if one morphological item is left out of the index basically reflects
these same aspects, such that gaits are the most important trait to be included in working
equitation, followed by overall impression if the goal is improving the dressage trial
component, and head and neck if the objective is the maneability trial. If the intention is
to select indirectly for performance in classical dressage, then the index must include
primarily height at withers and gaits, as all the other morphological traits are of minor
importance.
This study is the first appraisal of the existing genetic variability and
relationships for morphology, gaits and functionality in the Lusitano horse breed, and
the parameters estimated here can be used to refine the breeding program and develop a
systematic genetic evaluation platform (Dubois et al., 2008). Our results indicate that, in
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spite of its demographic bottlenecks (Vicente et al., 2012), the Lusitano still maintains
considerable levels of genetic variability for those traits, and that there is no antagonism
between them. The inclusion of morphological traits in the selection goal of Lusitano is
justified by the history of the breed, where beauty and elegance have always played a
key-role, and the estimated heritabilities make selection for these traits feasible. In
addition, given the favorable genetic relationships existing between morphology and
performance, morphological traits can play an important role in a two-stage selection
program aimed at improving working equitation or classical dressage, which are
disciplines where the Lusitano is becoming more popular worldwide. However, given
the specific nature and magnitude of the existing genetic relationships of morphology
with each of the functional traits studied, it may be judicious to consider the possibility
of developing and maintaining specialized lines within the Lusitano breeding program.
The tremendous opportunities arising from the incorporation of genomic information in
the selection program of Lusitano should also be investigated, as their contribution in
reducing generation interval and enhancing selection accuracy could result in
extraordinary benefits in terms of genetic progress (Haberland et al., 2012).
Overall, our results indicate that, given the existing levels of genetic variability,
selection for conformation, gaits and functional traits is feasible in the Lusitano horse
breed. The favorable genetic relationships existing between morphology and
performance indicate that morphology/gaits traits can be used as an early selection
criterion, to enhance genetic improvement for working equitation and classical dressage,
which are gaining importance as selection goals in Lusitano horses.
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Supplementary Table V.S1
Supplementary Table V.S1. Estimated heritability (diagonal), genetic (above diagonal)
and phenotypic (below diagonal) correlations for morphological traits and gaits in
Lusitano horses based on a multivariate analysis.
HN

SW

CT

BL

CR

LE

OI

GA

FS

HW

Head and Neck (HN)

0.172 0.195 0.131 0.175 0.268 0.257 0.771 0.316 0.558 -0.094

Shoulder and Withers
(SW)

0.275 0.138 0.823 0.557 0.149 0.355 0.568 0.437 0.688

0.618

Chest and Thorax (CT)

0.223 0.407 0.119 0.763 0.521 0.584 0.682 0.556 0.849

0.538

Back and Loin (BL)

0.212 0.299 0.391 0.150 0.525 0.396 0.695 0.329 0.761

0.230

Croup (CR)

0.278 0.204 0.307 0.352 0.133 0.583 0.612 0.349 0.661

0.041

Legs (LE)

0.212 0.215 0.257 0.249 0.304 0.053 0.620 0.538 0.709

0.080

Overall Impression (OI) 0.568 0.381 0.398 0.450 0.459 0.372 0.138 0.563 0.949

0.160

Gaits (GA)

0.291 0.315 0.311 0.292 0.286 0.326 0.380 0.192 0.679

0.140

Final Score (FS)

0.595 0.568 0.605 0.659 0.608 0.595 0.797 0.648 0.169

0.293

Height at Withers (HW) 0.048 0.291 0.212 0.137 0.066 0.044 0.130 0.100 0.196

0.613
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Abstract
Mixed model procedures were used to analyse morphology and gaits records collected
in about 18,000 Lusitano horses from 900 studs, over a period of 43 years, and
functional records collected since 1998, to carry-out a critical assessment of the fixed
effects and selection practices followed in this breed. Fixed effects considered in the
analysis of morphology (head/neck, shoulder/withers, chest/thorax, back/loin, croup,
legs and overall impression), gaits and final score (computed by summing partial
morphological and gaits scores) were stud, year, sex, inbreeding and age. Functional
traits analyzed were the scores obtained in working equitation dressage (WEDT) and
maneability (WEMT) trials and in classical dressage (CD), where fixed effects were
event, level of competition, sex, inbreeding and age. Phenotypic trends were moderate
over the period analyzed, with a slight increase in height at withers, and a decline in
final score. Nevertheless, differences among years were mostly environmental. Males
received lower scores for almost all morphological and gaits traits except croup, with a
difference of about -1.7 points for final score relative to females. Sex differences were
small for functional traits, with general advantage of males in WEMT and CD, and a
disadvantage in WEDT. Considerable differences were detected among studs, especially
in their environmental effects but also in mean estimated breeding value (EBV), for
morphology, gaits and functionality. The environmental effect of competition level in
CD resulted in a progressively lower scoring as the competition became more difficult,
while for WEMT the pattern was opposite and differences were minor for WEDT.
Inbreeding depression was observed for all morphological and gait traits, but the
magnitude of its impact was very small for all traits analyzed, never exceeding -0.1% of
the mean per 1% inbreeding. Still, for functional traits the effect of inbreeding was
negligible. The EBV for morphology, gaits, WEMT and WEDT show considerable
variability, indicating that selection can be effective. For CD, however, the distribution
of EBV was narrower. The genetic trend was positive but moderate for all traits, and it
was slightly higher for head and neck, overall impression, gaits and final score. As a
percentage of the mean, these traits and working equitation trials showed the highest
responses, which in the best cases did not exceed 0.2% of the mean per year. Genetic
selection differentials and the corresponding selection intensities were very modest for
all traits analyzed, with a slightly higher intensity in sires when compared to dams.
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VI.1. Introduction
The Lusitano is included in what is considered the Baroque type of horse, known
for its elegance and graciousness (Bowling and Ruvinsky, 2000; Loch, 1986).
Historically, Lusitano horses have been selected mostly based on aesthetical criteria, but
their continuous use in different field work activities and in horse-mounted bullfighting
has maintained their functional characteristics and versatility (Gonzaga, 2004).
Since the establishment of the Lusitano Studbook in 1967, the selection program
has emphasized mainly conformation and gaits traits, graded by visual assessment.
However, some studs have applied more specialized breeding objectives, following the
traditional selection of Lusitano horses for their ability in classical riding and equestrian
art, but also their aptitude for bullfighting and herd management. In more recent years,
the goal of improving performances in dressage, working equitation and carriage
driving competitions has gained importance in the selection of Lusitano. Nevertheless,
no systematic breeding value estimation has been applied nor used in selection
decisions so far, and it is not clear how much weight breeders are actually giving to
different traits when selection is practiced.
Horse selection programs in Europe generally include both performance and nonperformance traits (Koenen et al., 2004), and the implementation of organized selection
programs has resulted in positive responses in several horse breeds, as reviewed by
Arnason and Van Vleck (2000). A positive genetic trend has been achieved in different
equestrian disciplines, including dressage, show jumping, eventing and endurance
(Ricard and Touvais, 2007; Thorén Hellsten et al., 2009; Viklund et al., 2011), but also
in conformation aspects (Albertsdottir et al., 2011; Fioretti et al., 2005; Miglior et al.,
1998). For racing performance, however, the results have been less consistent, because
even though a positive genetic trend for speed has been reported for several breeds
(Gaffney and Cunningham, 1988; Klemetsdal, 1992; Mota et al., 2005; Oki and Sasaki,
1996; Olsen et al., 2011; Willham and Wilson, 1991), no reduction in winning times has
been observed for the major horse races over the last 50 years (Gardner, 2006). Several
fixed factors are known to affect horse traits and performances, including the effects of
sex, stud, year, event, etc., and they are often included in the statistical models used in
genetic evaluations (Bruns et al., 2004). One of the major fixed factors considered when
practicing selection is the inbreeding coefficient, to account for the detrimental effect of
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inbreeding on performance known as inbreeding depression (Falconer and Mackay,
1996). Still, it has been argued that the severity of inbreeding depression seems to be
lower in horses when compared with other species (Ballou, 1994).
Over the years, in addition to several generations of pedigree data, a
comprehensive amount of information has been gathered regarding conformation, gaits
and, to a lesser extent, functional traits in Lusitano horses. These data have been
recently analyzed by our group with the goal of characterizing the demography of the
population (Vicente et al., 2012) and estimating genetic parameters for those traits
(Vicente et al., 2014), as these represent crucial initial steps in the consolidation of the
breeding program and provide the foundations for more objective selection decisions.
Furthermore, in the Lusitano horse no systematic analysis of fixed effects, including
inbreeding depression, has been carried out, even though the breed currently has a mean
inbreeding of about 11% and the effective population size is only about 28 (Vicente et
al., 2012), making it an interesting model to assess the magnitude of inbreeding
depression for conformation and performance, as well as to determine the importance of
other fixed factors.
In this work, we used pedigree, morphology, gaits and functional records for the
Lusitano horse breed, analyzed by mixed model procedures, to: a) investigate the
importance of different fixed effects, including inbreeding; b) assess the distribution of
estimated breeding values for different traits; c) study the realized phenotypic and
genetic trends over a period of 40 years; and d) appraise retrospectively the success of
the breeding program.

VI.2. Materials and methods
VI.2.1. Animals and data
In this study we analysed conformation and gaits records collected in Lusitano
horses over a period of more than 40 years, and functional records collected since 1998,
to obtain detailed baseline information about the factors affecting those traits, and to
carry-out a critical assessment of the selection applied in this breed. The data set
analyzed and the procedures followed in this work have been described in detail by
Vicente et al. (2014). Briefly, pedigree and performance records for Lusitano registered
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horses were obtained from Fundação Alter Real (Portuguese National Stud) and
Portuguese Association of Lusitano Horse Breeders (Associação Portuguesa de
Criadores do Cavalo Puro-sangue Lusitano, APSL), as well as from other sources
maintaining performance results for Lusitano horses, such as the International
Equestrian Federation and National Equestrian Federations.
Records were edited to exclude ages below 2 years-old and a few cases of single
records in a contemporary group, as described by Vicente et al. (2014). Contemporary
groups were well connected, given the depth of the pedigrees used such that, overall, the
mean relationship existing among animals from different studs was 0.15 (Vicente et al.,
2012). After validation of pedigree records, information on 53,417 horses registered in
the Studbook and born between 1824 and 2009 was used. At the time of registration in
the breeders section, animals are scored for different morphological traits and gaits
(GA), and height at withers (HW) is measured. The morphological traits considered in
this grading are head and neck (HN), shoulder and withers (SW), chest and thorax (CT),
back and loin (BL), croup (CR), legs (LE) and overall impression (OI). All the
morphological traits and GA are scored in a scale 1-10, and they are then combined into
a final score (FS) obtained as [(HN + SW + CT + CR) + 1.5 (BL + LE + OI + GA)].
Gaits and morphological scores were obtained in up to 18,076 animals, in the period of
1967 to 2009 (Table VI.1).
In addition to morphology and gaits, we used 12,131 performance records from
classical dressage (CD) events where Lusitano horses participated and information from
working equitation events, including 1454 records obtained in dressage trials (WEDT)
and 1524 in maneability trials (WEMT) of working equitation (Table VI.2).
Functionality traits correspond to the mean scores attributed by a group of three to five
judges in a scale 0-100. For both CD and working equitation, competitions are classified
into different levels of difficulty, reflecting the hardship of the test, age of the horse and
seniority of the rider, and in our study there were 11 levels recognized for dressage and
5 levels for working equitation. Further details on the classification of morphological
traits, CD, WEDT and WEMT have been reported elsewhere (Vicente et al., 2014).
Individual coefficients of inbreeding were computed using all the pedigree
information available, as described by Vicente et al. (2012), such that for the full data
set analyzed, the mean inbreeding coefficient was 9.92 ± 8.34%, based on a mean of
about 10 equivalent generations.
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Table VI.1. Number of records and number of fixed effects considered in the analyses
of partial morphological scores and gaits, final score (FS), height at withers (HW),
working equitation dressage trial (WEDT), working equitation maneability trial
(WEMT) and classical dressage (CD) in Lusitano horses.
Group of traits

Morphology and
gaits

Trait
All partial
morphological
scores and gaits
FS
HW
WEDT

Functional traits

WEMT

CD

Item
Studs
Years
Horses
Studs
Years
Horses
Studs
Years
Horses
Events
Levels of competition
Records/horses
Events
Levels of competition
Records/horses
Events
Levels of competition
Records/horses

No. levels
863
43
17139
904
43
18076
847
43
16955
109
5
1454/186
110
5
1524/211
1379
11
12131/759

VI.2.2. Statistical analysis
Preliminary analyses of variance were carried-out with the GLM procedure of
SAS (SAS Institute, 2004) to assess the relative importance of the fixed effects included
in the mixed linear model used in further analyses.
The major goal of our analyses was to obtain estimates of fixed effects and
breeding values for morphological and functional traits in Lusitano horses, by mixed
model procedures using a BLUP – Animal Model. In a first stage, mixed models were
used to obtain estimates of variance components by Restricted Maximum Likelihood, in
univariate analyses using the MTDFREML package (Boldman et al., 1995).
Morphology and gaits traits were scored only once in the lifetime of the individual,
while for functional traits the same animal could be classified several times, depending
on the number of competitions that it entered. Therefore, the statistical model used in
the analysis of morphology and gaits traits was a single trait Animal Model with single
records, while for functional traits the univariate model used allowed the existence of
repeated records by the same horse.
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In matrix notation, the mixed model used in the analyses of morphology and gaits
was:
y = Xb + Za a + e
where y is the vector of records for morphology and gaits, b is the vector of fixed
effects to be estimated and X the corresponding incidence matrix relating records to
fixed effects, a is the vector of breeding values to be estimated and Za the corresponding
incidence matrix, and e is the vector of residuals. In this case, the fixed effects
considered in vector b were stud, year of classification and sex, plus the linear effect of
inbreeding and the linear and quadratic effect of age at scoring as covariables. In
preliminary analyses, the quadratic effect of inbreeding was also included in the model,
but it was found to be not significant (P>0.05), so it was removed from final analyses.
In the univariate analyses of dressage and working equitation, in matrix notation
the mixed model used was:
y = Xb + Za a + Zc c + e
where y is the vector of records for CD, WEDT and WEMT, c is the vector of
permanent environmental effects of the horse to be estimated and Zc is the
corresponding incidence matrix, and the other abbreviations are as defined previously.
In the case of dressage and working equitation results, the fixed effects considered in
the Animal Model were sex, event (defined as the combination of place and date of the
competition) and level of difficulty, plus the linear effect of inbreeding and the linear
and quadratic effect of age at competition as covariables.
The MTDFREML package (Boldman et al., 1995) was used to obtain estimates of
variance components by Restricted Maximum Likelihood, iterating until a convergence
criterion of 10−12 was obtained. The analyses were carried-out considering in the
relationship matrix the known ancestors of animals with records, such that there were
21,480 animals in the pedigree file used in the analysis of morphology and gaits traits,
22,046 in CD and 3,480 in WEDT and WEMT. The estimated variance components,
which have been reported elsewhere (Vicente et al., 2014), were then used to obtain
estimates of fixed and random effects for each trait in univariate analyses.
Inbreeding depression was estimated for the analyzed traits in MTDFREML, from
their regression coefficients on the coefficient of inbreeding, which was included as a
linear covariate in the model. In order to assess the relative impact of inbreeding on the
different traits, a standardized regression coefficient was obtained by dividing the linear
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regression coefficients by their phenotypic standard deviation and also expressed as a
percentage of the mean.
VI.2.3. Selection in retrospect
Genetic trends over time were assessed by regressing the Estimated Breeding
Values (EBV) for each trait on year of birth. To allow comparisons of the magnitude of
selection response achieved in different traits, the regression coefficient estimated as
above for a given trait was divided by its corresponding genetic standard deviation, to
obtain an estimate of the standardized genetic trend, and also expressed as a percentage
of the trait mean.
To assess the relative emphasis placed on selected traits throughout the period
studied, selection differentials were calculated in retrospect. For these analyses, the
EBV for different traits were averaged by year of birth for males and females in the
whole population, and for the selected sample which later produced registered offspring.
The difference between the mean EBV for selected individuals and for the whole group
born in the same year was considered the genetic selection differential. These selection
differentials were then pooled by sex across years for the whole period studied and for
the last 6 years of selection, i.e., animals born in the period 2000-2005. Selection
intensity was then calculated by dividing the pooled annual genetic selection differential
for each trait by the corresponding genetic standard deviation, as reported by Vicente et
al. (2014).

VI.3. Results
VI.3.1. Descriptive statistics and phenotypic trends
The number of records and levels of fixed effects considered in the analyses of
morphology, gaits and functional traits are summarized in Table VI.1. The records
included in the analysis of morphology and gaits traits were obtained in about 18,000
horses, originating from about 900 studs in a period of 43 years. The number of horses
with information on performance traits was much smaller (about 760 for CD and nearly
200 for WEDT and WEMT), with a mean of 16.0, 7.8 and 7.2 records/horse for CD,
WEDT and WEMT, respectively.
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For morphology and gaits traits, there were about 2.5 times more records for
females than males (Table VI.2), while for functional traits the number of records
produced by males, when compared with females, was about 12 times more in CD and
19 times more in WEDT and WEMT. The mean age at classification of morphological
and gaits traits was about 6.4 years, with a coefficient of variation (CV) of nearly 50%,
while for CD and working equitation the means were about 9.2 and 8.7 years,
respectively, with a CV of nearly 30%. The mean coefficient of inbreeding was about
10% for the animals included in the analysis of morphology and gaits, 11.5% for
working equitation and 8% for CD, with a CV of about 80%.
Table VI.2 – Number of records, means and standard deviations (SD) for fixed effects
included in the models used in analyses of partial morphological scores and gaits, final
score (FS), height at withers (HW), working equitation dressage trial (WEDT), working
equitation maneability trial (WEMT) and classical dressage (CD) in Lusitano horses.
Age at
classification
(years)

Sex
Group of
traits

Trait

No. Records No. Records
Males
Females

All partial
morphological
scores and gaits

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

4794

12345

6.38

3.01

10.03

8.49

5283

12793

6.39

3.00

10.07

8.46

HW

4619

12336

6.37

3.02

10.01

8.48

WEDT

1384

70

8.63

2.66

11.52

9.24

WEMT

1449

75

8.66

2.70

11.36

9.15

CD

11204

927

9.19

3.35

8.13

6.26

Morphology
FS
and gaits

Functional
traits

Inbreeding
(%)

Over the period of 40 years analysed, the phenotypic trends for morphology
(Figure VI.1a) indicate that HW increased by about 0.053 cm/year, while FS declined
steadily, on average 0.11 points/year. For functional traits, no phenotypic change could
be detected in the period of 20 years studied (Figure VI.1b), with year means that were
very stable for CD, but showed considerable variation from year to year for WEDT and
WEMT.
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a)

HW
FS

159
158
157
156

1964
1966
1968
1970
1972
1974
1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004

155
154

y = -0.1098x + 74.697

y = 0.0527x + 156.31

Year of birth
68

b)

WEDT
WEMT
CD

66
64
Mean %

76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68
67
66

Mean Final Score, Points
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2006
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2002
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2000

1999

1998

1997

1996
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1994

1993
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1991

1990

1989

52

1988

54

Year of birth

Figure VI.1 – Means by year of birth for: a) Morphological traits - Final Score (FS) and
Height at Withers (HW), with corresponding time trend; and b) Functional traits Working Equitation Dressage Trial (WEDT), Working Equitation Maneability Trial
(WEMT) and Classical Dressage (CD).

VI.3.2. Fixed effects
Preliminary analyses of variance indicated that the fixed effects considered in the
models used for analysing morphological and functional traits accounted for about 14 to
35% of the phenotypic variability (results not shown).
Genetic parameters were estimated in a first-stage analysis with MTDFREML,
and in the second stage these estimates were used to obtain solutions and contrasts for
fixed effects and EBV in the mixed model, using the same software package. The
difference between sex fixed effects for the traits analysed (Figure VI.2) indicates that,
on average, males receive significantly lower scores for all morphological traits
(P<0.01), except SW (P>0.05), while for CR the higher score was attributed to males
(P<0.01). When grading GA, males received a score lower by about 0.5 points relative
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to females (P<0.01) while for FS the difference was almost -1.7 points (P<0.01). Sex
differences for functional traits were small, with an advantage in males of about 0.8
percentage points for WEMT (P<0.01) and CD (P>0.05), and a disadvantage of -0.54
percentage points for WEDT (P<0.01).
a)

HN

**

SW

ns

CT

**
**
**
**
**
**

BL
CR
LE
OI
GA
-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

b)

**

HW (cm)

**

WEDT (%)

**

WEMT (%)

ns

CD (%)
-2

0

Difference males - females (points)

2

Difference males - females

Figure VI.2 – Differences between sex fixed effects for: a) gaits and morphology
partial scores (points); b) morphology final score (FS, points), height at withers (HW,
cm) and functional traits – classical dressage (CD), working equitation dressage trial
(WEDT) and maneability trial (WEMT) (%). Significance of the differences represented
as ns: non-significant; **P<0.01.
The distribution of stud fixed effects for FS followed an approximately normal
distribution, with very large environmental differences among studs, while for HW the
distribution was also normal but narrower (results not shown).
The level of competition was included as a fixed effect in the analysis of
functional traits, and the corresponding solutions are shown in Figure VI.3. The degree
of difficulty of the competition had an important effect on the score obtained in CD
(Figure VI.3a), such that, in both national-level (from Preliminary to Complementary)
and international-level (from FEI4years to Big tour) competitions, the environmental
effect of competition level resulted in an increasingly lower scoring as the competition
became more difficult and complex. For WEDT (Figure VI.3b), differences among
competition levels were minor, except for some penalizing in the Juvenile class, which
corresponds to competitors up to 16 years of age. For WEMT (Figure VI.3b), the
environmental effect of competition level resulted in an increase in average scoring as
the level of competition increased, from Juvenile to Master.
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Level of Competition

Figure VI.3 – Graphical representation of the fixed effect of level of competition for: a)
classical dressage, expressed as deviation from Preliminary level of competition; b)
working equitation dressage trial (WEDT) and maneability trial (WEMT), expressed as
deviation from Debutant level of competition.

Inbreeding had a negative impact on all partial morphological scores analyzed
(Table VI.3), with a significant effect (P<0.05) on all traits except HN. The
consequences of inbreeding were also detrimental (P<0.01) for the global assessment of
morphology (FS), as well as for HW and GA. For functional traits, however, the impact
of inbreeding was small (P>0.05) even though negative. To allow comparisons of the
relative impact of inbreeding on different traits, a standardized partial regression
coefficient was obtained, using phenotypic standard deviation as the weighing factor
(Table VI.3). In these analyses, the traits showing a stronger inbreeding depression
were HW, LE, GA and CR, and the minimum impact of inbreeding in standard
deviation units was detected in HN and SW, while for functional traits the impact was
intermediate. When inbreeding depression was expressed in percentage of the trait
means (Table VI.3), the traits showing a larger impact were CR, LE and GA, followed
by functional traits. Still, the overall effect of inbreeding was negligible for all the traits
analyzed, never exceeding -0.1% of the trait mean by 1% inbreeding.
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Table VI.3 – Inbreeding depression estimated by the regression coefficient (btrait.fi±SE)
of each morphological and functional trait on the individual inbreeding coefficient in
percentage units, and standardized regression coefficient expressed in phenotypic
standard deviation units (βtrait.fi) and in percentage relative to the trait mean.
Group of traits

Morphology and
gaits

Functional traits

Traita
HN
SW
CT
BL
CR
LE
OI
GA
FS
HW
WEDT
WEMT
CD

btrait.fi±SEb

βtrait.fi

-0.0010±0.0010ns
-0.0018±0.0008*
-0.0029±0.0008**
-0.0038±0.0013**
-0.0061±0.0008**
-0.0050±0.0011**
-0.0038±0.0012**
-0.0060±0.0013**
-0.0314±0.0052**
-0.0346±0.0042**
-0.0412±0.0572ns
-0.0386±0.0627ns
-0.0360±0.0201ns

-0.001
-0.003
-0.005
-0.006
-0.009
-0.008
-0.006
-0.009
-0.007
-0.009
-0.006
-0.004
-0.008

Percentage
of mean
-0.01
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08
-0.07
-0.05
-0.08
-0.04
-0.02
-0.07
-0.06
-0.06

a

Head and neck (HN), shoulder and withers (SW), chest and thorax (CT), back and loin (BL),
croup (CR), legs (LE), overall impression (OI), gaits (GA), final score (FS), height at withers
(HW), working equitation dressage trial (WEDT), working equitation maneability trial
(WEMT) and classical dressage (CD). Morphological traits expressed in a scale of 0-10 points,
except for FS (0-100 points scale) and HW (cm). Functional traits expressed in percentage
points.
b
Significance of regression coefficients: ns non-significant; *P<0.05; **P<0.01.

Age at classification had a significant quadratic effect on all traits analysed, and
its effect on FS and HW is illustrated in Figure VI.4. The FS declined slightly as age
increased, while HW increased up to about 9 years of age and stabilized afterwards. For
functional traits, the effect of age at competition was essentially linear with a significant
(P<0.05) increase in scoring as age increased, which was very moderate in CD, but
more pronounced in working equitation trials (results not shown).
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Figure VI.4 – Graphical representation of the fixed effect of age at classification on: a) final
score (FS); b) height at withers (HW).

VI.3.3. Genetic trends
The effectiveness of selection practiced was assessed by investigating genetic
trends for the traits analysed (Table VI.4), obtained by regressing EBV on year of birth.
For all the morphology, gaits and functional traits analysed, the regression of EBV on
year of birth was positive and significant, indicating that selection has been effective,
even though the magnitude of response has been quite modest in all cases. When
selection response for each trait is expressed in genetic standard deviation units, the
traits showing a better response were HN, OI, FS and GA, while the morphological
traits showing a higher response were HN, OI and GA, followed by working equitation
trials with a response of similar magnitude.
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Table VI.4 – Genetic trends estimated by the regression coefficient of estimated
breeding values for each morphological and functional trait on year of birth (btrait.yr±SE)
for animals born after 1960, standardized regression coefficient in genetic standard
deviation units (βtrait.yr) and genetic trend expressed in percentage of the trait mean.
Traita
HN
SW
CT
BL
CR
LE
OI
GA
FS
HW
WEDT
WEMT
CD

Unit

points

cm
%

btrait.yr±SEb

βtrait.yr

0.010±0.0001**
0.002±0.0001**
0.002±0.0001**
0.007±0.0001**
0.002±0.0001**
0.002±0.0001**
0.011±0.0001**
0.010±0.0001**
0.050±0.0005**
0.006±0.0008**
0.072±0.0010**
0.064±0.0008**
0.029±0.0005**

0.031
0.010
0.012
0.017
0.009
0.007
0.029
0.023
0.028
0.002
0.017
0.016
0.011

a

Percentage
of mean
0.137
0.030
0.032
0.097
0.030
0.024
0.148
0.133
0.070
0.004
0.118
0.105
0.046

Head and neck (HN), shoulder and withers (SW), chest and thorax (CT), back and loin (BL),
croup (CR), legs (LE), overall impression (OI), gaits (GA), final score (FS), height at withers
(HW), working equitation dressage trial (WEDT), working equitation maneability trial
(WEMT) and classical dressage (CD);
b
Significance of regression coefficients: **P<0.01.

VI.3.4. Variability of Estimated Breeding Values
The distribution of EBV in the whole population and in animals selected for
breeding is shown in Figure VI.5 for the major morphological traits (FS and HW), GA,
and for functional traits. The observed distribution was approximately normal for all
traits, with minor differences between the selected individuals and the whole
population. When the whole population was considered, large differences in EBV were
detected among individuals for FS, exceeding 6 points between extreme animals (scale
0-100 points), which supports the feasibility of selecting with success for FS based on
EBV, and a similar pattern was observed for HW. Differences in EBV for GA were
smaller but still important, indicating that selection could be effective in improving GA
in Lusitano horses. For functionality, the variability of EBV was important for all traits,
but their distribution was wider for working equitation trials than for CD.
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The standard deviation (SD) of EBV found in this work can be compared with the
genetic SD estimated from the same data (Vicente et al., 2014), and both are
summarized in Table VI.5. It is expected that the SD of EBV should be smaller than the
true genetic SD by a factor of rAP, where rAP corresponds to the mean accuracy of
selection (Van Vleck, 1993), which in mixed-model analyses largely depends on
heritability and on the amount of family information considered. In our analyses, the
ratio between the SD of EBV relative to the estimated genetic SD ranged from about
0.58 to 0.64 for global morphology (FS and HW), while for functional traits the ratio
was between 0.41 and 0.51. These results indicate that selection accuracy was
somewhat lower for functional traits, as would be expected given their much lower
number of records, in spite of the higher heritability of WEDT and CD when compared
with FS (Vicente et al., 2014).
The EBV were averaged by stud, and the corresponding means for FS, HW,
WEDT, WEMT and CD are in Figure VI.6. Important genetic differences between
studs were observed for all these traits, indicating that selection among different studs
could play an important role in the success of the breeding program.
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Figure VI.5 – Distribution of estimated breeding values (EBV) for: a) final score (FS); b) height at withers (HW); c) gaits (GA); d) working
equitation dressage trial (WEDT); e) working equitation maneability trial (WEMT); f) classical dressage (CD), in the full data set ( ) and in
selected animals with registered offspring ( ).
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Table VI.5. Standard deviation of estimated breeding values (EBV), estimated genetic standard deviation, and annual genetic selection
differentials assessed in retrospect for sires and dams and corresponding selection intensity averaged over sexes, for morphological and
functional traits pooled across years of birth in Lusitano horses, considering the whole period analysed (1967 to 2005) or animals born between
2000 and 2005.
Mean Genetic Selection Differential
a

Trait
HN
SW
CT
BL
CR
LE
OI
GA
FS
HW
WEDT
WEMT
CD

EBV
Standard
Deviation
0.245
0.103
0.102
0.200
0.131
0.086
0.238
0.250
1.154
1.725
2.131
1.059
1.893

Genetic
Standard
Deviationb
0.319
0.217
0.210
0.265
0.259
0.158
0.241
0.285
1.800
2.980
4.186
4.038
2.614

1967-2005
Sires
0.0918
0.0185
0.0169
0.0618
0.0125
0.0095
0.0903
0.0749
0.4144
0.0740
0.6790
0.6227
0.3179

Dams
0.0204
0.0069
0.0092
0.0202
0.0094
0.0068
0.0258
0.0256
0.1396
0.0495
0.1130
0.1024
0.0454

2000-2005
Sires
0.1012
0.0151
0.0108
0.0774
0.0074
0.0153
0.1068
0.0824
0.4441
0.3433
0.8669
0.7996
0.4190

Dams
0.0532
0.0219
0.0219
0.0481
0.0150
0.0176
0.0693
0.0707
0.3616
0.0841
0.3646
0.3464
0.1397

Mean selection intensity
1967-2005
2000-2005
0.176
0.242
0.057
0.085
0.062
0.078
0.152
0.236
0.042
0.043
0.052
0.104
0.239
0.364
0.176
0.268
0.153
0.224
0.019
0.072
0.096
0.147
0.091
0.142
0.069
0.107

a

Head and neck (HN), shoulder and withers (SW), chest and thorax (CT), back and loin (BL), croup (CR), legs (LE), overall impression (OI), gaits (GA), final
score (FS), height at withers (HW), working equitation dressage trial (WEDT), working equitation maneability trial (WEMT) and classical dressage (CD).
Morphological partial scores and gaits measured in a scale of 0-10 points; FS obtained by summing partial scores, weighing BL, LE, OI and GA by 1.5, and
other partial scores by 1.0; HW in cm; WEDT, WEMT and CD expressed in %.
b
From Vicente et al., (2014).
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Figure VI.6 – Distribution of stud means for estimated breeding values (EBV) for: a) final
score (FS); b) height at withers (HW); c) working equitation dressage (WEDT) and maneability
(WEMT) trials; d) classical dressage (CD).

VI.3.5. Selection differentials
In the period of 35 years considered in our study, it is apparent that the selection
differential has consistently been much smaller in females than in males (Figure VI.7),
and no trait could be easily identified as being under selection in mares, except for some
emphasis on WEDT and WEMT in the last few years. In males, no genetic selection has
being applied on HW over the period analysed, and in the last 10 years more attention is
being given to working equitation trials. The genetic selection differentials for each
trait, pooled over the years analysed, and the corresponding selection intensity are in
Table VI5. Selection differentials were much larger in sires than in dams, by a factor of
about 2 to 10. Among the partial morphological scores, the one receiving more weight
in males was HN, and in females OI and GA. When selection differentials were
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computed for the whole period analysed and for the period 2000-2005 alone, it was
noticeable that, in the last period, the selection differential for HW increased by almost
5-fold in stallions, while in mares it was FS which increased in the last period. Selection
differentials for functional traits have increased in the last few years, while for SW, CT,
CR and LE the selection differential has been nearly non-existent throughout the period
analysed. Overall, the mean selection intensity (Table VI.5) has been highest for HN,
BL, OI, GA and FS, followed by functional traits, which have received more attention
in the last few years.
One possible reason for the lower than expected selection differentials is the suboptimal use of outstanding animals, and this possibility was investigated by obtaining
the relationship between the FS attributed to a sire and its number of registered
offspring . The estimated correlation was moderate (r = 0.277) but significant (P<0.01),
indicating that there is a weak positive association between the morphology score (FS)
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Figure VI.7 – Retrospective genetic selection differentials in Lusitano: a) dams; b) sires, for
morphological (final score, FS; height at withers, HW) and functional (classical dressage, CD;
working equitation dressage trial, WEDT; and working equitation maneability trial, WEMT)
traits, by year of birth.
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VI.4. Discussion
The Lusitano horse has a long tradition as a saddle breed, and its Studbook was
established in 1967 (Vicente et al., 2012). The official selection program implemented
by the breeders’ Association is mainly based on the adherence of an animal to the breed
standard, expressed by its scoring in morphology and gaits items. In addition, studs
have over the years selected their animals based on beauty, conformation and ability for
equestrian art and bullfighting, and in the last few years, selection for sports activities
such as dressage has been part of the breeding goal for some Lusitano breeders. Still, no
systematic data collection or genetic evaluation for these traits has been carried out
(Vicente et al., 2014), but it is acknowledged that providing breeders with more
objective tools when selecting their breeding stock would enhance selection response
(Arnason and Van Vleck, 2000).
So far, the major criterion in the selection program of Lusitano is the mandatory
grading of morphology and gaits for registration in the breeders section of the
Studbook, including information on nearly 18000 animals. Nearly three quarters of
these records correspond to females, reflecting, to some extent, the conditions imposed
by Studbook rules, where all foals to be registered as Lusitano must be the offspring of
sires and dams registered as breeders, which must in turn have been approved in
morphology and gaits judgment. As a consequence, there are more females scored, and
only those males that the producer intends to use for breeding are submitted to
judgment. Notwithstanding, when the census of registered Lusitano sires and dams is
considered, the number of approved stallions far exceeds what would be desirable when
the number of registered mares is considered, with an observed sex ratio of about 5
breeding females per stallion (Vicente et al., 2012). Thus, it can be anticipated that the
resulting selection intensity in the sire path is probably sub-optimal.
Grading of Lusitano horses for morphology and gaits usually occurs at a mean age
of over 6 years, because stallions need to be trained for being ridden when they are
registered in the Studbook. For dressage and working equitation, where the need for
training is even more justified, the mean age at competition is about 9 years of age,. As
a consequence, the observed generation interval in Lusitano is over 10 years (Vicente et
al., 2012), which will certainly restrain long-term selection progress. In other horse
breeds, stallions and mares are generally tested and selected at a younger age, ranging
from 3 to 6 years old in the Hanoverian, Dutch and Swedish Warmblood, Selle Français
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and Irish Sports Horse (Thorén Hellsten et al., 2006). Phenotypic trends were moderate
over the period of more than 40 years analyzed, with a slight increase observed in HW
since the first records were collected up until now (Figure VI.1). Minor phenotypic
trends over time have also been reported for HW in horse breeds from Brazil (Dornelles
et al., 2012) and Croatia (Kaps et al., 2004), probably reflecting the attempt to keep
body size approximately stable over time, as it is a trait of major importance in the
definition of breed standards and is related with the rideability of a horse. The
phenotypic increase in HW found in our study can be attributed essentially to
environmental changes, as the genetic trend for HW was nearly null (less than 0.01
cm/year), and in fact it was the trait where the lowest genetic change in percentage of
the mean was observed.
The phenotypic trend for FS was clearly negative, with a decline of about 4.4
points over the period of 40 years considered in our study (Figure VI.1), probably
reflecting the changes in Studbook rules, with stricter grading thresholds for registration
applied in more recent years. This suspicion is confirmed by the positive genetic trend
observed for FS (about 0.05 points/year, Table VI.4), which would imply a negative
environmental trend for this trait, as a consequence of progressively more demanding
regulations.
The average HW was higher for males by about 3 cm, as could be anticipated
given the sexual dimorphism of the horse species (Pinto et al., 2008; Purzyc et al., 2011;
Zechner et al., 2001). However, males received lower scores than females for both FS
and for the majority of the partial morphological scores. In particular, males were
especially penalized in the classification of GA, with a score lower by about 0.5 points
when compared with females. This general pattern of lower scores attributed to males
probably does not reflect true sex differences, but could be justified by a more strict
application of the classification system in sires. In addition, the dynamics of females are
usually judged with the animal presented in hand or in liberty, while for stallions it is
mandatory that the judgment occurs with the animal ridden by a horseman, and this
could justify the strong sex environmental effect observed in GA.
Considerable differences were detected among studs, especially in their
environmental effects but also in mean EBV for morphology, gaits and functionality
(Figure VI.6). For example, the observed variability among studs in mean EBV for FS,
HW and functional traits strongly supports the implementation of an organized breeding
program, where selection of animals from different studs is a key component. In
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Lusitano, the exchange of animals among studs has been a common practice, with a few
very influential studs (Vicente et al., 2012), which have created strong genetic ties
among studs. The availability of breeding values predicted across studs will provide the
breeders with objective information which can be used to reinforce selection response.
When a horse is judged in a dressage or working equitation event, it is assigned to
a level of competition which reflects the degree of difficulty of the test and the
experience of both the horse and the rider. In our analyses of CD, the solutions for the
level of competition fixed effect indicate that the scores attributed are lower as the level
of competition becomes more complex, both at the national and international levels.
This is in line with the results reported by Stewart et al. (2010) for dressage results with
several horse breeds in Great Britain, and reflects the higher level of difficulty and more
stringent judgment usually applied from novice/preliminary levels to more advanced
categories (Big Tour).
Inbreeding in horses has been shown to have detrimental effects on racing
performance (Klemetsdal, 1998), morphological traits (Goméz et al., 2009; Vostry et
al., 2011), reproductive ability (Van Eldik et al., 2006; Sairanen et al., 2009) and
increase the incidence of some pathologies (Curik et al., 2000; Sevinga et al., 2004). In
our study, inbreeding depression was observed for nearly all the morphological and gait
traits analyzed, but its effects on functionality were negligible. For HW, the observed
effect of inbreeding was similar to that reported by Vostry et al. (2011) for Czech coldblooded horses, but much lower than the value reported by Gomez et al. (2009) for the
Andalusian horse. For morphological traits, where we estimated negative consequences
of inbreeding, there is no clear pattern established for other horse breeds, such that
significant inbreeding depression has been reported in some studies (Gomez et al.,
2009; Vostry et al., 2011) while other authors have found no appreciable effects of
inbreeding (Curik et al., 2003; Sierszchulski et al., 2005; Wolc and Balinska, 2010).
Nevertheless, it could be anticipated that the effect of inbreeding on morphological
traits would be small, as these are expected to be less affected by inbreeding depression
than fitness-related traits (DeRose and Roff, 1999).
The mean level of inbreeding in the Lusitano data set included in our analysis was
10.07±8.46%, thus covering a wide range of inbreeding levels. Overall, the effect of
inbreeding was detrimental for all traits analyzed, even though of very small magnitude.
For example, the estimated inbreeding depression expressed relative to the mean of the
trait never exceeded 0.1% of the mean per 1% inbreeding (Table VI.3), which is far
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below the estimates of inbreeding depression reported for other species (Burrow, 1993;
Lamberson and Thomas, 1984). The low impact of inbreeding depression observed in
our study could be a consequence of the slow rate of inbreeding occurred in Lusitano in
the past (Vicente et al., 2012), which may have allowed natural and artificial selection
to purge some of the negative consequences of inbreeding (Swindell and Bouzat, 2006),
or it could just be a specific feature of the horse species, where the consequences of
inbreeding seem to be less striking than in other species (Ballou, 1994).
In spite of the moderate heritability estimates reported for FS, GA and WEMT in
Lusitano (Vicente et al., 2014), the EBV for these traits show considerable variability
(Figure VI.5), indicating that selection based on objective estimates of genetic merit
could be effective. For HW and, to a lesser extent, for WEDT, the heritability is higher,
resulting in a wide distribution of EBV, while for CD the much lower phenotypic
variability is not compensated by the heritability estimate of 0.32 (Vicente et al., 2014),
resulting in a narrow distribution of EBV. For all the traits considered, the dispersion of
EBV for selected animals nearly overlaps the distribution for the whole population,
indicating that selection differentials have been small, and efforts should be made to
incorporate EBV in selection decisions.
When selection was assessed in retrospect, the genetic trend was positive but
moderate for all traits analyzed. Comparatively, the highest annual responses expressed
in genetic standard deviation units were observed in HN, OI, GA and FS, while HW has
been kept nearly unchanged. As a percentage of the mean, the same traits plus working
equitation trials showed the highest responses, but in the best cases the annual genetic
trend did not exceed 0.2% of the mean. The observed responses are in line with the
genetic trends reported for conformation traits in Icelandic horses (Albertsdottir et al.,
2011), and are somewhat better than those observed in Swedish Warmblood (Arnason,
1987). In our analyses of functional traits, only records collected after 2000 were
considered in the analysis of dressage events, and the modest genetic trend achieved is,
nevertheless, better than that observed in Selle Français (Dubois and Ricard, 2007), but
lower than the results reported for the Swedish Warmblood (Viklund et al., 2011) and
for a group of horse breeds competing in dressage events in Great Britain (Stewart et al.,
2010). Working equitation is a novel equestrian discipline and, to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that an Animal Model genetic evaluation is being
carried out to analyze it. Our results indicate that, in the period of about 15 years since
the beginning of this sports activity the response obtained has been positive but
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moderate for both WEDT and WEMT. Overall, it is important to emphasize that
selection response has been positive for all traits currently considered in the breeding
program of Lusitano horses, but the annual response has not exceeded 0.15% of the
mean (Table VI.4), indicating that there is room for improvement in the selection
program. On the other hand, even though they are not explicitly included in the
breeding objectives of Lusitano, our results indicate that studs are selecting for
functionality, and this has resulted in a slight improvement of WEDT, WEMT and CD.
Genetic selection differentials analyzed in retrospect indicate that, over the years,
a higher selection pressure has been applied in sires than in dams. After some
fluctuation in the selection differentials in the first decade, they have shown a slightly
positive trend over time, especially in males but also in females, indicating that breeders
are exercising more care in their selection decisions. The mean genetic selection
differentials indicate that, over the last 6 years included in the analyses, the emphasis in
male selection has shifted to give more importance to HW, even though FS continues to
be the leading trait in relative weight given to conformation and gaits traits. Selection
intensity was positive but very modest for all traits analyzed, and increased in the last
six years, confirming the efforts made by breeders in selection decisions. Currently, the
highest selection emphasis is placed on the total scores reflecting general conformation
and grace (FS and OI) and in the key traits reflecting what breeders feel more attractive
in the Lusitano horse, such as HN (the distinctive mark of the breed), and BL and GA
(as they relate to the ability as a saddle horse). Nevertheless, the realized selection
intensity has been very modest, and far below the intensity that could be reached with
fewer animals selected, as has been achieved in other horse breeds (Viklund et al.,
2011).
As computed in our work, genetic selection differentials reflect the emphasis that
studs place directly or indirectly on the various traits, when breeding animals are
selected. Notwithstanding, genetic trends are a consequence of both selection
differentials, including selection for correlated traits, and of how extensively the
selected breeding stallions and mares are used. Therefore, divergences on the relative
importance of a specific trait between selection differentials and genetic trends would
essentially reflect the extent to which a sire or dam superior for a specific trait has been
used for breeding. In our analyses, the major morphological traits selected for and in
which higher selection responses were also achieved were OI, HN and GA, confirming
that selection and use of breeding animals were consistent for these traits. However,
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slight discrepancies were found between the selection differentials practiced and
realized genetic trends for some traits, as was the case for FS and BL, where genetic
selection differentials were important but where responses were minor. For functional
traits, both genetic trends (expressed in proportion of the mean) and selection intensity
were somewhat higher for WEMT and WEDT than for CD, indicating that studs are
putting more emphasis on working equitation.
So far, the Lusitano breeding program has resulted in moderate genetic
improvement of conformation, type and gait traits, but some adjustment and refinement
can be introduced, in order to optimize selection responses. The formal definition of the
breeding objectives is the key element of any genetic improvement program (Van
Vleck, 1993), and in the case of Lusitano it is obvious the need to include functionality
traits in the breeding goals, while maintaining selection for beauty and type
characteristics, which are of paramount importance in Lusitano horses. In particular,
traits such as performance in dressage, working equitation and bullfighting ability have
received increased attention in the last few years, and should be formally included in the
breeding program. The next step is to enhance the use of available information in
selection decisions, i.e., to implement a systematic genetic evaluation procedure,
allowing the objective and early selection of breeding animals. On the other hand, the
breeding program can be further optimized, both by reducing generation intervals
(through registration at an earlier age and genetic evaluation of young animals), by
enhancing selection accuracy through the use of multivariate Animal Models combining
functional and morphological traits, and by increasing selection intensity (by reducing
the number of breeding stallions) to levels compatible with an increased selection
response. These strategies should be adopted taking into consideration the need to
maintain genetic variability, by minimizing inbreeding and avoiding population
bottlenecks, as these are primary concerns in the Lusitano horse breed (Vicente et al.,
2012). The incorporation of genetic markers in selection of Lusitano is a possibility that
should be kept in mind, as it is currently being used in selection of sport horses
(Haberland et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2010b) but, to our knowledge, genomic associations
with morphological and beauty traits have not been studied so far.
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VI.5. Conclusions and implications
Our results indicate that, in spite of the progress being modest, the benefits of
selection in Lusitano have been observed mostly in body conformation, type, grace and
gaits, confirming the importance that aesthetics and equestrian art have historically had
in the selection of this breed. Still, enough genetic variability exists for all the traits
analyzed, and response to selection could be further improved if a systematic genetic
evaluation for the traits considered of interest is adopted in selection decisions.
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VII. GENERAL DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

VII.1. General discussion and conclusions
The analysis and characterization of genetic indicators in different livestock
populations, the horse being no exception, is of fundamental importance for their
thorough knowledge and appropriate management of genetic diversity (FAO, 2007).
Our study aimed at the "Characterization and selection of the Lusitano horse
breed", with the overall goal of contributing to its genetic improvement, while taking
into account the need to maintain genetic variability for the future. Therefore, we
conducted several complementary studies with the Lusitano breed using different
approaches, namely: 1) genetic characterization by demographic analysis; 2) estimation
of genetic parameters for morphological and functional traits; 3) analysis of the
influence of various fixed factors, including inbreeding depression, on these traits; 4)
evaluation of the expected response to selection according to various schemes; 5)
retrospective appraisal of selection practiced; 6) comparative assessment of two
different perspectives to investigate genetic diversity and breed structure, i.e., pedigree
information and microsatellite markers.
The Lusitano equine breed, as most of the Portuguese native breeds, is currently
under a genetic improvement program by selection, carried out by breeders with the
support and organization of APSL, and the supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture.
Given its characteristics, this breed has been used throughout the ages in various
activities, so that the selection criteria have also been quite diverse, and the current
breeding program reflects this diversity of objectives.
The interest in preserving the genetic diversity of this indigenous population is
unquestionable and, under the National Plan of Action for Animal Genetic Resources, is
considered a priority. The selection strategy to be followed has been widely discussed in
various sectors involving the Lusitano horse, and it remains one of the most interesting
subjects and simultaneously one of the most controversial ones. Hopefully, our results
will be helpful in the definition of some of the key points of the selection program and,
perhaps, in the clarification of some of the misconceptions, which are often raised when
the Lusitano breeding program is discussed.
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Genetic characterization by demographic analysis of a population is essential
when developing a conservation or genetic improvement program by selection. The
advantage and importance of demographic analysis in the particular case of the Lusitano
horse breed is the possibility to carry-out global or sectional analyzes for different
periods of time, comparing results over the years with its known and reported history.
Overall, the genealogical knowledge of the Lusitanian population is very deep (pedigree
records since 1824), with very interesting and challenging information accumulated to
be studied. As a result of this, the equivalent number of known generations per animal is
over 11 generations for animals born in the last years (2005-2009), which represent a
very deep pedigree knowledge, seldom attained in other livestock breeds.
Currently the Lusitano horse breed presents a well dispersed population in
Portugal and around the world, with a global census which has increased considerably
in the last 30 years, although with a much lower number (about 5000 breeding females)
when compared with other horse breeds such as the PRE (Azor, 2009), the
Thoroughbred (Ricard et al., 2000) or the Quarter horse (www.aqha.com).
The majority of saddle horse breeds often have long generation intervals, in the
order of over 10 years (Zechner et al, 2002; Valera et al, 2005; Hamann and Distl, 2008;
Cervantes et al., 2009; Teegen et al., 2009), and in the case of Lusitano this was
reflected in the mean age of parents, which was about 11 and 10 years for sires and
dams, respectively. This long use in reproduction may delay the genetic progress
achieved, which would reinforce the need to use morphological data and other relevant
traits as early selection criteria, in an attempt to predict future performance of a horse,
especially in what concerns functionality.
Inbreeding has been increasing steadily in the Lusitano horse over the last 20
years, in part reflecting the closure of the Studbook. All foals born in 2008 showed
some degree of inbreeding, with a mean inbreeding coefficient of 11.6% for this group.
Overall, the effective population size of Lusitano, estimated from the rate of inbreeding
per year and generation interval (Falconer and Mackay, 1996), was about 28, which is
nearly half the recommendation of FAO regarding minimum effective population sizes
for the maintenance of viable livestock populations (FAO, 1998). Since the amount of
genetic variation that is maintained in a population in the long term is proportional to its
effective population size or, equivalently, to its rate of inbreeding, our results indicate
that genetic variability in the Lusitano population is being reduced over time and
attention and steps must be taken to minimize this loss. Also, the average relatedness
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between animals among and within studs has increased steadily over the last years, even
though a significant number of studs are trying to avoid matings among closely related
individuals.
In addition to the significant increase in inbreeding in recent years, the most
serious concern in this period is the existence of bottlenecks in the genetic contributions
of founders and ancestors of the breed, given the widespread use of some very famous
or fashionable sires and dams. As a result of these trends, nowadays about 50% of the
genetic pool of the Lusitano population can be justified by the genetic contributions of
only 14 founders or 6 ancestors. This situation has become more serious over the last
few years, with a progressive reduction in effective number of founders and ancestors,
and presently one ancestor alone (“Agareno”, a Veiga stud stallion born in 1931)
contributes with 25% of the genetic pool of the population and is present in more than
96% of the current pedigrees.
It should also be noted that the genetic basis representing the Lusitano breed at
present is very narrow and reduced, such that only nine founder sires have contributed
with Y-chromosomes and only 129 founder mares contributed with mt-DNA sources for
the current reference population. The contribution of maternal lineages also analysed
and described by Lopes et al., (2005) in a study with mitochondrial DNA, confirmed the
narrow genetic basis of the Lusitano horse breed, given the particular incidence and use
of some very influential and popular mare families over the years.
Although several demographic parameters indicate that there has been a
significant reduction in genetic diversity in Lusitano, this equine population still has all
the conditions to undergo an effective morpho-functional selection program which,
simultaneously, should consider the maintenance of genetic variability for the future, if
accurate planning and adequate breeding decisions are implemented.
The Lusitano horse breed is a population that has evolved through selection as a
riding animal, with morphological and functionality aspects playing a key role in
selection decisions. Thus, it appears particularly important to characterize and obtain
estimates of genetic parameters on the morphology, gaits and equestrian sports
activities, in an attempt to implement a more objective selection scheme, carried out
earlier in life. The existence of sufficient genetic variability is fundamental to achieve
an effective selection response in any breeding scheme, so it was crucial to estimate
genetic parameters for the traits of interest (morphological and functional) in the
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Lusitano population, and it should be mentioned that this is the first time that genetic
parameters for morpho-functional characteristics are reported for this breed.
Heritability estimates for morphological partial scores ranged between 0.07 for
Legs and 0.18 for Head and Neck and Final Score. These results, which are in line with
those reported for other horse breeds (Saastamoinen and Barrey, 2000; Stock and Distl,
2006), indicate that selection can be effective if it is well implemented. In particular,
more attention is needed for the Lusitano horse in what regards the classification of
Legs partial score, as it is the trait with the lowest h2, with the lowest mean in the
classification for the studbook approval (6.68 points) and is also the trait receiving the
lowest weight when partial conformation scores and the corresponding total score were
evaluated by path analysis. In general, it is commonly accepted by Lusitano breeders
and experts, as well as by the breeders Association, that leg quality is probably one of
the weaknesses of Lusitano horses, and our results further reinforce the idea that leg
stances need to receive further attention in the future breeding program of Lusitano
horses. Being an objective measured trait associated with body size, height at withers
had a high value for h2 of 0.61, indicating that selection can be very effective for this
trait and in a near future, besides the better environmental conditions, it may be possible
to breed genetically taller horses, which are often desired for equestrian competition
markets such as dressage or showjumping.
For functional traits, the h2 estimates ranged between 0.18 and 0.32, with the same
magnitude reported in other horse studies, mainly in dressage (Stewart et al., 2010;
Ricard et al., 2000). This means that these estimates can be effectively used and
integrated in the selection program, but with the constant need to update and gather
more performance information to improve selection accuracy, especially for working
equitation, where fewer records are available.
The genetic correlations obtained between different kinds of traits (morphological
and functional) do not show any important antagonisms and are generally positive. This
is very important in the case of the Lusitano horse, which is considered a multi-purpose
animal, where beauty, conformation, morphology and performance are all important
breeding objectives. Thus, multiple trait analysis and selection can bring benefits in
terms of increased accuracy of selection for all traits deemed important.
The genetic correlations obtained between morphology/gaits and functional traits
suggest the possibility of selecting indirectly for functionality based on earlier selection
for morphology/gaits, considering either the information provided by Final Score or an
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index combining the various partial conformation scores. Also an important result was
the strong genetic correlation between gaits and functionality traits (0.60-0.72), also
reported by Olsson et al., (2000), which is a very important aspect when selecting
younger horses for a sports career. Following this approach, it should be possible to
reduce generation intervals in the breeding program, thus enhancing selection response.
Globally, these results confirm that, considering the existing levels of genetic
variability, selection for conformation, gaits and functional traits is feasible in the
Lusitano horse breed. The favorable genetic relationships existing between morphology
and performance indicate that morphology/gaits traits can be used as an early selection
criterion, to enhance genetic improvement for working equitation and dressage, which
are gaining importance as selection goals among breeders.
The differences between sex fixed effects for morphology and gaits traits indicates
that, on average, males receive significantly lower scores than females, with a
difference reaching about –2 points for Final Score. This can be in part explained by the
different ways that animals are presented for grading to the jury of experts, such that
females are presented in liberty or in hand, while males are ridden. The analysis of the
fixed effect of level of competition on functionality also provided interesting results,
generally showing that as the tests become more difficult and complex, the percentages
attributed by the jury tend to be lower for classical dressage.
Inbreeding depression existed for the majority of the characters studied, even
though its magnitude was very small. Nevertheless, the overall negative impact of
inbreeding in both mean and genetic variability must be considered, and greater
precautions in the planning of future matings are needed. Breeders should thus try to
minimize the negative effects of inbreeding through selection of sires and dams less
related, with the proper support of APSL.
When selection was analyzed in retrospect, the genetic trends observed for
morphology, gaits and functional traits, were all positive and significant, indicating that
selection has been effective, even though the magnitude of the response was very
modest. Nevertheless, the range of estimated breeding values was large for different
traits, demonstrating that it is possible to apply a higher selection differential and obtain
higher accuracy when selecting Lusitano horses. Also, important genetic differences
were observed between studs, indicating that selection among them can play a key role
in the breeding program.
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Given the different utilization of stallions and mares in Portugal, where males are
ridden and much more used in competition than mares, mainly used for reproduction,
the selection differentials applied were systematically higher in males than in females.
Nevertheless, the number of approved stallions is still very high when the limited
female census is considered, thus indicating that selection intensity on the sire path is
still far from optimal.
Clearly, our results show that genetic variability exists for the traits analyzed, and
selection response can be further improved by using a systematic genetic evaluation,
generating estimates of breeding values which can be used in selection decisions.
Therefore, breeders have currently available a prediction of the genetic merit of animals
that they intend to use as future sires and dams and, to the best of our knowledge, it is
the first time that a genetic evaluation was performed for working equitation, a recent
equestrian discipline established in 1996.
When the information obtained from microsatellite markers was used in genetic
characterization of Lusitano, the levels of genetic diversity found for this breed were
high, with higher He and MNA than reported for some other horse breeds (Cunningham
et al., 2001; Luís et al., 2007b, Khanshour et al., 2013), possibly given the different
genetic markers used in our analyses or the inherent differences of the breeds
considered. When the results obtained by genealogical information were compared with
those provided by molecular markers, it was clear that it is more reliable to use
genealogical data to infer on molecular information than the opposite, as was also
indicated by Toro et al. (2009). The relationship between estimates of inbreeding
computed from genealogical and molecular data was modest, but when the general trend
over time was considered the relationship of the two indicators was good. Another quite
relevant conclusion provided by both molecular markers and pedigree records is that, as
historically stated but never consistently proven, there are indeed four major strains in
the Lusitano breed recognized, namely Veiga, Andrade, Alter Real and Coudelaria
Nacional. The results of this work, with a Bayesian analyses carried-out for the 16
major studs worldwide, confirm that these 4 major strains correspond to the ancestral
populations of the Lusitano and are indeed in the base of all the others. Another very
interesting result and conclusion was the quite good similarity between the genetic
distances among studs (correlation of 0.824) and countries (correlation of 0.734)
computed either by pedigree or microsatellite markers. Taken together these results
reflect that using both sources of information (genealogical and molecular) is a very
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good and reliable way to obtain an overall information on the breed structure, but not so
good when we want to establish the characterization on an individual basis. These
methods are in very good agreement when they are used to “characterize the forest but
not so good to inform about the individual trees”. In the future, when considering
selection practices at the breed level, both pedigree and molecular information should
be considered in the breeding program to maximize the results.
In general, the best selection methodology is one which, in relation to the costs
involved, gives a greater overall genetic progress in a given period of time. In the
Lusitano breed, typically used for different purposes and with different objectives, the
ideal selection scheme may be more complex than in other horse breeds because of the
nature and diversity of the improvement goals to be proposed.
To ensure the long term sustainability of the Lusitano breed, the most appropriate
selection strategy should be implemented by breeders, with the support of the breeders’
association (APSL), by considering simultaneously the expected benefits in the selected
traits and the anticipated impact on the genetic variability of the population. The results
presented here, especially those regarding genetic parameters and demographic
indicators, are therefore the foundations of a sustainable breeding program, and should
be taken into consideration as soon as the Lusitano selection strategy is reformulated.

VII.2. Implications and future perspectives
We anticipate that the results of our in-depth study of information on the Lusitano
horse breed should provide the key elements and offer the basis for a better organized
and formally structured breeding program. This program should, in the short term,
consider aspects related to the definition of the major breeding goals, the maintenance
of genetic diversity and the optimization of selection for traits deemed important. An
important issue in this respect is the close involvement of breeders in all these steps, and
this reinforces the need to provide them with the appropriate relevant information
needed for sound selection and management decisions. In this sense, we are very happy
to inform that, based on this study, the APSL has already published on their website,
online, the results of this first morphological genetic evaluation for the Lusitano horse
and provided results of genetic merit for morphology and gaits to breeders and horse
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owners affiliated with the association, so that they can have more reliable tools and
information for selection decisions.
Although the Lusitano breed has strong genetic connections between studs and is
well represented in Portugal and abroad, efforts should continue to be developed by
APSL and individual breeders, in order to further promote the Lusitano horse in our
country and abroad, with the exchange of sires and dams between different producing
countries. This would establish the necessary genetic connections to allow appropriate
genetic evaluation and management of the gene pool.
In the light of current knowledge and based on the results obtained, with genetic
parameters estimated for the various traits, there is the possibility that in a near future
the Lusitano horse can be selected according to different functional activities or
morphology priorities, leading to a specialization in the population. With the great
development of equestrian sports activities such as dressage and working equitation, the
selection program could implement different selection criteria and objectives for
different groups of horses (or at least with different weights for the various trait groups),
besides the already existing selection by morphology and gaits in studbook approval.
However, we must keep in mind that the global census of the breed is small and that any
selection strategy that splits and fragments the population can be risky in terms of
preservation of genetic variability, which has already experienced some recent genetic
erosion. Therefore, any selection strategy by specialization for different areas must be
kept limited in the number of general goals and needs to be properly weighted,
considering the benefits and disadvantages of such actions.
Finally we think that it is important to leave some recommendations for the near
present and future of the Lusitano breed, based on the analyses developed and all the
very interesting results obtained so far.
Recommendations for the future:
Compilation and organization of a global database, integrating genealogical,
morphological and sports performance records from all Lusitano horses around
the world, coordinated by APSL, in conjunction with FEP, FEI and Lusitano
associations from different countries to facilitate future analyses;
APSL could make available to breeders an online tool to calculate the kinship
between sires and dams, helping the studs selecting their matings with the final
goal of minimizing inbreeding;
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Given the historical importance of bullfighting in selection of the breed,
develop a systematic approach of data collection and compilation of results
from Lusitano horses in bullfighting activity, trying to launch a genetic
evaluation in this area;
In addition to the selection stage at admission to the Studbook, where sire and
dam candidates for breeding are graded for morphology and gaits, the APSL
should also promote the selection of future stallions and mares based on their
functionality, developing a systematic genetic evaluation platform which
would allow breeders to select their animals based on the estimated genetic
merit for performance (dressage, working equitation, carriage, etc) together
with conformation. This could be achieved, e.g., by implementing a multi-trait
animal model considering morphology and functionality.
Implementation of a linear scoring system for stallions and mares, with all
morphological traits evaluated in a continuous scale. This is essential to
provide breeders with more objective indications when choosing the most
complementary matings based on sire and dam conformation scores. On the
other hand, it makes genetic evaluation for conformation traits more reliable
and easier to understand.
Incorporation of new tools and technologies such as videotaping or computer
methodologies for a more technical and dynamic assessment of conformation
and gaits (as reported by Santos, 2008) for the evaluation of candidates for
breeding;
Implementing a two-stage selection procedure for functionality, with a first
stage of selection for horses in an earlier age by their conformation and
morphology and a second stage of selection in older horses based on
competition results;
Consider the implementation of standardized morpho-functional tests for
young horses as it is performed for several Warmblood breeds in Europe, in an
attempt to improve accuracy and reduce the long generation intervals in this
breed, which delays genetic response;
Increase selection intensity, which has been very small in this population: This
could be accomplished with selection based on more objective criteria, with
fewer animals selected, mainly stallions, and the support of a systematic
genetic evaluation platform for selection decisions;
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Explore the possibility of using genetic markers as additional support-tools in
selection decisions, to enhance selection response. In this sense, the study and
future inclusion of genomic information in selection decisions should be
envisaged for the various selection objectives.
Consider the inclusion of health-related information in selection decisions, with
the incorporation of veterinary exams that include radiological information and
the assessment of reproductive soundness, in addition to what is already
required for males concerning reproductive information;
Promote the in vitro preservation of germplasm such as semen, oocytes and
embryos, in the Portuguese bank of animal germplasm (BPGA). The animals
sampled should be from different families of Lusitano horses, especially from
those who have a more balanced representation of founders and ancestors that
may be in danger of extinction;
The breeders’ association (APSL) should endeavor to work closely with
breeders, in an attempt to apply and take advantage of all the results of this
study, in order to be more efficient and objective in the development and
optimization of the genetic improvement program of Lusitano horses, to
promote its sustainability for the future.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1

LUSITANO BREED STANDARD
TYPE: Middleweight (around 500Kgs) “Medium lined”; sub- convex profile
throughout the body (with rounded outlines, the silhouette of which can be fitted into a
square).
HEIGHT: Medium, to be measured at the withers a measuring stick at the age of 6
years. Average height – Females – 1,55m (nearest conversion 15.1 h. h. ); Males – 1,60
m (15.3 h. h. ).
COAT: The most frequent is grey and bay.
TEMPERAMENT: Noble, generous and ardent, but always gentle and able to long
suffering.
MOVEMENTS: Agile, elevated, forward, smooth and providing a great comfort to the
rider.
APTITUDE: A natural ability for concentration, with a great disposition for High
School Work and courage and enthusiasm for the “Gineta” exercises (combat, hunting,
bullfighting, work with cattle, etc.).
HEAD: Well proportioned, of medium length, narrow and dry, with the lower jaw not
too pronounced and the cheek tending to be long. Slightly sub-convex profile with the
forehead in advance of the bones of the eyebrows: the eyes tend to be elliptical in shape
(almond shape), big and alive, expressive and confident. The ears are of medium length,
fine, narrow and expressive.
NECK: Of medium length, arched with a narrow hairline: the junction between head
and neck is narrow or fine: the neck is deep in the base and well inserted between the
shoulders, rising up from the withers without any marked depression.
WITHERS: Well defined and long, with a smooth transition from the back to the neck.
Always higher than the croup.
CHEST: Of medium size, deep and muscular.
RIBCAGE: Well developed, long and deep with the ribs obliquely arched into the joint
with the column which promotes a short and full flank.
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SHOULDERS: Long, oblique and well muscled.
BACK: Well defined and tending towards the horizontal making a smooth union
between the withers and loins.
LOINS: Short, wide, muscular, slightly convex, well connected with the back and
croup with which they form a continuous harmonious line.
CROUP: Strong and rounded, well balanced, slightly oblique, the length and width
should be of identical dimension, the profile convex and harmonious with the point of
hip relatively unobtrusive, giving the croup a transverse section of elliptical shape. The
tail emerges from the same line of the croup, being of long. Silky and abundant hair.
LEGS: The forelegs are well muscled and harmoniously inclined. The upper arm
straight and muscular. The cannons slightly long and muscular. The fetlocks are dry,
relatively big and with very little hair. The pasterns are relatively long and sloping. The
hooves are of good constitution, well defined and proportioned without being too open;
the line of the coronet is not very evident. The buttock is short and convex. The thigh is
muscular and tends to be short, and is orientated in such a way that the patella or gaskin
is in the same vertical line of the hip bone, or point of the hip. The leg is slightly long
positioning the hock in the same vertical line of the point of the buttock. The hocks are
large, strong and dry. The legs present relatively closed angles.

(Addapted from http://www.cavalo-lusitano.com/en/stud-books-lusitano-horse/lusitanobreed)
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